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ABSTRACT

In the fifteenth-century Castilian poem on death, Coplas de Jorge Manrique a la muerte de su padre, the verses lead the reader on a journey of the self, who, challenged by death’s equalizing power, conquers adversity with agency. From the beginning verses, Manrique urges his reader to contemplate his own mortality and to address ontological concerns from older, familiar texts that he uses as a source for memory in writing his poem. However, the representation of the poet’s father at death, don Rodrigo, and don Rodrigo’s engagement with death show that knowledge and understanding gained from following the guidelines of the institution of chivalry provided the knight with the will to triumph even at death.

This dissertation is an approach to the Coplas from theories of memory as representation from antiquity, from Augustine’s explanations of the concepts of memory, understanding, and will, and from the medieval use of memory as a source for writing. I argue that the role of memory in writing and Latin medieval practices of contemplative reading, through which readers pondered and remembered, provide a platform for approaching identity in the Coplas. While memory, memoria, served as an art for
writing, contemplative spiritual reading practices, *lectio spiritualis*, worked for meditating on the self and towards establishing concepts of individuality. I locate the emerging concern for selfhood evidenced in the *Coplas* by reading the verses side by side with two fifteenth-century texts, a well-disseminated spiritual text on death, *Ars moriendi* and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, a fifteenth-century Castilian manual on chivalry. My reading of Manrique’s verses follows theories of language developed by Roman Jakobson and Tzvetan Todorov. My interpretation through poetics offers a new approach to the *Coplas* by showing that in the poem, Manrique shapes a narrative of the self that emerges from the subversive power of the *Dance of Death* towards an individual triumph at the threshold of early modernity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation, “Representation of the Self as Individual through Memory in Jorge Manrique’s *Coplas a la muerte de su padre,*” explores the lyric poem about death, *Coplas de Jorge Manrique a la muerte de su padre,* one of the most beloved and important works of Spanish literature. Written during a time of transition between the Medieval and early-Modern era, readers have long cherished questioning issues of life and death through its musical verses. Longfellow immortalized the poem in English through translation and literary critics such as Anna Krause, Pedro Salinas, Alan Deyermond, Frank Domínguez, and Vicente Beltrán have analyzed the fifteenth-century approach to death in the *Coplas.* But despite the great body of scholarship on the *Coplas* a study of Manrique’s use of medieval memory practices in writing a text that moves its reader towards a subjective consciousness of individual agency has yet to be offered. By understanding the concept of memory with which Manrique would have been familiar, I believe we can better understand how readers of his time would have experienced the poem and how it offered an emerging concern for the self as individual.

My analysis of the *Coplas* through medieval memory practices for writing will show how recombining knowledge from older texts led to new understandings; Manrique drew particularly from the *Ars moriendi* (c. 1408), a text intended for all persons as spiritual preparation in the art of dying well and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* (c. 1444), Alfonso de Cartagena’s manual which focused on the knight’s role as a juridical subject
from period temporal expectations. By reading the *Coplas* side by side with these texts, I look at representation through concepts transmitted from poetic language in the lyric poem. Tzvetan Todorov explains this type of approach to literature as poetics complemented by interpretation following Valéry’s definition of “poetics” in its etymological sense as, “[...] everything that bears on the creation or composition of works having language at once as their substance or instrument” [and Todorov explains that], “It is not the literary work itself that is the object of poetics: what poetics questions are the properties of that particular discourse that is literary discourse. Each work is therefore regarded as the manifestation of an abstract and general structure, of which it is but one of the possible realizations” (7).

The role of writing in transmitting philosophical concepts at the threshold of the early-Modern period sparked my interest in memory and how it was understood to function in the process of composing literature. During the fifteenth century in Castile, writers represented concepts from antiquity and Christian thinkers in their work by drawing upon other texts from memory as a strategy for writing in order to communicate knowledge and express their own ideas. The older texts cited directly or indirectly in the new work recalled concepts in the memory of the writer and familiar to his reader. How well did going from accepted concepts towards new interpretations work? Did it work so well that the emergence of new positions was convincing, yet hardly perceivable as change? As Roger Chartier has shown: “Writing deploys strategies meant to produce effects, dictate a posture, and oblige the reader” (*Forms and Meanings* 1). The medieval strategy of using other texts as memory for writing was a resource useful in implementing
these strategies. Memory for writing was not only a technique, an important tool for instruction, or a way to transmit knowledge, but it was a way to communicate concepts.

According to Chartier, after the twelfth century, writing ceased to be for memorization and conservation and “came to be composed and copied for reading that was understood as intellectual work” (*Forms and Meanings* 16). Frances Yates who traces the art of memory from antiquity through the seventeenth century emphasizes the importance of Aristotle (384 BC) and Cicero (Marcus Tullius Cicero, 106 BC) for an understanding of memory during the medieval period. Mary Carruthers explains that in rhetoric memory was important for the “philosophical” areas of Invention, Arrangement, and Style, far more important in that regard than as a “part” of rhetoric that is “technical” and applicable to Delivery (*The Book of Memory* 13). Augustine (354 AD) identifies memory as a trinity of memory, understanding, and will which he introduced in his *Confessions* and explains in *On the Trinity*. With his *Confessions*, he also defines contemplative spiritual practices of reading and composing for self-benefit. These practices of contemplative reading in Latin derived from Augustine, called *lectio spiritualis*, were recommended by medieval theologians and were transferred to the vernacular in Iberia and throughout Europe. In fact, the influence of the contemplative approach to reading was quite significant. Brian Stock writes that it is indeed Augustine who “[. . .] is the most prolific and influential writer on reading between antiquity and the Renaissance” (1) and that “On the whole it is *lectio spiritualis* that provides the theological background for reading and writing practices that appear in vernacular literature after the publication of Dante’s *De Vulgari Eloquentia* in 1305” (104).
My study of how a representation of the self as individual emerges in the *Coplas* focuses on how the use of memory for representation was related to a change in subjectivity during the time of transition between the Medieval and the early-Modern period. In this study, I offer a focused analysis of the *Coplas* in relation to the Latin writing practice that transmitted one’s knowledge and communicated concerns to others through the use of other texts, *memoria*. I read the text as a journey that the verses provide for the reader, *ductus*. As Carruthers has shown, in medieval rhetoric one is said to travel through a composition, whether of words or other materials, led on by the stylistic qualities of its parts and their formally arranged relationships so that the artistic work “leads someone through itself” (Carruthers, “The Concept of *ductus*” 190). I believe that Manrique’s use of other texts and poetic language work within his verses to provide a journey for the reader. The poet seems to win favor for his father with a journey of self interpretation through the reading of the *Coplas*. The poem in its first known appearance, *Dezir de don jorge manriq / por la muerte de su padre* (1482), indicates the use of “dezir” in its title, a term used in “cancioneros” to describe longer than usual poems destined to be read rather than sung (Domínguez 170). The verses lead the reader in a journey of self interpretation at death by recalling spiritual concepts and temporal attributes familiar to the Western reader. It becomes clear how the most circulated fifteenth-century text on death, the *Ars moriendi*, intended for reading in the preparation for death, is recalled in the poem and that Manrique portrays his father, Grand-master of the military Order of Santiago according to the virtues of the knight in *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, an archetypal text on chivalry from fifteenth century Castile. I will analyze how the *Coplas* use the *Ars moriendi* and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* in a medieval
memory strategy for writing and I will also study the journey that the verses of the *Coplas* provide for the reader to contemplate his own death.

In the *Ars moriendi, The Art of Dying Well, moriens*, the dying person, prepares for death with spiritual reading, likewise, in the *Coplas* the poet asks his reader to contemplate death. Manrique’s reader, a juridical subject, anticipates death through his reading of the poem. However, Manrique’s father, don Rodrigo Manrique, represented on his deathbed, is also *moriens* whose individual engagement and vigor in his ability to follow institutional guidelines learned during his life as a knight provide him with the talents needed for a good death. The portrait in the poem recalls the qualities of the knight explained in Cartagena’s *Doctrinal de los caballeros*. The *Ars moriendi*, a spiritual text used in preparing for death, and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, a historical text for functioning within a political and social institution, provide the literary context from which I study the role of memory in the shaping of the self in Manrique’s poem upon the death of his father.

I believe that the form of the *Coplas*, which draws from spiritual contemplative reading practices and a text used in preparing for death, calls Manrique’s reader to journey through his verses in the position of the dying person facing death. From the beginning of the poem when he asks his reader to meditate on his own mortality and imminent death, the poet brings forth contemplative practices of reading and composing. I will argue that Manrique recalls contemplative reading practices in his beginning verses with “Recuerde el alma dormida, / abive el seso y despierte / contemplando” (1-3) and that as he asks his reader to meditate, he is also asking him to “compose” his own narrative of the self at death. In his verses, philosophical concepts and historical content
from familiar texts provide a platform for his reader to ponder concerns about the self at death as he reads.

Did the contemplative practices that focused on an individualistic approach to reading work in combination with an increase in literacy to produce an emerging concern for the self during Manrique’s time? According to Brian Stock, individualistic notions of self arose during the medieval period due to “internal determinants” such as “changes in religious practices, the transition from auditory to visual memory, and above all the spread of a literate mentality among large numbers of clergy and laypersons” (Stock 59). The *Coplas*, written less than fifty years after Gutenberg invented the printing press worked well with contemplative silent reading practices for pondering ontological and epistemological concerns. Stock explains that although scholarly debate has considered that individualistic notions of self arose in the Renaissance from a revival of the classics or from economic and social influences, “[. . .] scholarly attention in the past generation has been redirected in large part toward the examination of the internal determinants of medieval conceptions of selfhood” (Stock 59). This study follows Stock’s interest in these “internal determinants,” factors that I believe still contribute to readers’ interest in the *Coplas* today.

During Manrique’s lifetime, composing by drawing on one’s memory of other texts was a practice used to transmit one’s knowledge to others. The practices of reading and composing involved the recalling of older texts in one’s writing. Using one’s memory of previously read texts was a way to express understanding of knowledge and of using it to present one’s own thoughts with creativity. I study how the self in the *Coplas* is constructed using concepts from antiquity and Christian thinkers that Manrique
places in his verses and from which he leads his reader to understand the self in an individualistic context. I propose that through his use of memory to transmit knowledge and his refined use of traditional poetic language to provide understanding, the poet emphasizes a concern for the self as an individual with agency.

I believe that Manrique addresses the problematic of mortality for his reader’s contemplation by utilizing another text, the *Ars moriendi* and philosophical concepts from spiritual texts. Furthermore, his father, Grand-master of the military order of Santiago and a knight whose life was regulated by the institution of chivalry follows a ritual for death similar to what his reader hopes for his own death. Manrique draws upon other texts to shape a representation of the self at death as he weaves together texts not only in his own memory, but in the collective memory of his fifteenth-century readers. I will argue that in his poem Manrique represents the self through the use of memory for writing and that contemplative silent reading practices shaped his reader’s cultural identity as individual. The spiritual qualities in the *Ars moriendi* represent aspects considered essential during the fifteenth century for all dying persons and Manrique’s use of the attributes of the knight in the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* distinguishes his father as talented according to the standards of the institution of chivalry in Castile. By recalling a spiritual text used for meditation on ontological issues, the poet represents the self at death from an individualistic spiritual perspective. However, by describing don Rodrigo as a model Castilian knight according to characteristics explained in manuals of chivalry like the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, Manrique also depicts the knight by standards based on his function within the institution that defined his life. Since equality at death was an accepted concept during the fifteenth century, I will show that Manrique’s reader relates
to the knight through the representation of don Rodrigo on his deathbed and is empowered by that likeness as he perceives his own individuality. The reader’s perception of the self at death is an individual representation from his own memory and his contemplation of the poem. The representation of don Rodrigo’s death is also an individual representation that acknowledges the concepts in the verses. Comparing the representation of don Rodrigo and the reader’s perception of himself at death will be possible because according to Aristotle and Plotinus, memory defined as representation is “a propositional and, thus conceptual capacity” [where] “perception is a faculty that works with concepts” (King 4).

Manrique uses older texts for a representation of the self in the *Coplas*. He builds his poem upon familiar texts that help to lead his individual reader into the contemplative practice of reading for self benefit and into composing something of his own from the verses of the *Coplas*. He relates the self to death and then represents his father’s death as real by giving it a time and a place. Although I will show that the reader’s journey through the verses takes him through a contemplative reading like the customary fifteenth-century *Ars moriendi*, I believe that Manrique’s reader still identifies with his father’s attitude towards death because it represents an empowered individual emerging from medieval concepts of selfhood defined by hierarchical models. His reader travels through his poem led by the verses themselves, their content and form as explained in medieval rhetoric. I find that Manrique’s use of the medieval acceptance and understanding of equality of all people at death leads his reader from a spiritual concept towards a new insight about temporality by writing about death as an individual spiritual experience yet grounded in a location. In my reading, I observe that the poet uses lexical,
phonetic, and grammatical devices in his verses to recount death in the form of a narrative with characters and a plot set at a particular place in a specific time. Manrique clearly announces death as an event and calls his reader to it. “Cuando leemos las Coplas, desde la clara campanada de las estrofas iniciales [. . .] sentimos una gradual acumulación de ímpetu, una creciente complejidad de tejido poético” (Gilman, Navarro, and Spitzer 339).

The Coplas first appeared in Cancionero books of collections of poems in the fifteenth century. Critics have hypothesized different dates for the composition of the poem that range from before don Rodrigo’s death in 1476 to just before the poet’s own death in 1479. Beltrán and Serrano de Haro both date the writing of the poem at the summer of 1477 (Beltrán 19). Its first known appearance is as Dezir de don Jorge Manrique por la muerte de su padre in manuscript, Zaragoza, 1482. The poem circulated widely in manuscript form and in printed editions. As Fernando Bouza reminds his reader in Corre manuscrito, one must not think of the manuscript as non-circulating text nor think of circulation as limited to number of exemplars:

En suma, para obtener una imagen completa de lo que fue la circulación de los textos en la alta Edad Moderna hay que superar el esquematismo que, de un lado, reduce lo tipográfico exclusivamente a difusión, así como sus copias a productos de mercado, y que, de otro, imagina que lo manuscrito es sinónimo de una voluntad no difusionista. (18)

In his study on the textual transmission and edition (1991) of the Coplas, Beltrán states that the problematic of a decisive edition is in part due to the poem’s wide circulation in manuscript form which contributed to three vulgate editions in print rather
than the usual unique printed source from which others were made (Beltrán, *Coplas que hizo Jorge Manrique a la muerte de su padre* 9). Beltrán reviews significant variations among manuscripts and presents a critical edition that resulted from his research. He includes a bibliography of manuscripts, printed editions, and single folios of the poem as well as glosses that he used in his study and explains the editions on which he draws for his edition (Beltrán, *Coplas que hizo Jorge Manrique a la muerte de su padre* 11- 16).

The *Coplas* began to appear with the title of “dezir”, which meant poem, and later “coplas” describing its structure. With material from philosophical treatises, rituals, and literature on knighthood, Manrique’s poem on death combines a representation of both the equality of all people in death and praise for individual talent. He asks his reader to journey through his verses contemplating the self at death. The narrative of the self at death begins with Manrique’s reader as the self who confronts the inevitability of his own death and ends with the reader’s arrival at don Rodrigo’s deathbed for the representation of death. The poet shows the philosophical equality of all individuals at death by recalling passages on death. In that context of equality, he portrays his father at death as one who follows the customary rituals for all Christians on their deathbed, yet with the individual agency characteristic of the Castilian knight.

As stated in the verses, his individual talent as a knight was learned from his function within the institution of chivalry. I believe that as his function in society as a knight gives him individual agency, the particular representation of his engagement with death shows a connection between the individual’s talent in life and his ability at death. According to the narrative in the poem, although knowledge and understanding of concepts like goodness are necessary for a good death, the will of the knight is what
defines agency and effects a model outcome, “vuestro coraçon de acero / muestre su esfuerço famoso / en este trago” (400-402). It is evident from these three verses that the figures of thought convey meaning, but the figures of word are likewise important here and throughout Manrique’s poem. For example, I find that the vocalic repetition in “vuestro” and “muestre” form a close correlation between “your” and “show” which can be read as indications of a parallel between individuality and will. Although addressed to the dying knight, the imperative mood is a grammatical device that dramatizes the event of his father’s death as he recounts the event. Manrique seems to place his reader as an empathetic spectator who views the knight’s death as a model for his own death.

Roman Jakobson’s work on poetry explains how the type of reading that I propose for the narrative in the Coplas works. He writes that in poetry “[. . .] linguistic values, not bare sounds are the building blocks of verse, and the role that prosodic elements fulfill in a given linguistic system is decisive for verse” (Selected Writings 148). In this study, I work with the Ars moriendi and the Doctrinal de los caballeros as memory for the Coplas and study the role of the prosodic elements built on poetic language to show the self emerging as individual. I support my research on memory for writing with work from Frances Yates and Mary Carruthers; for memory as conceptual with R. A. H. King’s explanations of Aristotle and Plotinus on memory as representation, on Augustine with work from Brian Stock and Gareth Matthews and with theories of language by Roman Jakobson and Tzvetan Todorov. For the Coplas, I cite almost exclusively from Beltrán’s edition in Poesía (1993), Coplas que hizo don Jorge Manrique a la muerte del maestre de Santiago don Rodrigo Manrique su padre, which follows his 1991 edition, but standardizes details that would make reading the edition
intended for philologists cumbersome for a wider public. I specify when I reference María Morrás’ edition. My research draws on the literary criticism of Manrique’s poetry, especially from Alan Deyermond, Frank Domínguez, Anna Krause, Tomás Navarro Tomás, Francisco Rico, Pedro Salinas, and Antonio Serrano de Haro.

In the early-Modern period, the numerous editions and glosses of the *Coplas* evidence a significant circulation from 1482 and into the seventeenth century. Sixteenth-century printings include editions in which printers altered the order of its stanzas and glosses in which we find selected verses commented on for didactic purposes or to reflect on another death. Manrique’s poem at the death of his father is readily found today in printed editions and on the Internet. Its characteristics of simplicity and clarity of language for tropes of thought, the musicality of its verses due to the predominately trochaic rhythm interlaced with variations in its octosyllabic meter, and a consonantal rhyme combine to express sentiments that convey a profound message about the meaning of death. The poet’s writing strategy and use of literary devices still works because the *Coplas*, as a canonical work contains cultural concepts that still appear to be natural aspects of his reader’s identity. As Chartier explains, a literary work (the *Coplas*, for example) appeals to the cultural communities shaped to receive it:

> It lays a trap, which the reader falls into without even knowing it, because the traps are tailored to the measure of a rebel inventiveness he or she is always presumed to possess. But that inventiveness itself depends on specific skills and cultural habits that characterize all readers, inasmuch as everyone belongs to a community of interpretation. (1)
In medieval Europe, the *Ars moriendi* prepared the dying, and the figures of the *Dance of Death* in the visual arts and in poetry represented the ephemeral character of earthly life and equality in death. In *Cancionero* poetry, lyric verses acknowledged death by naming specific individuals that died and asking *ubi sunt*? or where they are. Elegies on death or about individuals that died approached the inevitable destiny of mankind. In medieval times, death implied both macabre aspects and beliefs in immortality. In the *Dance of Death*, Death personified overpowers each of her victims, yet the *Ars moriendi* empowers *moriens*, and prepares him for eternal life. The *Dance* and the *Ars*, works representative of fifteenth-century approaches to death in Europe transmitted by both text and illustrations, have often been associated with the *Coplas* by scholars. The *Dance of Death* shows that the destiny of all of the living is death. The *Coplas* assert one’s inevitable death by questioning where individuals that have died are within the *ubi sunt* section of the poem. In the *Dance* weakened victims from different social strata and occupations equally succumb to the power of death. In Manrique’s verses, the knight models the self as an individual with agency for all of the dying who are equal at death. The *Coplas* describe the knight as having agency, yet the *Dance* shows a dramatic resignation of the self. Salinas, who wrote about similarities between the *Ars moriendi* and the *Coplas*, very clearly states that the fifteenth century focused on death in two ways: the macabre, sarcastically portrayed in the *Dance*, and the Christian vision which Manrique elects since he wishes to reach the depths of the soul rather than be limited by the melodramatic macabre aspects of death (207):

> Su larga norma es la selección. Su siglo le propone dos tradiciones de la visión de la muerte. A un lado la macabra [. . .] insiste en los aspectos
más efectistas, la agonía, el cadáver, la descomposición de la carne, o los
disimula sarcásticamente bajo la siniestra sensualidad de la Danza. No la
quiere Manrique por dos razones, probablemente: por fácilmente
espectacular, y por superficial. Su designio es llegar al fondo del alma, y
no quedarse en estas sacudidas melodramáticas con que escalofría lo
macabro. A otro lado estaba la tradición cristiana pura; es la que
recoge Manrique. . . (207)

Alan Deyermond states that there is a sharp opposition between the Dance of Death and the Coplas; the two works function “de signo contrario:”

Ambas tendencias – la que se mueve de una lamentación privada hacia
una meditación genérica, y la que va de una apreciación valorativa de la
muerte hasta una actitud puramente negativa – se hallan representadas en
la Dança de la Muerte; idénticas directrices, de signo contrario, empero,
las encontramos en uno de los más famosos poemas hispánicos de todos
los tiempos, las Coplas que fizo a la muerte de su padre, de Jorge
Manrique. (Deyermond 341)

In the Coplas Manrique focuses on the spiritual aspect of death rather than on its
physical consequences so vividly displayed in the Dance of Death. The poet portrays his
father don Rodrigo within the historical context of Castile by describing him according to
attributes that coincide with the talents of the knight described in Cartagena’s Doctrinal
de los caballeros. These characteristics of the knight are also traits used to describe don
Rodrigo by Fernando del Pulgar in Claros varones de Castilla. Written a few years after
the Coplas, in Claros varones de Castilla Pulgar depicts historical figures in a work
dedicated to Queen Isabel. He shows don Rodrigo’s role as Grand-master of the Military Order of Santiago in the emerging historical paradigm of Castile. By looking at the description of the Christian knight based on qualities described in Cartagena’s text on knighthood, it is evident that in the text written to meet the approval of Queen Isabel, Pulgar depicts don Rodrigo Manrique, one of the most prestigious persons of noble birth in Castile, according to chivalric talents in Cartagena’s manual on knighthood. Jorge Manrique who would most certainly intended to portray his father don Rodrigo within the political and social favor of the Castilian Queen appears to write about his father’s talents as a knight according to those explained in the Doctrinal de los caballeros. However, I believe that as Manrique describes his father from period expectations for his profession, he also relates the knight to his reader by showing that one who excels at his profession derives agency from the guidelines of a temporal institution, even at death. The characteristics of the knight that establish him as talented seem to enable him to overcome the wrath of death by exercising those talents with the objective of gaining immortality. I will show how Manrique uses figures of thought, especially metonymy and synecdoche, to effect these connections between temporal conditions and spiritual concerns by establishing contiguity in his narrative on death.

The practical life of the Castilian knight and the spiritual ideals in the poem, though they may appear contradictory, complement each other and do not conflict according to fifteenth-century life and philosophy. The opposition between the aristocratic life and clerical beliefs is “a part of the society that produced the poem and flows logically from it” (Domínguez 137-138). Based on philosophy since antiquity, the intelligible aspects that helped the Grand-master conquer his enemies as a knight come
forth at death to give him the spiritual strength needed in the passage from mortal to immortal. In the narrative of his verses, it appears that Manrique combines memory with poetic language to go from the argument of mortality to the time and place for immortality. I argue that the verses of Jorge Manrique define success at death as a triumph of the mind which Augustine did not differentiate from memory. In the last half of On the Trinity, De Trinitate, Augustine discusses the faculties of the mind as remembering, understanding, and willing with three in one relationships that inform the self (Matthews ix and xvii). In Book 10 of De Trinitate, Augustine investigates the nature of the mind as certain of its presence and as coming to know itself through questioning, [...] for there is nothing more present to itself than itself; just as it thinks that it lives, and remembers, and understands, and wills” (Augustine, On the Trinity 57). In Book 11, Augustine explains the effects of memory, understanding, and will by stating that they are analyzed separately in relation to something else, but that “in respect to themselves, they are spoken of together, not in the plural but in the singular” (On the Trinity 58). Gareth Matthews writes that in Confessions he had already discussed the conscious self where being, knowing and willing are closely related in that, “Where there is no more knowing or willing, the conscious self simply ceases to exist” (On the Trinity x). This consciousness, which involves the reader’s will, encourages new understanding by working from shared knowledge and memory.

One should recall that the dialogues of the ancients model an active interchange through texts that persuade by building from the established to the new. Augustine’s writing works from rhetoric and philosophy to introduce a concern for the self from the experience of writer and reader. Before his conversion, Augustine had taught in the great
rhetorical schools in Carthage where they knew the ancient art of memory which has come down to us from the Greeks through Roman treatises. In fact, Augustine writes that he was an avid reader of Cicero, who has been called the great teacher of the art of memory, and that it was his reading of Cicero’s works that led him to study God. Augustinian thought on memory, and on reading and writing as forms of contemplative practice influence writing and reading into the Renaissance. Augustine creates a new type of contemplative practice with his *Soliloquies* where he dialogues with Reason and then writes down his reflections rather than committing them to memory so that he can read them later. After Augustine, scholars such as Albertus Magnus (c. 1208-1280), Thomas Aquinas (c. 1225-1274), and Ramon Llull (c.1235-1315) continue to build on the art of memory and on Augustinian thought.

While memory served as an art for writing, contemplative spiritual reading practices in Latin, *lectio spiritualis*, worked for meditating on the self. In late medieval times the devotional practice of *lectio spiritualis* served as a basis for the practice of contemplative silent reading of sacred and secular texts in the vernacular. The reader formed a connection with the text and made it his own. The meditative contemplative practice of reading spiritual literature in Latin aimed at helping a person in his formation by providing an opportunity to ponder epistemological and ontological questions. To contemplate is to consider and to reflect upon. Contemplation enabled readers to have what they read and to use it for their own benefit. Contemplative reading, used widely with spiritual literature, often served as a means to meditate about the self during the late-Medieval to early-Modern era. The texts and images intended for contemplation during the fifteenth century are a source of materials that often led to writing. Writers were
readers that held other texts in their minds and texts that they read not only led them to write, but helped them to form their own text. Writers placed texts from memory in the new context of their writing as they addressed concerns and their reading has often been identified in their writing. Carruthers explains that, “[. . .] the medieval institution of memoria by means of which texts of past authors are constantly related in and through present minds [. . .] captures both the positioning and re-speaking of these texts” (The Book of Memory 194). Writers committed texts to memory so well that their writing closely followed another and that in referencing other texts, they could purposely be exact, memoria ad verbum or paraphrase, memoria ad res (Carruthers, The Book of Memory 89).

Manrique’s call to contemplation alerts his reader to knowledge that is useful and applicable for reading that was considered for his own benefit. By unveiling philosophical concepts in the literary representation of the self and recognizing contexts, we can better understand how a text relates to its reader. “Augustine’s emphasis on the reflective reader [. . .] offered a new approach to ethical thinking [. . .] He not only asked his readers to consider philosophy as a way of life [. . .] he suggested that the literary or artistic imagination of his readers could play a role in sustaining that way of life” (Stock 3). I believe that when Manrique exhorts his reader to contemplate death, he intends to work from a space in the mind of his reader, the knowledge, understanding, and will of his reader, towards his father’s image as an individual with whom he intends his reader to empathize from the connections that he builds between the self and the knight with figures of thought and word in his verses. Memory and understanding appear to work
together in a narrative in which the verses lead one through a journey that attempts to shape the will of the reader.

Over five hundred years after its writing, Manrique’s poem is still one of the most beloved and anthologized poems of Spanish literature. Often identified as an elegy, the Coplas has also been described as sermon, ode, or meditation. As Frank Domínquez explains, “the work’s immediate sources of inspiration are fifteenth-century Castilian poems” and the poem differs in many ways from the classical (64-65). Critics have divided the content of the Coplas into two or three parts, sometimes with sub-units. The two-part division consists of a meditation on death and the representation of the figure of don Rodrigo Manrique. Its division into three parts consists of the exhortation to the reader, the ubi sunt, and the representation of the figure of don Rodrigo Manrique. Literary critics have also explained the poem according to its discursive parts. For example, Germán Orduna divided it according to medieval discourse as Exordium, Narratio, Argumentatio, Peroratio, and Epilog (Domínguez 173). The significant aspects of the inspiration, meaning, and structure of the poem reveal its complexity and coherence which critical studies have shown. Salinas who studied the earlier tradition of dividing the poem into a meditation and a panegyric but also analyzed its sub-units asserts that the key to understanding the Coplas is its balance and fusion:

No se podrán entender a fondo las Coplas, mientras se vea en ellas como dos elementos separados lo genérico humano y lo humano individual, ‘nuestras vidas’ y la del Maestre. El equilibrio con que los lleva adelante por toda la elegía el poeta, su fusión, triunfo último del poema, son su clave. (199)
The octosyllabic meter form of troubadour poetry with a tetra-syllabic verse ending each tercet survives as the “copla de Jorge Manrique” also known as “estrofa manriqueña”. Changes in pronunciation have not affected the meter except in a few cases writes Tomás Navarro Tomás (169). The stanzas of Manrique’s verses are traditionally divided two different ways. They can be divided into forty stanzas of twelve verses composed of two semi-stanzas of six verses with every third verse a “pie quebrado” or half verse. The stanzas can also be described according to the traditional “sextilla”, the six verse stanza from troubadour poetry with eighty stanzas of six verses and the “pie quebrado” for every third verse. The meter is octosyllabic in the first two verses of each tercet and tetra-syllabic or penta-syllabic in the “pie quebrado” verse. The third verse is half the length of the other two, thus the name “pie quebrado” describing the broken measure. The consonantal rhyme of the six verses is ABc, ABc with the rhyme of the “pie quebrado” indicated by lower case. The division shown by the rhyme is also evident in syntactic and semantic links that divide the double-stanza making eighty distinct stanzas of six verses as they appear in some editions (Navarro 170). The proportion of trochaic, dactyl, and mixed verses with parallel, alternate, inverse and uniform forms of these historic types of rhyme corresponds to the meaning and character of the verses providing tension, movement, or uniformity to convey specific tones and emotion (Navarro 171-174). Perceptible and attractive euphonic effects such as the predominant consonantal rhyme with stress on the penultimate syllable, the distinct verses with stress on the last syllable, the combinations and contrasts in phonological quality and the vocalic combinations give the poem a serene quality (Navarro 176-178). The versification and meter of the poem contribute to its meaning by separating the
stanzas and the overwhelmingly constant pattern provides contiguity. Although it is difficult to find the poet’s motives or intentions for all of the verses, there are numerous cases in which there is a correspondence with the meaning (Navarro 171). Tomás Navarro Tomás whose study on the meter of the *Coplas* shows a correspondence between form and function with historical implications for poetics writes that, “el poeta [. . .] acertó a encontrar en las palabras y en los versos su pleno sentido y su escondida virtud musical” (179).

Manrique builds and connects a dynamic narrative of death upon poetic language through its lexical, phonic, and grammatical aspects. “Rhyme is not conceived as a mere matter of sound: sound similarity necessarily draws attention to grammatical and semantic similarities or dissimilarities” (Jakobson, *Selected Writings* 148). The metrics provide a journey through the verses, “El octasílabo aparece en esta poesía como un dúctil instrumento utilizado en toda la varidad de sus recursos, con plenitud no alcanzada en obras anteriores” (Gilman, Navarro and Spitzer 342). There are often possessives expressed as relative phrases like “con la fe tan entera / que tenemos” and “la sus claras hazañas / que hizieron”, dynamic structures that are emphatic and emotional (Gilman, Navarro, and Spitzer 343). Manrique applied traditional poetic devices for images of thought and word with creativity:

> En la composición de las *Coplas*, movida por la emoción de un íntimo suceso familiar, debieron concurrir circunstancias especiales de sensibilidad e inspiración, merced a las cuales, el poeta, más que en otras ocasiones, acertó a encontrar en las palabras y en los versos su pleno sentido y su escondida virtud musical. (Navarro 179)
Navarro writes that the *Coplas* exemplifies the most significant linguistic aspects of Castilian:

[. . .] en su sosegado compás y en su moderada entonación, las estrofas de este poema muestran esencial concordancia con los rasgos más significativos de acento castellano. Sobre este fondo, las *Coplas* mantienen su no envejecido estilo y su clara imagen sonora. (179)

My approach to the *Coplas* acknowledges the three parts that literary critics traditionally accept for its division, the influence of other works, and its coherence in content and form. Poetic language provides a journey through the narrative in the verses that lays out aspects of meaning, structure, and contiguity. Period textual materials of wide circulation in the fifteenth century used as memory in the writing of the poem provide a literary context of philosophical concepts from a fifteenth-century spiritual and temporal vision. In the chapters that follow, I will show how, as Manrique’s reader journeys through the verses, its artistic form leads him towards a shifting consciousness of self and individuality. The representation of the self at death through philosophical concepts in the first part of the poem, the historical contextualization in the second part, the *ubi sunt*, and the individual triumph of don Rodrigo Manrique at death in the third part are coherent in content and in form. By looking at relationships in the poem that establish a framework of reference and provide fusion, one can explain how memory works for the representation of the self as individual in a similar way in the three parts of the poem and how memory and artistic form provide contiguity as Manrique connects representation, the self, and individuality with poetic language.
Continuing the great body of scholarship on the *Coplas*, my dissertation studies Manrique’s poem in relation to memory practices for writing about ontological concerns and through relationships between Latin practices of contemplative reading and the composition of the poem. With an analysis from interpretation and a philosophical perspective, this project seeks to explore the representation of the self through memory and from the Augustinian approach which links reading and writing as forms of contemplative practice. I believe that the three divisions of the *Coplas* into meditation, *ubi sunt*, and panegyric work well for an analysis of a representation of the self as individual through the study of content and form. The first part of the poem, described as a meditation, is followed by a call to the realization of impending death by relating to his reader with a literary device used in period *Cancionero* literature, the *ubi sunt*, questions asking what became of individuals that have died. For the panegyric, Manrique appears to draw from the fifteenth-century vision of knighthood in the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* and from the *Ars moriendi*. At don Rodrigo’s death, the poet continues to persuade his reader to ponder metaphysical questions with the representation of his father in life as a knight and as a Christian who follows the ritual of death in the *Ars moriendi* on the art of dying well. In the sixteenth century glosses of the *Coplas* offered a rewrite of selected verses intended for self-interpretation or to honor the deceased. The glossers of the poem who intended their writing for spiritual meditation gloss selected verses of the *Coplas*; they did not gloss verses that focus exclusively on the Grand-master’s temporal abilities. This omission seems to further indicate that though the *Coplas* functioned as spiritual literature because of its content and form, the poem also contains a significant number of verses that “speak” from a context not identifiable with the spiritual framework.
In Chapter Two, I explain representation from theories of memory, memory practices for writing, and contemplative practices for reading and composing. I also describe two versions of the spiritual text for the art of dying well, the *Ars moriendi*. Its longer version is a commendation of death that circulated mostly in manuscript form in Europe during Manrique’s period and which I believe served as memory for the *Coplas*. Its shorter version is usually known for images and a didactic melodramatic approach that seems to contradict the very focus of what I propose about the self and individual agency from my reading of Manrique’s poem. I also introduce aspects from the fifteenth-century manual on knighthood, Alfonso de Cartagena’s *Doctrinal de los caballeros* and I show similarities between the talents associated with don Rodrigo Manrique in his portrayal in *Claros varones de Castilla* by Fernando del Pulgar and the qualities of the knight in Cartagena’s manual on knighthood. The use of characteristics of the knight in Manrique’s portrayal of his father and Pulgar’s later literary portrait of the Grand-master in a work that he dedicated to Queen Isabel of Castile shows the importance of chivalric talents during this period of intense political struggle. In Chapter Three, I study Manrique’s verses focusing on the spiritual vision of the self at death, the historical context for the self, and the aspects of the knight and the self at death. In Chapter Four, I analyze narrative elements of the poem that provide a material context for the representation of the self as individual and a journey for its reader.
CHAPTER 2

MEMORY, REPRESENTATION, AND THE SELF IN THE TIME OF MANRIQUE

Before delving into a close reading of how Manrique uses memory for the representation of the self as individual in the *Coplas*, it will be necessary to define representation, to explain how it works from memory, and to describe the process of contemplative reading during Manrique’s time. Jorge Manrique would have been familiar with the concept of memory in treatises by Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, Cicero, Augustine, and Llull, works that circulated in fifteenth century Castile. I believe that these writers’ treatises on memory help to explain how memory works as representation in the *Coplas*. Manrique would have also used memory for writing, *memoria*, an art that transmitted knowledge and provided new understandings of older concepts. I will briefly describe the Christian spiritual practice of reading and composing, *lectio spiritualis*, and its relationship to concepts of individuality for the self as an internal determinant for identity. In the last part of the chapter, I offer a literary context for the *Coplas* by citing other fifteenth-century texts on death, on chivalry, and on Jorge Manrique’s father, aspects of the poem essential for my interpretation. I explain the importance of the *Ars moriendi*, the text on the art of dying, and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, the manual on knighthood, for my reading of the *Coplas*. It is my contention that the *Coplas*, a text written during the transition into the early-Modern era, provides a textual bridge from the wisdom of spiritual texts towards a secular approach to individual agency from the context of equality at death, a well accepted concept during the medieval period.
In the dialogues and treatises of the philosophers of antiquity, we find persistent discourse on the use of memory and on the nature of memory. My analysis of the representation of the self works with the role of memory for composing from a poetics of philosophical concepts according to Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, Cicero, Augustine, and Llull. I work from the value of memory for learning principles according to Plato and with the significance of memory as representation according to Aristotle and Plotinus, for, defined as representation memory implies change. In his work on memory, Aristotle also formulates the laws of association through similarity, dissimilarity and contiguity, aspects of language that I will use in my close reading. Cicero’s explanations of memory and Augustine’s discussion of memory as remembering, understanding, and willing illustrated by Llull in his work on memory will help to show how the representation of the self is shaped by philosophical concepts that regenerate in new forms with the use of memory for writing.

The nature of memory enabled it to function as an art that provided writers a way to work from established paradigms of reference and shape their writing with knowledge. One of the ways that writers used memory was to incorporate texts that they held in their memory into their compositions. They formed their own texts by incorporating older content, exact or paraphrased, into their new work. The substance of the older texts shaped the new text by providing a foundation for it. Latin writers not only shaped their own texts with material from their reading which they had made their own, but they connected to readers through content often familiar to potential readers. The use of memory for writing implicated the form and the substance of the new text. When writers addressed issues of life and death by placing texts from memory in the new context of
their writing, they were reconsidering epistemological and ontological concerns from previous knowledge.

Writers were readers that held other texts in their minds. When writers brought forth knowledge from earlier texts, their reading could often be readily identified in their writing. The texts that they read not only led them to write, but helped them to form their own text. As a reader, the relationship with a text was not to understand another mind but to receive the text and study it in order to profit from it; lectio, study, was followed by meditatio, making the reading profitable for oneself (Carruthers *The Book of Memory* 162). With contemplative reading practices in Latin which developed from Augustine’s work, the reader held text in his mind, reflected on it, and made it his own by remembering and understanding the text with the intention of using it for self benefit. In this manner a reader understood concepts from the past in a present reading that would provide benefit for the future. Readers continued to read in the vernacular Romance languages in the way that they read Latin spiritual literature, by contemplating the text which often led to writing. Contemplation enabled the reader to compose from the text that he read by pondering it and remembering. As writers addressed concerns in Romance, the process of contemplative reading and writing with another text in mind to shape new writing continued and flourished. Brian Stock states that,

On the whole, it is *lectio spiritualis* that provides the theological background for the reading and writing practices that appear in vernacular literature after the publication of Dante’s *De Vulgari Eloquenta* in 1305. As a consequence, it is possible to argue that it was not only the presence of the Latin language that shaped European
cultural identity in the centuries after Augustine, but a particular way of reading that language in spiritual writings during that period in which the Romance languages became an important vehicle for expressing a concern with identity through literature. (104)

By looking at the Latin *Ars moriendi* one can observe that this text which circulated to readers of Latin and in translation in the vernacular was intended as a code of behavior for the art of dying well. The numerous manuscripts, printed, and xylographic versions in Latin and vernacular languages of the fifteenth-century text on how to die provide a testimony to the dissemination of concerns for preparation for a good death. The *Ars moriendi* is a vehicle for studying spiritual period Christian expectations for a desired state of mind for the dying and about dying. To study codes of behavior for living, Alfonso de Cartagena’s vision of chivalry in *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, an anthology of the laws of Castile in respect to chivalry which describes the virtues of the knight, was an essential guide for the life of a knight during the time of don Rodrigo Manrique. For his work, Cartagena draws heavily on Alfonso X’s *Siete Partidas* and the *Fuero Real* as well as on Alfonso XI’s *Ordenamiento de Alcalá* (Fallows 4).

**Memory from Antiquity to the Medieval Period**

From antiquity, thinkers have addressed concern for memory with theories about its definitions and functions. Plato values the use of memory in discourse and its role in learning. He differentiates between the use of memory and reminiscence. Plato believes that learning is conveyed through “the true way of writing” which uses memory and dialectics. He states that the use of memory for discourse works for learning principles and he illustrates the learning of principles through instruction that uses memory. The
use of memory in instruction causes it to regenerate principles according to Plato. When learned, another owns the principles and these are recreated. Plato carefully specifies that “the true way of writing” is principles “graven in the soul.” He distinguishes the use of memory for principles of justice, goodness and nobility from memory as writing that is a reminiscence of knowledge. He states in the dialogue between Socrates and Phaedrus that,

[. . .] even the best of writings are but a reminiscence of what we know, and that only in principles of justice and goodness and nobility taught and communicated orally for the sake of instruction and graven in the soul, which is the true way of writing, is there clearness and perfection and seriousness, and that such principles are a man's own and his legitimate offspring; (Phaedrus)

Because Plato focuses on the value of the use of memory, it is “[. . .] a theory of what recollection does or can be used to do, namely, learn ideas, that is, recover cognition of ideas that dates from before our birth. What is usually called learning is thus really recollection, and takes place largely through dialectic” (King 14). The innate ideas provide potential for learning when they are retrieved. Plato writes that the use of memory affords “Clearness, perfection and seriousness,” in bringing forth justice, goodness and nobility in another. “Graven in the soul”, the concepts regenerate as “legitimate offspring” when they are owned by the learner.

In De memoria et reminiscientia (On memory and Recollection), an appendix to De anima (On the Soul), Aristotle explains memory or remembering as a representation. His theory of memory is that it is a function of sense perception. For Aristotle, memory is
a presentation related as a likeness of a presentation through a function of sense perception. He writes that,

As regards the question, therefore, what memory or remembering is, it has now been shown that it is the state of a presentation, related as a likeness to that of which it is a presentation; and as to the question of which of the faculties within us memory is a function, (it has been shown) that it is a function of the primary faculty of sense-perception, i.e. of that faculty whereby we perceive time. (E2v).

Aristotle associates memory to a presentation of a likeness of a presentation and to a function of sense perception. He believes that representation and a function of sense perception are closely linked as memory.

By explaining memory from representation rather than images, R. A. H. King works with Aristotle’s On Memory and Recollection and Plotinus’ On Perception and Memory. King defines representation as “a propositional and, thus conceptual capacity” [where] “perception is a faculty that works with concepts” and where representation does not involve only images but “[. . .] in some sense “pictures”, presents or represents the things to us” (King 4-7). Representation is propositional and has conceptual capacity that involves the perception of concepts. Memory as representation works to regenerate philosophical concepts as they pass from one reader to another. According to Aristotle, memory is “the state of a presentation, related as a likeness to that of which it is a presentation.” When memory is defined as representation, “representation is a change from actual perception” and “change is a reality (actuality) with causal efficacy: the efficacy of change means that it can propagate itself under the right conditions and pass
change on” (King 47- 48). Memory works as representation with “conceptual capacity,” and it is subject to change as it is passed on and propagated. Representation can transmit change because it is a function of perception and perception is conceptual according to Aristotle. Memory, as a function of perception with conceptual capacity works as a representation that effects change under the right conditions. In fact, Aristotle explained representation as “being a change remaining from actual perception” (King 23).

Besides memory as representation that derives from perception, has conceptual capacity, and transmits change, its individuality is important “because of what the subject of memory is” (King 20). The individuality of memory renders representation unique. At the same time, the individuality of representation lends itself to comparison and contrast with other representations. Discourse through the laws of association reveals similarities, dissimilarities, and contiguity between representations. Comparisons using memory for representation involve perception since, according to Aristotle, memory is a function of perception. Aristotle describes perception as an affection, but not an emotion. For him, perception does not involve passion. He does not explain perception like anger which he describes as the boiling of the blood around the heart, nor as hope, a leaping of the heart. Rather, he explains that perception is conceptual and without material cause, that is without material explanation. It depends on the body but is described as an affection or modification and is in part a change (King 21-22). He describes perception as a function of the body and of the perceptive part of the soul. He considers it a non-emotive and non-passionate affection of the body and a function of the soul.

Following Aristotle, memory is not perception, but rather a function of sense perception that works like the faculty with which we perceive time. For humans,
memory is evident from cognition of the one that remembers. Memory relates to past perceptions or to past conceptions (opinions, knowledge, and prudence) so that for memory to occur the perception or conception is from a previous time. Representation is a function of possessing or modifying a perception or a conception: “Perceptions and conceptions are possessed, and they are altered in the course of being used to remember with. That is to say, they are not affected merely by the passage of time; they are affected by being made part of an act of memory” (King 36). In *De anima*, Aristotle states that “[representation] is a change which arises from actual perception” (*De anima* III in King 46). Representation is a function that signifies a change that comes from a perception or a conception. It is not the actual perception or conception but arises from it.

Representation is a change. The power of change lies precisely in that it continues:

> As long as the change is occurring it has not reached its end. Being for change is, in Aristotle’s view, essentially connected to its end. Yet the change is only as long as it has not reached its end: on reaching the end it is no longer. Hence change is, as such, incomplete. (King 48)

In his work on memory, Aristotle develops the laws of association for contrast and comparison which work from memory. He writes that by association, “Beginning from ‘something similar, or contrary, or closely connected’ with what we are seeking we shall come upon it” (Yates 34).

Plato writes about the use of memory in regenerating principles and Aristotle’s theory explains that representation is a change. Later, Plotinus’ explanations on the nature of the soul provide material for his theory of memory which involves both ideas and perceptions. He believes that the soul has memory of things and describes the soul as
having an active capacity derived from representation through active perception and the expression of ideas (King 111). Each human soul is individual but each human has two souls that remain united in life and are separated at death. The practical soul that functions for the worldly aspects of life forms the other soul, the intellectual and higher soul, which enters the body when it is formed by the practical soul. Although each human is primarily the intelligible soul and opinion and perception depend on it, “The practical soul also has intellectual aspects, and, conversely, the intellectual soul has practical, sensible aspects, when leaving embodied life” (King 107). Plotinus defines the self as the rational soul that thinks but also perceives; the body belongs to the self rather than being identified with the self and though generally following Plato, “[..] his version is peculiar in that the soul returns to its proper place in intellect by thinking” (King 109). Perceptions are judgments by the soul, intelligible representations, made by the soul from sensations through sense-perception, a lower form of intellection, and from the higher intellect, but “The immaterial, for example the soul, cannot be affected for it then ceases to exist” (King 108-109). Plotinus thinks that perception consists of the soul being active, “namely saying something”, based on intelligible judgments derived by the soul going outside of itself for relating to things (112-113). Plotinus’ theory of memory is based on a concept of the soul as working with innate ideas and relating to perceptions through impressions outside of the soul. The soul deals with impressions from outside over which it has power and thinks by working with the innate ideas: memory is the retrieving of these ideas and calling forth of perceptions of things from outside the soul by approaching them again (King 114-118). The soul recalls again and again in a
continuing process of retrieval, thinking and calling forth perceptions from representations.

The value in the use of memory which Plato had emphasized and its nature as described by Aristotle and Plotinus are evidenced in memory techniques from ancient times. In the *Art of Memory*, Frances Yates explains how discourse has applied the memory tradition since antiquity. Memory techniques relate thoughts to people and places by organizing and associating in order to aid in remembering and consequently in writing. In addressing memory systems, Yates traces influences from the emotionally striking and stimulating images of the places for memory of the classical memory systems of the *Ad Herennium*. The art of memory serves as a tool that helps one to remember the important in order to later reproduce it by using mnemonic devices that may for example be visual, numeric or alphabetical. By associating facts with visual places or objects and engraving them there as if on wax tablets to be later recalled, the writer or the orator can later reproduce the material as if written. ‘For the places are very much like wax tablets or papyrus, the images like the letters, the arrangement and the disposition of the images like the script, and the delivery is like the reading’ (Yates 6-7 from *Ad Herennium*).

In the *Tusculan Disputations* Cicero asks “For what is memory of words and circumstances?” (XXVI). He writes about the soul as active and possessing memory with which it recollects by stating that,

Nor does the soul clearly discover its ideas at its first resort to this abode to which it is so unaccustomed, and which is in so disturbed a state; but after having refreshed and recollected itself, it then by its memory
reverses them; and, therefore, to learn implies nothing more than to recollect. But I am in a particular manner surprised at memory. For what is that faculty by which we remember? What is its force? What its nature?

(Cicero XXIV)

Yates connects Cicero’s *Tusculan Disputations* to Plato’s *Phaedrus* and explains that, “In this work, Cicero probably has in mind the perfect orator; as defined by his master Plato in the *Phaedrus*, the orator who knows the truth and knows the nature of the soul, and so is able to persuade souls of the truth” (45).

Augustine interprets memory as both memory and mind. Gareth Matthews explains that, “what we might otherwise have thought of as “faculties” of the mind, Augustine understands to be the mind as remembering, as understanding and as willing.” (ix and xvii). He approaches memory in ways that he learned from Cicero’s works:

[. . .] there are obvious affinities between Augustine on memory and Cicero on memory in the *Tusculan Disputations* and Augustine himself writes in the *Confessions* that Cicero’s lost work the *Hortensius*, named after his friend who excelled in memory, was that ‘which altered my affections, and turned my prayers to Thyself, O Lord. (Yates 48 and *Confessions*, III, 4)

In Book 10 of *De Trinitate*, Augustine investigates the nature of the mind as certain of its presence and as coming to know itself through questioning: “[. . .] for there is nothing more present to itself than itself; just as it thinks that it lives, and remembers, and understands, and wills” (57). He presents the power of the mind as three-fold processes
which he calls trinities with memory and vision united by will, and he explains the effects
of memory, understanding, and will by stating that they are analyzed separately in
relation to something else, but that,

[. . .] in respect to themselves, they are spoken of together, not in the
plural but in the singular [. . .] and when these trinities are drawn together
[coguntur] into unity, then from that combination [coactu] itself, they are
called thought [cogitatio]. (Augustine, On the Trinity 58, 66-67)

Augustine illustrates the difference between two visions, perception and thought,
with two trinities, “one when the vision of perception is formed by the body, the other
when the vision of perception is formed by the memory” (On the Trinity 79). He explains
the relationship between perception and thought by writing that, “But in order that this
vision of thought may be brought about, something similar to it is wrought for this
purpose in the memory from the vision of perception” (Augustine, On the Trinity 79).

Augustine associates the art of memory, memoria, with the mind and the conscious being
with knowing and willing. He affirms that,

For though the trinity, which we are now seeking is brought into the mind
from without, yet it is completed within, and nothing in it lies outside the
nature of the mind itself [. . .] we can conclude that the will to remember
proceeds indeed from those things which are contained in the memory, in
addition to those things which, by the act of seeing, are copied from it
through recollection; that is, it proceeds from the combination of
something that we have remembered and the vision which took place from
it, when we remembered, in the gaze of thought. (Augustine, *On the Trinity* 74)

Augustine gives the will great importance for he writes that it combines memory and vision in the mind. Through the directives of the will, the mind chooses from many available possibilities which it can arrange and rearrange in many different ways. He illustrates the role of the will:

Yet if we only remember what we have perceived, and only conceive what we have remembered, why do we so often conceive false things, since we certainly do not remember falsely those things which we have perceived, unless it be that that will – I have taken pains to show, insofar as I could, that it unifies and separates things of this kind – directs the gaze of the thought that is to be formed. . . (Augustine, *On the Trinity* 79)

By awakening and perceiving the outside world, one can begin to gain insight with which to study ontological questions:

[. . .] Augustine’s point of departure is the senses, above all, the senses of sight and hearing, through which narratives, as sequences of meaningful words, are understood. This is to say that, in Augustine, as in poets and prose writers who follow him down to Dante, it is aspects of the perception of the earthly world [. . .] that are the starting point for understanding reality. (Stock 49)

His theory of the mind as memory, understanding, and will from his philosophical treatise *De Trinitate* serves as an important reference point in studying changes in self-awareness that he had addressed in *Confessions*. Stock affirms that:
It was through his theory of memory that Augustine was able to transform a philosophical problem in neoplatonism into a literary problem for the West. The psychological awareness of alienation became the literary expression of alienation. A problem in the soul became a problem in narrative representation, and with it the inwardness of the mind became identified with the inner discourse of the text. (50)

Then, as the “inner discourse of the text” unveils philosophical problems, it serves as a way through which to contemplate metaphysical questions in the interpretation of the text. Augustine distinguishes between wisdom, *sapientia*, which edifies and knowledge, *scientia*, which enables us to function well and brings honor. Wisdom involves the eternal and knowledge the temporal:

For without knowledge we cannot even possess the very virtues by which we live rightly and by which this miserable life is so regulated that it may arrive at that eternal life which is truly blessed. But there is a difference between the contemplation of eternal things and the action by which we use temporal things well; the former is called wisdom, (*sapientia*), the latter knowledge (*scientia*). (Augustine, *On the Trinity* 98)

The search for wisdom is Augustine’s concern in the expression of self in his *Confessions* and in his writing on memory which serves as a way of going from *scientia* to *sapientia*, from temporal knowledge to wisdom which edifies. In the Christian tradition life and death are linked because the temporal earthly life leads to the eternal life. Then, ultimately temporal knowledge that enables us to function well should lead us to wisdom which edifies and is eternal. When Augustine links eternal life to the temporal
within memory, he shows how memory functions with language in writing as well as with reading and the contemplative practice that he valued. The interpretation of signs in language through reading and contemplation led him to wisdom.

Augustine’s philosophy associates language with the interpretation of signs and with the practice of reading and contemplation. He especially influenced the relationship between reading and writing through self-representation and contemplation. His inquiry into self-knowledge and his thinking on self-analysis in the *Confessions* showed a connection between narrative, memory, and time (Stock 55-58). He dialogues with reason and then writes down his reflections so that he can read them later rather than committing them to memory. In this way, his writing for reading his own thoughts silently models the contemplative practice of meditation, writing, and the later reading of one’s written response as an aid in the making of personal decisions. In *Confessions* he brings together concepts of reading and writing as he has a conversation with God. Synthesizing “the rhetorical and philosophical positions on approaches to self-knowledge,” he shows that “self-knowledge and self-representation” cannot be separated and he identifies “the reflective self with the reader,” thus effecting changes in both contemplation and narrative (Stock 13).

As Augustine brought together his study of philosophy and Christianity, ethical concerns expressed in narrative form since antiquity opened the door to narratives of Christian ethics in literature. For example, hagiography represented consciousness in narratives. It showed how exceptional actions in the lives of the saints resulted in miraculous events that showed their closeness to God. “Augustine’s philosophical goal, insofar as it related to the self, was not to construct a system but to give the individual
some guidance in reorienting himself or herself in relation to others. Philosophy in this sense was a way of knowing and living, not an abstract body of knowledge” (Stock 36). This relationship between reading and writing continued to develop gradually and a significant rethinking of the self in the eleventh and twelfth centuries that is evidenced in literary representation can be studied from changes in religious practices, a transition to visual memory from the auditory, and the spread of a “literate mentality” (Stock 58-59).

Augustine’s work inspired medieval admirers of memory like Hugh of St. Victor, Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas, and Ramon Llull. However, in writings on memory and the mind, it is necessary to note that, “Neither Aristotle nor Augustine nor Thomas Aquinas had a conception of ‘mind’ or ‘mental activity’ like ours. ‘Soul’ is not always the same thing as ‘mind,’ as most moderns who are not philosophers are inclined to think [. . .] Soul is the whole complex of organization and function of a human being; mind is invoked to explain that aspect of its function relating to its ability to understand and to acquire wisdom” (Carruthers, The Book of Memory 49).

Born some ten years after St. Thomas Aquinas, Ramon Llull of Mallorca bases his medieval art of memory on the philosophical tradition of Augustine after an experience on Mount Randa. He works within the cultural paradigm of Judaism, Islam, and Christianity which he sought to unite. The names of God in his work which describe the divine attributes appear to form a Trinity that is very much like the mind as remembering, understanding and willing from Augustine’s De Trinitate. Ramon Llull developed his art of memory from philosophical traditions that incorporated mnemonic devices. Yates writes that,
In one of its aspects, the Lullian Art is an art of memory. The divine attributes which are its foundation form themselves into a Trinitarian structure through which it became, in Lull’s eyes, a reflection of the Trinity [. . .] As intellectus, it was an art of knowing or finding out truth; as voluntas it was an art of training the will towards loving truth; as memoria, it was an art of memory for remembering truth. (Yates 173-175)

And it should not be assumed that the effects and representations of memory, understanding and will in literature must be studied separately. In his *Book of Contemplation*, Ramon Llull personifies these three powers of the soul as beautiful damsels on a mountaintop that work together:

The first remembers that which the second understands and the third wills;  
the second understands that which the first remembers and the third wills;  
the third wills that which the first remembers and the second understands.

(Llull in Yates 183)

In Llull’s process of ascending and descending, the soul discovers its powers of memory, understanding and will that demonstrate the Christian Trinity. His interest in reconciling Judaism and Islam with Christianity inspired him to develop a geometric system of combinatory wheels based on the structure of nature that operated with Names of God acceptable to all three religions. He drew from the Zohar, a main text of the Jewish Cabala, and from Sufism, Islam in its mystical form (Yates 175-176). The number one hundred, for the Names of God, for example, respects Muslim practices. Thus, Llull’s systems worked so that they used neither Scripture nor articles of faith that would not be accepted by Muslims and Jews. In summary:
The point was to display the basic structure of reality, which begins with the attributes of God, goodness, greatness, eternity, and so forth, which are not static but unfold into three correlatives of action. Thus \textit{bonitas} (goodness), unfolds into an agent (\textit{bonificativum}) and a patient (\textit{bonificabile}), and the act joining them (\textit{bonificare}). Their necessary activity \textit{ad intra} produces the Trinity and their contingent activity \textit{ad extra} the act of creation. Moreover, this triad of action is then reproduced at every level of creation, so that, for instance, man’s intellect is composed of \textit{intellectivum}, \textit{intelligibile}, and \textit{intelligere}, and fire of \textit{ignificativum}, \textit{ignificabile}, and \textit{ignificare}.” (Bonner and Badía 513)

Ramon Llull explains in his \textit{Libro del ascenso y descenso del entendimiento} that, “Ultimamente \textit{asciende} el entendimiento a la memoria [. . .] En tanto que el entendimiento así considera y adquiere conocimiento de las cosas [. . .] para poder estar más cierto de ellas \textit{desciende} a lo sensible, como es a la vista y demás sentidos . . .” (102). He specifies the relationship between memory, understanding, and will:

\begin{quote}
Cuando el entendimiento propone a la voluntad los objetos, la voluntad tiene libertad de elegir el que le parece, y así su libertad es universal [. . .]
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
También la memoria tiene libertad general, con la cual libremente recibe las especies, las conserva y las vuelve al entendimiento y voluntad; y de que sea libre tenemos experiencia, pues muchas veces el entendimiento y la voluntad quieren que la memoria les represente una especia y ella no les representa aquella, sino otras; y en otras ocasiones no solicitando ellas que
les represente especie alguna (por apetecer la quietud y descanso), la memoria les representa una o muchas . . . (Llull 104-105)

The marked influence of Llull in Spain is evidenced in the dissemination of his writings and in the study of his works. “Cisneros en carta a los muy nobles jurados de la ciudad y reino de Mallorca dada en Alcalá en 8 de octubre de 1513, confiesa tener gran afición a todas las obras de Raimundo Lulio, y promete trabajar para que se publiquen y lean en todas las escuelas” (Ovejero LXIX).

**Contemplation for Reading and Memory for Writing**

The use of *memoria* as an art of memory in writing worked well with the process that the reader used in relating to a text by studying it, *lectio*, and applying it to oneself through *meditatio*. Carruthers explains that writers committed texts to memory so well that their writing closely followed these models and that in referencing other texts, they could purposely be exact or paraphrase. For example,

[. . .] Gregory the Great and other writers might be said to write ‘in Augustine’ [. . .] The ‘inaccuracy’ we find so frequently in medieval citation is often, I believe, the result of a deliberate choice on the author’s part, either at the stage of initial memorizing or (and I think more frequently) at that of composing. Medieval scholars’ respect for accuracy in copying texts has been repeatedly demonstrated [. . .] Yet the same people who honored the exact copying of even non-Christian texts quote these same works erratically, at times precisely, at times so paraphrased and adapted as to alter them almost beyond recognition. The one
sort of activity is a form of memoria ad verbum, the other memoria ad res. (Carruthers, The Book of Memory 89)

Carruthers further explains the use of memory in her definition of textus. She reminds her reader that textus means “to weave” so that as social institutions weave a story, it becomes text, but also that,

Textus also means ‘texture,’ the layers of meaning that attach as a text is woven into and through the historical and institutional fabric of a society. Such ‘socializing’ of literature is the work of memoria, and this is as true of a literate as of an oral society [. . .] The medieval institution of memoria by means of which texts of past authors are constantly related in and through present minds [. . .] captures both the positioning and re-speaking of these texts. (Carruthers, The Book of Memory 12, 194)

In the medieval period, the literary experience began to be characterized by intentionality. The major period of change was the late eleventh and twelfth centuries, which saw the emergence of the modern view that human thinking is chiefly characterized by intentionality [. . .] this was the first period since antiquity when a wide range of relations between self and literary experience were significantly rethought [. . .] The theme of ‘inner’ and ‘outer,’ a development out of Paul and Augustine, attracts an increasing amount of attention; reflections on the self are largely devoted to explaining the relations between them, whether these are conceived in historical, theological, or psychological terms. (Stock 58-60)
In the late medieval period the devotional contemplative practice of *lectio spiritualis*, meditation from reading, and the often subsequent writing of a text evidenced a great revival and it inspired the contemplative practice of silent reading of both sacred and secular texts in the vernacular. The contemplation focused on the subject’s awareness of his thoughts and emotions about the text often resulting in a written text by the reader whose interpretation focused particularly on internal images and words, the function in the mind of the words and images of the text (Stock 102-108).

While the art of memory worked to convey philosophical thought in the writings of medieval scholars and continued to influence the expression of ideas in the Renaissance, the silent reading and contemplation of texts in the vernacular flourished. By looking at memory as an art, it is evident that the use of memory in composing brings both knowledge and new understandings. The use of memory for writing worked well with the structure of the Latin language. For example, its system of declensions and rather flexible word order for composing provided a framework for the use of memory in writing and also seemed to facilitate pondering the thoughts in the sentence by close reading. It seems that the nature of the reading process itself gave the reader time to ponder the significance of each sentence. The reader would transfer images and concepts in the text into his own thoughts by contemplating it. He used the text for his own experience rather than trying to determine the writer’s intention. The meditative practice which involved composing that often led to writing resulted in the production of texts that show a concern for the self as individual. Reading and composing as forms of contemplative practice demonstrate the close relationship at that time between the
awareness of the reader’s internal conception of the self and the representation of that conception of himself in writing.

Spiritual literature often guided the reader to that relationship through an interpretation of the self. Silent reading and contemplation was one of the ways that fostered the direct relationship of the soul with God during moments of solitude. During the Renaissance, writes Renato Barilli, the humanists try to synthesize the concern with the reasons of the heart and formal dignity, propriety and vigor in the language so that “[. . .] in fact the level of religiosity increases [. . .] humanism launches the idea of a direct relationship of the soul with God, following Augustine’s model” (53). An example of spiritual literature consisting of verses and glosses during the sixteenth century when the *Coplas* were widely read and glossed is the *Third Spiritual Alphabet* by Francisco de Osuna who was influenced by the humanistic environment of Llullian studies at the University of Alcalá. He uses the alphabetical system of memory that had been used since antiquity to organize the knowledge that he transmits to his reader. Carruthers writes about ways in which memory was used and states that, “Evidence that alphabets were commonly used as a mnemonic ordering device is scattered but persistent in both ancient and early medieval books” (*The Book of Memory* 109).

The *Third Spiritual Alphabet, Tercera parte del libro llamado Abecedario espiritual* (1527) is the third of six books in Osuna’s spiritual alphabet. The Franciscan wrote these alphabets to teach how to dispose oneself to God’s presence through the method of quiet prayer and retreat called “recogimiento.” The twenty three treatises of Osuna’s *Third Spiritual Alphabet* organized through the letters of the alphabet with verses that indicate how to prepare for contemplation recall the techniques of ascending
and descending of the soul in Llull. The titles of the treatises are composed of verses, “dísticos” that present the important points to be developed in the paragraphs of the glosses in prose that follow. They are organized in alphabetical order with the last letter being the tilde. Melquiades Andrés Martín writes that in the Franciscan’s alphabetical organization,

Es claro que aquí existe un todo orgánico […] El Tercer Abecedario es una obra cargada de intención en su planteamiento general, e incluso en muchas de sus frases […] El planteamiento por abecedario acaso fuese el único que podía llevar la obra a buen puerto y dar libertad a su autor para decir todo lo que quería en todos los planos y desde todos los puntos de vista, de modo expreso o velado. (38)

The prose content in the twenty-three treatises of Osuna’s Third Spiritual Alphabet address aspects of readiness for contemplation in the treatises which are glosses of the “dísticos” arranged alphabetically like titles. The two verses served an organizational tool for Osuna as writer and facilitated remembering for his potential reader who would have more easily recalled the preparation of “recogimiento” from the alphabetical order and the poetic devices of the verses. His glosses of the verses in prose explain the concepts in the verses and give specific examples. Below are the “dísticos” that Osuna used in his Third Spiritual Alphabet to help one prepare for quiet prayer.

1. Anden siempre juntamente – la persona y el espíritu.
2. Bendiciones muy fervientes – frecuenta en todas tus obras.
3. Ciego, y sordo, y mudo debes ser -, y manso siempre.
4. Desebaraza el corazón – y vacía todo lo criado.
5. Examina y hazte experto – y afina tus obras todas.
6. Frecuenta el recogimiento – por ensayarte en su uso.
7. Guerra dan los pensamientos – tú, con no, cierra la puerta.
In his spiritual writing, Osuna uses memory practices to organize his text and to transfer knowledge on his method of preparing for quiet prayer and meditation. He draws on older texts and applies the laws of association.

The strategy of association was first formulated by Aristotle who wrote that “Beginning from ‘something similar, or contrary, or closely connected’ with what we are seeking we shall come upon it” (Yates 34). The use of the laws of association in writing establishes frames of reference and connections. Roman Jakobson has expanded the meaning of association in language by explaining in *Fundamentals of Language* that metaphor signifies similarity and metonymy shows contiguity. He specifies that metaphor relates to paradigms and frameworks of reference and that metonymy signifies connections and contiguity. Jakobson writes that metaphor and metonymy work within the narrative in a text, from paradigmatic (metaphoric) or contingent (metonymic) relationships:

The development of discourse may take place along two different semantic lines: one topic may lead to another either through their
similarity or through their contiguity. The metaphoric way would be the most appropriate term for the first case and the metonymic way for the second, since they find their most condensed expression in metaphor and metonymy respectively. (Fundamentals of Language 90)

He writes about these relationships in narrative:

Following the path of contiguous relationships, the realist author metonymically digresses from the plot to the atmosphere and from the characters to the setting in space and time. He is fond of synecdochic details. (Jakobson, Fundamentals of Language 92)

Furthermore, in poetry metonymy is important for the narrative aspects. “Either of the two gravitational poles may prevail. In Russian lyrical songs, for example, metaphoric constructions predominate, while in the heroic epics the metonymic way is preponderant” (Jakobson 91).

Todorov also explains association for writing by stating that although literature is not primarily a symbolic system like painting, but uses the system of language, there is still a difference in a text between the relationships among elements within the text and the relationships of elements in the text to elements outside of it. He distinguishes between the relationships among elements co-present in the text, in praesentia, and those that refer to elements outside of the text, in absentia, and states that this is a difference at its minimum in lyric and sapiential literature and maximum in fiction (13-14).

To what does it correspond in our experience as readers? The relations in absentia are relations of meaning and of symbolization. A certain signifier signifies a certain signified, a certain phenomenon evokes
another; a certain episode symbolizes an idea. The relations in praesentia are relations of configuration, of construction. Here, it is by the power of a causality (not an evocation) that the phenomena are linked to each other.

. . (14)

For my project, I will use the relations in absentia to analyze how Manrique uses meanings and symbolization from outside of the Coplas and I will work with relationships among elements co-present within the text, in praesentia, to show how the reader develops his own narrative on death by linking elements within the Coplas.

**Transferring Knowledge through Memory**

The use of memory in composition by bringing forth older texts in one’s writing transferred knowledge. Since in my close reading of the Coplas in the next chapters I will show the manifestation of an understanding about the self as individual from the use of memory in the writing of the poem, it will be necessary to describe the two fifteenth-century texts that I will use for my analysis, the *Ars moriendi* and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*. First, I will describe the *Ars moriendi*, the text that surfaced after the Council of Constance (1444-1448), and then the *Doctrinal de los caballeros*, the manual on chivalry by Alfonso de Cartagena (c. 1444). I will also show how the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* served as memory for Fernando del Pulgar in the writing of don Rodrigo Manrique’s portrait in the *Claros varones de Castilla* which he wrote for Queen Isabel of Castile.

I believe that Jorge Manrique would have had access to the text on dying recommended during his time as a preparation for death and that he incorporated much of the knowledge in that text, the *Ars moriendi*, into the Coplas. For the purposes of my
study on the *Coplas* in Chapter Three, I now introduce the *Ars moriendi* and then explain marked differences between existing versions of this work. It is very important to note that versions of this well disseminated European text have significant differences, yet all versions are known by the uniform title of *Ars moriendi*. I will show some marked differences between two principal versions because the frequent assumption that all versions of the *Ars moriendi* are melodramatic, like the version written to accompany images, seems to have obscured the text’s association with the *Coplas*. I do not believe that the art of dying that Manrique used as memory for the *Coplas* is the melodramatic didactic version of the *Ars moriendi* usually translated into the vernacular languages, but rather the longer Latin commendation of death that portrayed the dying person as resilient.

In her book, *The Art of Dying Well*, Sister Mary Catharine O’Connor emphasizes that there were two principal versions that are very different in method and dramatic effect, a longer commendation of dying and a shorter melodramatic one usually accompanied by images (O’Connor 7). I will show differences in style and content between these two main versions of the *Ars moriendi* by looking at representative texts of each version, the modern edition of the commendation of death in Frances M. M. Comper’s *The Book of the Craft of Dying and Other Early English Tracts Concerning Death* and the *Arte de bien morir y breve confessionario*, an anonymous translation of the Latin melodramatic conduct book, transcribed by Christopher McDonald and E. Michael Gerli.

The *Ars moriendi*, the fifteenth-century versions of texts of spiritual guidelines on the art of dying well, prepared one for death with philosophical concepts from Christian
belief and from the writings of philosophers of antiquity. The _Ars_ was used in the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries with or without images. The dissemination of Latin versions of the _Ars moriendi_ and subsequent translations into European languages with manuscript, xylographic, and movable type editions underlines the importance attributed to texts and visual images on death and a growing interest on the art of dying. All versions of the text incorporated much knowledge from the _Opusculum tripartitum_, a catechism of Christian doctrine by Jean Charlier de Gerson (1363-1429), chancellor of the University of Paris, a prolific writer and a zealous reformer of the Western Christian Church. However, the _Ars moriendi_ also contains other knowledge not found in Gerson’s catechism, but from the Church Fathers, the liturgy, writers of patristic thought, and ecclesiastical writers of the later medieval period (O’Connor 24).

The _Ars moriendi_ transmits material on death that would have already been familiar to the dying person through other texts, sermons, iconography, and oral tradition. Its author states that it is written “Forasmuch as the passage of death, of the wretchedness of the exile of this world, for uncunning [ignorance] of dying – not only to lewd men [laymen] but also to religious and devout persons” ( _The Book of the Craft of Dying_ 3).

O’Connor has found that the earliest manuscripts of the _Ars moriendi_ from the first or second decade of the fifteenth century all contain the longer commendation of death version and that the incunabula without images for the most part also contain that version (O’Connor 113, 17). The commendation of death version, the longer version of the _Ars moriendi_ also known as _Tractatus artis bene moriendi_ or _Speculum artis bene moriendi_ is called the _Crafte of Dyeng_ in English; and O’Connor warns that generally those who refer to the work of _Ars moriendi_ by the uniform title are referring to the shorter version with
images (O’Connor 7). O’Connor establishes the *terminus quo* date of 1408 for the *Ars moriendi* because of its source, the tract *De arte moriendi* in Gerson’s catechism, a text with similar content and style (O’Connor 23-24). She speculates that Gerson must have brought the tract on dying in his catechism, *De arte moriendi*, to the Council of Constance (1414-18) and that the text of the *Ars moriendi*, which draws from material on death and dying discussed at the Ecclesiastical Council of Constance was authored at the Council location by a member of the Order of Preachers (the Dominicans) whose priory in that locality was known as a center of culture (50-56).

The *Ars moriendi*, the commendation of death version is divided into six parts whose descriptions and explanations I will cite from Comper’s edition of *The Book of the Craft of Dying*:

The first part is of commendation of death; and cunning [knowing how] to die well.

The second containeth the temptations of men that die.

The third containeth the interrogations that should be asked of them that be in their death bed, while they may [can] speak and understand.

The fourth containeth an information, with certain obsecrations to them that shall die.

The fifth containeth an instruction to them that shall die.

The sixth containeth prayers that should be said to them that be a-dying, of some men that be about them. (3-4)

The first chapter of the *Book of the Craft of Dying* offers a discourse on death from classical and ecclesiastical sources. It begins by citing Aristotle in the third book of
**Ethics** on death as the most dreadful of all fearful things, but spiritual death of the soul as much more horrible “as the soul is more worthy and precious than the body” (5). Then the author quotes the Psalms of David stating that the death of a sinful man is “worst of all deaths,” yet the death of a good man is “ever precious in the sight of God”; he cites from other books of the Bible and Christian sources; and he concludes that “To die well is to die gladly and willfully” how, when, and where God wills the death, supporting his argument with Seneca’s advice to not blame nor try to escape from death (6-9).

The second chapter focuses on five principal temptations encountered by the dying person, namely of faith, desperation, impatience, complacence, and attachment to temporal things. The argument is always in support of the dying person and with reassurances that he can overcome the temptations of the devil. With the explanation of the first temptation, there is reassurance that,

[. . .] the devil may not noy thee, nor prevail against no man, in no wise, as long as he hath use of his free will, and of reason well disposed [. . .] And therefore no Christian man ought not to dread any of his illusions, or his false threatenings [persuasions] or his feigned fearings. (11)

After presenting all of the temptations, the conclusion in the text reaffirms that one has control over the devil and his temptations:

But it is to be noted well that the devil in all these temptations abovesaid may compel no man, nor in no manner of wise prevail against him for to consent to him – as long as a man hath the use of reason with him. . . (20-21)
In chapter three, the text on dying presents a section on faith, brief interrogations that elicit affirmative responses from the dying person that demonstrate his faith in God followed by optional more lengthy questions according to the noble Clerk the Chancellor of Paris [Gerson]. The brief interrogations provide the suggested affirmative answer, and further suggestions for reminding the dying person of his faith. For example,

Believest thou fully that Our Lord Jesu Christ, God’s son, died for thee?
He sayeth: Yea. [...] Then thank Him thereof ever, while thy soul is in thy body. . . (22-23)

The more lengthy suggestions for the interrogation that the text advises according to Gerson expand the same questions with the same reply of “Yea” by the sick person.

The fourth chapter contains an instruction for the dying person to follow the example of Christ’s death on the cross, to do as Christ did. The fifth chapter warns of false hopes of health by the sick person or from encouragement by others and of the importance of acknowledging spiritual preparation for death so that “he diligently provide and ordain for the spiritual remedy and medicine of his soul” (32). If the steps outlined cannot be followed, the suggestion is prayers directed to “our Saviour” (37). The text here indicates that the dying person should not be reminded of family members, friends, and temporal goods nor should they be brought forth to him except as would benefit. I do not agree that this part of the text disallows family members at one’s deathbed, but that it merely encourages detachment since it says:

When man is in point of death, and hasteth fast to his end, then should no carnal friends, nor wife, nor children, nor riches, nor no temporal goods, be reduced [brought back] unto his mind, neither be communed of before
him only as much as spiritual health and profit of the sick man asketh and
requireth. (37)

The sixth chapter has prayers that should be said by those with the dying person
stipulating that it is not necessary to say them for salvation, but that it would profit those
around the person:

But nevertheless this ought not to be done of necessity, as though he might
not be saved but if it were done; but for the profit and devotion of the
sick. . . (39)
The chapter concludes with some suggested prayers for “the profit of them [the dying
person] and others that be about them ask and require, and as the time will suffice” (40).

By describing and citing from the *Ars moriendi* in its English version, *The Book
of the Craft of Dying*, I have shown that the text does not instill fear, but rather seeks to
encourage the dying person and reassure him of his resilience, especially by recalling the
importance of his use of reason and will power at the time of death. There are choices
introduced, for example, optional prayers and optional questions or suggestions for
possible situations labeled by “if” and assertions preceded by “nevertheless” that follow
observations.

I will now show that there are obvious differences between the longer
commendation of death version of the *Ars moriendi* that I have just described and a
shorter version, known today mostly from block books, in which its author states that the
text is intended to accompany images. The images of deathbed scenes depict an angel
coming to aid the dying person who faces horrible temptations. It seems that the
popularity of the *Ars moriendi* block books and their beautiful woodcuts has probably led
to the nearly exclusive association of the *Ars moriendi* uniform title to images and to the melodramatic version that accompanies them. It should be noted that, “Of nearly three hundred extant copies of block books sixty-one are of the *Ars moriendi* (O’Connor 115). The editions of block books with illustrations contain the terse melodramatic version except in three extant printings (O’Connor 17). Translations of the *Ars moriendi* from Latin to the vernacular languages are usually of the version intended by its author to accompany illustrations. I believe that O’Connor succinctly states the differences between the version of the *Ars moriendi* mostly disseminated in manuscript form from which I have cited from Comper’s edition, *The Book of the Craft of Dying*, and the shorter version known mostly from block books. O’Connor warns her reader about the content and style of the melodramatic version of the *Ars moriendi*: “It is as if he [the author] saw, as the zealous CP [longer commendation of death version] author did not, the whole art of dying bound up in the struggle between the good and the evil impulses of a human heart” (12-13). She observes that the differences are in the shorter version’s strategy as “a conduct book terse and dramatic enough to impress all Christians [lettered and unlettered] with the gravity of the battle [between good and evil] and at the same time to instruct them in the proper tactics to win it” (O’Connor 13). In her “Note on *The Book of the Craft of Dying*” in her edition of the longer commendation of death, Comper summarizes the content of the melodramatic version, the version that she does not include in her book since the block books “need really a volume to themselves”:

The block-books of the *Ars moriendi* are very numerous and interesting [. . .] They seem to have been most popular in England, Germany, and France, though we find copies in almost every European language. They
generally contain eleven illustrations depicting the five great temptations which beset the soul at death. These temptations are embodied in the forms of hideous demons, which are repelled by angels and saints, and by Our Lady, who is the great interceder and last resource of the Dying Creature. (50)

In order to show these marked differences, I will cite from the version of the *Ars moriendi* in the Castilian translation, *Arte de bien morir y breve confessionario*, a text written for Christians who did not read Latin according to its author. This text, intended to accompany images, begins with a warning against not following its guidelines and focuses on the temptations by the devil at the time of death. It is written like a conduct book of prescriptive measures that stress compliance with its guidelines through the dramatic effect of temptations and warnings on specific ways of combating the devil’s evil temptations. Many of the illustrations show the conflict between good and evil by depicting the tormented dying person being tempted by a devil and helped by an angel. The *Arte de bien morir y breve confessionario* dated from between 1480 and 1484 can be accessed on Internet with a transcription by Christopher McDonald and E. Michael Gerli. All of my citations from the *Arte de bien morir* come from the transcription by McDonald and Gerli of the original which is at the library of El Escorial.

This text, *Arte de bien morir*, contains the purpose of the translation at the beginning (1r), an introduction on the importance of using this text (1r-3r), chapters on the five temptations which consist of the temptation by the devil followed by the angel’s response and encouragement (3v-19r), and one short chapter on doctrine and counsel (19r-21v). The *Arte de bien morir* guided and encouraged, however, the dying person is
faced with horrible temptations that he quickly overcomes, not alone but with the help of an angel. Its didactic approach focuses on a good death, but uses the melodramatic effect of the horrible temptations and the help of the angel in overcoming the temptations, a literary device that is transferred to effective visual images in the illustrations that stress the importance of saving one’s soul. Most of the text is dedicated to the temptations, chapters that consist of one by the devil followed by a type of rebuttal in the form of counsel by the angel.

The translator begins by specifying the need for such a work in Castilian, that those who do not read Latin should not be excluded from such necessary instruction on death:

comiença el tratado llamado arte de bien morir con el breue confessionario sacado de latin en romançe para instrucion e doctrina delas personas crescientes de letras latinas. las qua les non es razon que sean exclusas de tanto fructo e tan necessario como es e se segue del presente compendio enesta forma seguiente. (1r)

The translator of the Latin to Castilian refers to the *Arte de bien morir* as providing a mirror (from the Latin *speculum* used in spiritual literature) to the dying person “para que puedan como en un espejo mirar e especular las cosas para la salud de sus animas pertenecientes” (3r). The *anima* defined as soul or conscience must not be lost because it defines immortality. Covarrubias in the *Tesoro de la lengua castellana o española* defines soul through functional terms, “Anima, Vide alma” and “Anima, por conciencia” (18). The *Diccionario medieval español*, also explains “anima” in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as “El alma informando el cuerpo del hombre” (Alonso 311).
The conduct book *Ars moriendi* text predisposes the mind for a good death by citing from Aristotle, Augustine, St. Bernard, and St. Gregory. Its author clearly admonishes that the loss of one’s soul signifies failure and he exhorts the life of the soul by warning against the devastating loss of one’s *anima* [soul] which he compares as greater than the loss of one thousand bodies by referring to Augustine:

> la mas espantable delas cosas terribles sea la muerte. empero en ninguna manera se puede comparar ala muerte dela anima. Esto confirma sant augustin. que dize que mayor daño es la perdicion de vna anima. que de mill cuerpos. (prohemio 1r)

The second part includes the temptations dealing with doubt, despair, impatience, pride, and avarice. After each temptation is described in the third person, there are statements from the devil directly addressed to the dying person followed by counsel from the angel designated to help the dying person which serves as a rebuttal. For example, in the temptation of despair, “Capitulo .iij. dela temptacion del diablo cerca dela deseperacion” (6v), one of the devil’s statements to the dying person is that,

> Por quanto yo uve fambre e non me distes a comer. sed uve. et no me distes a beuer ec. E por ende dize santiago. juyzio sin misericordia sera hecho a aquel que fue sin misericordia sobre la tierra. [..] Pues claramente aty que has seydo en toda tu vida pecador non se queda alguna esperança de saluacion. slauo que meresces dignmente de ser condempnado. (7v)

This negative tirade by the devil tempting the dying person by showing him that there is no hope for him is followed by “Capitulo .iiij. dela buena inspiracion del angel contra la
desesperacion” (8r) with the angel’s direct statements to the dying person. The hope by the angel is as dramatic as the devil’s tirade:

"[C]Ontra la segunda temptacion del diablo da el angel buena inspracion. diziendo. o ombre por que desesperas. avn que tantos robos et furtos e homicidios uviesses cometido. quantas arenas e gotas ay en la mar. e avn que tu solo uviesses cometido todos los pecados del mundo todo. e non uviesses hecho dellos penitencia ni confession. ni uviesses agora facultad e espacio para confessar los ni por eso deues desesperar. por que en tal caso la contricion solo de dentro sin alguna vocal confession vasta. (8r-8v)

The angel supports his consolatory words by citing from the Psalms of David, the prophet Ezechiel, St. Bernard, and St. Augustine:

"segund que esto se pureuua por el psalmista. El corazon contrito e humiliado tu dios non menospreciaras. E dize ezechiel. En qua`l se quier hora que el pecador gemiere. sera saluo. donde dize bernardo. mayor es la piedad de dios que qual quier maldad et pecado. E assi dize sant augustin. mas puede dios perdonar. que el ombre pecar. (8v-9r)

In the temptation of avarice, the fifth one, the devil tries to disengage the dying person from spiritual thought by tempting him with thoughts of his possessions, his wife, children and friends. The devil says:

"O mezquino de ombre. Tu ya desamparas todos los bies temporales. que por muy grandes trabajos e cuydados has aquirido e ayntado. e tan bien dexas atu muger e fijos. parinets e amigos muy amados. e todas las otras cosas deltables e deseadas. . . (17r)"
The angel gives the dying person good counsel, “el sancto angel da buena inspiracion e consejo” (17v) with advice on his possessions, family, and friends. Like the other version of the *Ars moriendi*, the text dictates detachment from possessions, family, and friends, but does not prohibit their presence at his bedside. The angel advises,

E ante todas cosas oluida e pospone todos los bienes e cosas temporales del todo. cuya memoria por cierto ninguna cosa de salud te puede causar e dar. mas antes muy grand impedimento e estoruo de tu salud spiritual [. . .]

E deues te acordar delas palabras del redemptor nuestro señor ihesu cristo. que dize assi. alos que se alegan alas cosas mundans, si alguno non renunicare a todas las cosas que possee non puede ser mi discipulo. (17v-18v)

The brief section of the *Ars moriendi* that follows the temptations contains doctrine and advice “para el que sta enel punto dela muerte (19r). The suggestions focus on praying if the person is able to speak and reason. The text advises having a close friend that is devout to accompany one at the time of death:

que cada uno deue con grnd diligencia e cuytado poueer de algund amigo/o compañero deuoto. ydoneo e fiel. el qual le sea e este presente en su fin e muerte. para que le conseje e conforte enla constancia dela fe e lo incite e pouoque a aver paciencia e deuocion. (19r)

The *Arte de bien morir* adds a warning that some will surround the dying person pretending to love him in order to acquire his possessions and furthermore that these persons will not let devout ones enter because they may confront them, “e lo que peor es avn non dexan entrar a personas deuotas que los confortarian. por recelo que les fagan
I believe that the different versions known by the uniform title of *Ars moriendi* were probably intended for persons with different levels of literacy preparation. The *Book of the Craft of Dying* version that O’Connor speculates was prepared at the time of the Council of Constance is not “terse” (as O’Connor states) like the one that accompanies images and does not have the dramatic effect of the devil/angel chapters which comprise most of the *Ars moriendi* known for its images. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that a text like the *Ars moriendi* was considered so important that it was disseminated in different versions so that all persons could have access to it.

Another text of great importance in the fifteenth century is the manual on chivalry by Alfonso de Cartagena, *Doctrinal de los caballeros*. Unlike the *Ars moriendi*, this text dealt with knighthood in Castile and was not intended for all subjects. However, it would have been very familiar and important to Castilians like Jorge Manrique and I believe that Manrique depicts his father in the *Coplas* according to the virtues described in the manual on knighthood. The fact that Fernando del Pulgar’s portrayal of don Rodrigo Manrique in *Claros varones de Castilla*, a text dedicated to Queen Isabel, also appears to describe don Rodrigo according to virtues found in a treatise on knighthood indicates that chivalric talents were an important aspect of selfhood during a period of intense political struggle in Castile. I will describe Cartagena’s manual on chivalry and briefly explain content from that text on the virtues of the knight. I will then show how in *Claros varones de*
Castilla, a text written only a few years after the Coplas, Fernando del Pulgar portrays don Rodrigo Manrique according to the Doctrinal de los caballeros.

Alfonso de Cartagena’s fifteenth-century Castilian vision of chivalry in his Doctrinal de los caballeros (c. 1444) presents a description of the knight according to virtues. All of my citations of Alfonso X’s Siete Partidas and from Alfonso de Cartagena’s Doctrinal de los caballeros are from Noel Fallows’ edition of Cartagena’s text in his The Chivalric Vision of Alfonso de Cartagena: Study and Edition of the Doctrinal de los caballeros. In the Doctrinal de los caballeros, the power of the will is evidenced in the work of the knight. Cartagena writes that, “Ca la obra aduze al omne a acabamiento de lo que entiende, e es asi como espejo en que muestra la su voluntad e el su poder qual es” (Fallows 93). I believe that the power of the will manifested in the deeds of knighthood supports the emerging concern for the self as individual that developed during the time when contemplative reading practices were characterized by individuality. Cartagena specifies that the virtues in Latin mean goodness, good ways of proceeding. Every good man should will to possess these qualities, but especially the defenders should possess them. The first three sections on the goodness, “bondades” or virtues of the knights seem to recall the Augustinian explanations of the mind in terms of memory, understanding, and will also explained by Llull.

In his Segunda Partida, King Alfonso X named four principal virtues for the knight, “Como los caualleros deuen auer en si quatro virtudes principales” (Fallows 91). Cartagena explains that the knights must know how to proceed, how to stay firm in their tasks, how to do what they need to do and no more, and how to do their tasks rightly:
Bondades son llamadas las buenas costumbres que los omnes han naturalmente en si, a que llaman en latin virtudes, e entre todas son quatro las mayores, así como cordura e fortaleza e mesura e justiça. E comoquier que todo omne que aya voluntad de ser bueno deua trauajarse de auerlas, tan bien los oradores que deximos como los otros que han de gouernar las tierras por sus lauores e por sus trauajos, con todo aquesto non ay ningunos a quien mas conuenga que a los defensores, porque ellos han a defender la yglesia e a los reyes e a todos los otros. Ca la cordura les fara que lo sepan fazer a su pro e sin su daño. E la fortaleza, que esten firmes en lo que fizieren e non sean cambiadizos. E la mesura, que obren de las cosas como deuen e non pasen amas. E la justiça, que la fagan derechamente. (91)

Cartagena explains the section in Alfonso’s *Segunda Partida* on how the knights must also be men of understanding so that they know what to do, “Quales caualleros deuen seer entendidos” (Fallows 92). Besides knowing, the knight should have other aspects of goodness, namely understanding, “entendimiento”, which separates him from other creatures:

Aun ay otras bondades sin las que diximos en la ley ante desta que deuen auer en si los caualleros; esto es, que sean entendidos. Ca entendimiento es la cosa que mas enderesça al omne para ser complido en sus fechos nin que mas lo extrema de las otras criaturas. E por ende, los caualleros que han a defender a si e a los otros, segund que dicho auemos, deuen ser entendidos. Ca si lo non fuesen errarian en las cosas que ouiesen a
defender, porque el desentendimiento les faria que non mostrasen su poder contra aquellos que ouiesen de mostrar. (92)

The knights should also be able to apply themselves. Knowledge and understanding would not be worthwhile if the knights did not know how to work from their understanding. Their work is a mirror of their will. In the Segunda Partida, Alfonso X stipulates that “Quales caualleros deuen saber obrar de su entendimiento” (Fallows 93).

Cartagena explains this part of the Segunda Partida with:

Entendidos seyendo los caualleros, asi como diximos en la ley ante desta, comoquier que valdrian mas por ello, con todo eso non les ternia pro si non lo sopiesen meter en obra [. . .] Ca la obra aduze al omne a acabamiento de lo que entiende, e es asi como espejo en que muestra la su voluntad e el su poder qual es. (93)

The fourth section on virtues of the knights emphasizes how they should behave towards their enemies and towards their friends. In the Segunda Partida it is, “Que los caualleros deuen seer bien acostumbrados” (Fallows 93). Cartagena explains that the knights should be able to be strong towards their enemies and please their friends:

Pasando los fijosdalgo de las cosas contrarias les fazen que lleguen por ellas a acabamiento de buenas costumbres, e esto es que de vna parte sean fuertes e brauos, e de la otra parte mansos e humildes. Ca asi como les esta bien de auer palabras fuertes e brauas para espantar a los enemigos e arredrarlos de si quando fueren entre ellos, bien de aquella manera las deuen auer en cosas humildes e para afalagar e alegrar a aquellos que con
ellos fueren, e serles de buen gasajado en las sus palabras e en sus fechos.

(93)

The writing of the *Coplas* by Jorge Manrique on the death of his father dates from 1477. A significant literary resource for a portrait of don Rodrigo Manrique, *Claros varones de Castilla* by Fernando del Pulgar, offers a text in prose about the knight written in the mid 1480’s, only a few years after his death. It is one of several representations in the work that Pulgar writes with the intention of pleasing the Queen and showing the deeds of key figures within the political consciousness of early-Modern Spain. I have used Robert Tate’s 1971 edition of Pulgar’s *Claros varones de Castilla*, a critical edition from the incunabula 1486 printing and from sixteenth century manuscripts and printings, for all of my citations from *Claros varones de Castilla*. In the prologue of the book which he dedicates to Queen Isabel of Castile, Pulgar states his intent to please the Queen with:

Yo, muy excelente Reina y señora, criado desde mi menor hedad en la corte del rey vuestro padre y del rey don Enrique vuestro hermano, movido con aquel amor de mi tierra [. . .] me dispuse a escrevir de algunos claros varones, perlado y caualleros naturales de los vuestros reinos [. . .] cuyas fazañas y notables fechos [. . .] así en ciencia como en armas, no fueron menos excelentes que auellos griegos y romanos y franceses que tanto son loados en sus escripturas. (Pulgar 4)

The composition of Pulgar’s treatise dates from the mid 1480’s based on its choice of portraits, historical content similar to his *Crónica de los reyes católicos*, and the narratives of accomplishment supporting Isabel’s Castilian politics (Tate xxii). It is printed by Juan Vasques in 1486 with the title, *Libro de los claros varones de Castilla*. 
dirigido a la Reina Nuestra Señora. Its title, like Fernán Pérez de Guzmán’s poem
Loores de los claros varones de España, is indicative of the nature of its content and the
prose follows a similar style to Guzman’s portraits in Generaciones y semblanzas of the
1450’s. However, rather than using candor like Pérez de Guzmán, he uses diplomacy and
irony (Deyermond 275). Fernando del Pulgar, a very well accomplished writer and
diplomat, develops a text intended to meet the expectations of the Queen.

In the prologue of Claros varones, which he dedicated to Queen Isabel, Pulgar
states that he writes a treatise like those that have been written by the Romans and others
to preserve the memory of worthy accomplishments. He assures his reader that he will
not exaggerate to show his eloquence or to exalt the persons or their deeds, but will write
of their lineages, talents, and some worthy deeds: “escreviré los linajes y condiciones de
cada uno y algunos notables fechos que fizieron” (4). The portraits consist of a physical
description, a declaration of lineage, talents and a depiction based on accomplishments
with an emphasis on talents. The entries which vary in length are organized as he states
and include the categories significant to a knight as defined in texts on chivalry. In his
treatise, Pulgar identifies illustrious achievements of interest to the Queen Isabel, the
military orders, and the noble families. Like Guzmán, he first names the heritage and the
physical description of the person, but instead of relating the moral qualities to the
political climate with candid commentary and also naming the non-virtuous aspects,
Pulgar’s portrayals depict illustrious lives. His work is similar to Guzman’s in some
ways, but his portraits emphasize deeds. The achievements equal or challenge the merits
of other nations or cultures in a style reminiscent of Valerius Maximus’ Dicta et facta
which had great influence during this period (Tate xxxi). The treatise “reflects to a great
extent the desire for tact and moderation, rather than repression, which the Catholic Kings were obliged to exercise in dealing with individual noble families” (Tate lii).

I believe that Pulgar illustrates the deeds of don Rodrigo Manrique, the Grand-Master of the Order of Santiago, in accordance to Alfonso de Cartagena’s fifteenth century discourse on Castilian knighthood, *Doctrinal de los caballeros* (c. 1444). The section on don Rodrigo Manrique in Pulgar’s *Claros varones de Castilla*, “El Maestre Don Rodrigo Manrique, Conde de Paredes,” (48-52) begins by identifying the knight by his titles, his father, and the place of his ancestry. This is followed by a physical description of a well-proportioned person of medium height with red hair, and a slightly long nose that was of noble Castilian lineage:

Don Rodrigo Manrique, conde de Paredes y maestre de Santiago, fijo segundo de Pedro Manrique, adelantado mayor del reino de León, fue ome de mediana estatura, bien proporcionado en la conpostura de sus miembros. Los cabellos tenia roxos y la naris un poco larga. Era de linaje noble castellano. (Pulgar 48)

The second paragraph in Pulgar’s text gives a brief history of the knight’s early career assuring his reader not only of the knight’s talents, but of the high esteem of others for his accomplishments. Pulgar begins by stating the knight’s talent for chivalry since his early years and his decision to join and live by the guidelines of the military order of Santiago, “tomó ábito y orden de Santiago” (48). For his great achievements in venturing from the city where he was stationed into the land of the Moors where he acquired great fame, his father granted him the city of Paredes and King Juan gave him title of Count of that city.
fue comendador de Segura, que es cercana a la tierra de los moros.

Y estando por frontero en aquella su encomienda, fizo muchas entradas en la tierra de los moros, donde ovo fama de tan buen cavallero que el adelantado su padre, por la estimación grande en que este su fijo era tenido, aportó de su mayorasgo la villa de Paredes. . . (Pulgar 48)

Pulgar portrays don Rodrigo as a knight who possesses the talents “virtudes” of that profession. He relates his success to two virtues in his nature, prudence and strength. Pulgar uses the four principal “virtues,” known as “bondades” or “buenas costumbres” that Cartagena describes in his Doctrinal de los caballeros for his portrait of don Rodrigo. As Cartagena had explained, virtues are good ways of proceeding and this fact is evident in the virtues that Pulgar describes and relates to don Rodrigo:

Este varón gozó de dos singulares virtudes: de la prudencia, conociendo los tiempos, los logares, las personas y las otras cosas que en la guerra conviene que sepa el buen capitán. Fue asimismo dotado de la virtud de la fortaleza [. . .] asentó tan perfectamente en su ánimo el ábito de la fortaleza, que se deleitava quando le ocurría logar en que la deviese exercitar. (Pulgar 48)

Pulgar’s portrait of don Rodrigo Manrique centers on his character as a knight by associating his endeavors to the prudence and strength of his nature. He writes that as a knight don Rodrigo admired talent in chivalry, successfully won battles, and evidenced great ability in recounting the events of war. Moreover, he was not greedy and had high ideals. Pulgar’s depiction of the knight identifies him through qualities for chivalry as defined in Castile.
Pulgar writes that don Rodrigo valued great military skill; there was so much display of talent among his men that even if someone did not have adequate skills, he learned from others:

Preciávase mucho que sus criados fuesen dispuestos para las armas. Su plática con ellos era la manera del defender y del ofender el enemigo, y ni se dezía ni fazía en su casa acto ninguno de molleza, enemiga del oficio de las armas [. . .] Y si alguno venía a ella que no fuese dispuesto para el uso de las armas, el grand exercicio que avía y veía en los otros le fazía ábile y diestro en ellas. (Pulgar 49)

Pulgar leaves no doubt of don Rodrigo’s skill at speaking with his men and being understood, because none went astray. The knight’s men understand what he tells them and they all become accomplished, an important aspect of a knight in Cartagena’s *Doctrinal de los caballeros*. Immediately after describing the virtues, Cartagena had explained Alfonso X’s “Quales caualleros deuen seer entendidos”(*Segunda Partida*, XXI),

Aun ay otras bondades sin las que diximos en la ley ante desta que deuen auer en si los caualleros; esto es, que sean entendidos. Ca entendimiento es la cosa que mas enderesça al omne para ser complido en sus fechos nin que mas lo extrema de las otras criaturas. (92)

Pulgar also describes the knight’s proven outstanding abilities with another aspect of his leadership. He was first at the front in combat, “mostrando gran esfuerzo a los suyos” and because of his great knowledge of this field, he never put his people in a
situation of having to retreat. Cartagena explains, “Quales caualleros deuen saber obrar
de su entendimiento” (Segunda Partida, XXI):

Entendídos seyendo los caualleros, asi como diximos en la ley ante desta,
comoquier que valdrian mas por ello, con todo eso non les terrnia pro si
non lo sopiesen meter en obra. Ca maguer el entendimiento les mostrase
que deuian fazer para defender, si sabiduria non ouiese para lo saber fazer,
non les valdria nada. (93)

Pulgar explains the knight’s role in selected encounters significant to Castile, to the
military order of Santiago, and to the Manrique family. He describes the action with
details that show the talents that he had previously described. In Huesca:

[. . .] pospuesta la vida y propuesta la gloria, subieron el muro peleando y
no fallescieron de sus fuerzas defendiéndolo, aunque veían los unos
derramar su sangre, los otros caer de la cerca. E en esta manera, matando
de los moros y muriendo de los suyos, este capitán, ferido en el brazo de
una saeta, peleando entró la cibdad e retroxo los moros fasta que los cercó
en la fortaleza. (Pulgar 50)

Pulgar names don Rodrigo’s victories at Alcaraz and at Uclés, two important
accomplishments significant for the Crown and for the military order of Santiago:

Cercó asimismo este cavallero la fortaleza de Alcaraz, por la reducir a la
corona real: cercó la fortaleza de Uclés, por la reduzir a la su orden de
Santiago [. . .] Ovo asimismo este cavallero otras batallas y fechos de
armas con christianos y con moros, que requerian grand estoria si de cada
una por estenso se oviese de fazer minción. (Pulgar 51)
Pulgar insists that his speaking ability about war and his doings are very important aspects of the knight: “Fablava muy bien y deleitávase en recontar los casos que le acescían en las guerras [. . .] Era varón de altos pensamientos, y inclinado a cometer grandes y peligrosas fazañas . . .” (51). In Doctrinal de los caualleros, Cartagena explains the importance of the knight’s words and his actions, “Que cosas deuen fazer los caualleros en dichos e en fechos” from Alfonso X’s work (Segunda Partida, XXI).

Pulgar completes the portrait of the knight with the love and appreciation of other knights for him that led to his election as Grand-master at the death of the powerful Juan Pacheco and concludes with notification of his death without details:

Era amado por los cavalleros de la orden de Santiago [. . .] le eligieron maestre en la provincia de Castilla por fin del maestre don Juan Pacheco [. . .] Murió con honrra en hedad de setenta años. (Pulgar 52)

The honor that Pulgar ascribed to don Rodrigo in his portrait appears to have followed the way to honor a knight in the Doctrinal de los caballeros. Cartagena’s interpretation of Alfonso X’s section on why knights should be honored, “En que manera deuen seronrrados los caualleros” (Segunda Partida XXI) which is as follows:

Onrrados deuen ser mucho los caualleros, por tres razones: la vna, por rrazon de la nobleza de su linaje; la otra, por su bondad; la terçera, por el pro que dello viene. (105)

In conclusion, in this chapter, I have described the concept of memory as representation explained by the philosophers of antiquity. I have summarized the use of memory practices for writing by citing from older texts to bring forth and organize knowledge in a new text. I have proposed that my study will work from “internal
determinants” such as an increase in literacy and the religious practices of contemplative reading which helped to shape identity during the medieval period and that I will argue that these “internal determinants” lead to an “individualistic” concept of the self through the use of memory, other texts, for representation in the Coplas. My aim is to show that Manrique’s poem, written during the time of transition between the Medieval and early-Modern era, uses the “individualistic” concept of the self to shape the identity of his father by drawing on the Ars moriendi and chivalric talents. In Chapter Four, I will show how virtues of knighthood explained in Cartagena’s text that served as memory for Pulgar in his portrait of Rodrigo Manrique also worked as memory for the writing of the Coplas. I believe that in his poem Jorge Manrique represents the figure of his father by innovating the concept of the self, and in this way his poem is an early example of a process of self-representation that becomes evident and widespread in the sixteenth century.

In Renaissance Self-Fashioning, Stephen Greenblatt writes that “Perhaps the simplest observation we can make is that in the sixteenth century there appears to be an increased self-consciousness about the fashioning of human identity as a manipulable artful process . . . ” (3). He specifies that,

Literature functions within this system in three interlocking ways: a manifestation of the concrete behavior of its particular author, as itself the expression of the codes by which behavior is shaped, and as a reflection upon those codes. (Greenblatt 4)

In the close reading that follows in Chapters Three and Four, I show how the verses of the Coplas are a manifestation of the work of Jorge Manrique in fashioning the
identity of his father by transmitting knowledge through the use of memory in verses that lead his reader through contemplation on death towards the representation of his father as an individual at death. By looking at the *Ars moriendi* and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* as memory for the writing of the *Coplas* and Manrique’s call to his reader to contemplate his own individual death, I study how the poem expresses codes of behavior already practiced during his time. And I will propose that since the poem is a reflection upon the fifteenth-century codes of behavior for the self from which Manrique drew for the forging of identity, the *Coplas* evidences an emerging concern for the self as individual by demonstrating an understanding of identity from a subjective consciousness already evident during his period.
CHAPTER 3
DEATH AND THE SELF IN THE COPLAS

Jorge Manrique weaves a new text from the threads of tradition with poetic language that gives his reader the tools to contemplate death from a spiritual perspective that overcomes the sarcasm of the Dance of Death and to relate to his father, don Rodrigo Manrique Grand-master of the Order of Santiago, from the concept of equality at death. By associating philosophical concepts with sensations and emotions, the poet engages his reader. He uses figures of thought such as metaphor and metonymy combined with figures of word like rhythm, meter, rhyme, vocalic quality, and syntax to convey a vision of the self at death that focuses on his reader’s contemplation of his inevitable death and Manrique’s father at death. I believe that this poem became a key text in the Spanish literary canon because it offered the reader a way to contemplate death from texts and images already accepted in fifteenth-century Castile. I also believe that the poem showed its reader an approach to death for the self that focused on individuality and agency of the self modeled on the representation of don Rodrigo Manrique at death. My reading will show that Manrique presents a new understanding of the art of dying well by acknowledging philosophical concepts and codes of behavior at death that followed religious ritual, yet by also identifying the skills needed at death and comparing them with talents useful in life.

In this chapter, I will show that the codes of behavior from which Manrique drew were already expressed in spiritual and temporal texts. Not only traditional literature in
general, but specific texts addressed issues of conduct in the fifteenth century. The *Ars moriendi* longer Latin version, reading material for contemplation, was intended for the reader to compose a vision of death for himself. The *Doctrinal de los caballeros* was a manual written to guide the knight in his endeavors. In the *Coplas*, the reader contemplates mortality and can take an empowered attitude towards it by composing a spiritual vision for himself at death similar to that encouraged by the *Ars moriendi*. However, I believe that as the reader contemplates don Rodrigo’s empowered attitude toward death, he finds that the knight approaches death not only by acknowledging the redemptive power of Christ as explained in the *Ars moriendi*, but also by approaching death with agency derived from chivalric virtues, talents intended for the function of a juridical subject within an institution.

The shift in the *Coplas* from a strictly spiritual approach to death to what I find is an individualistic positive attitude towards death stands in marked contrast to the *Dance of Death* tradition and differs from the images of the tormented dying person that needs the help of an angel in the shorter version of the *Ars moriendi*. The attitude towards death exemplified by don Rodrigo in the *Coplas*, however, is similar to the active engagement required of the knight in defending and claiming a territory. I believe that after presenting concepts on death in the meditation and relating death to a historical context with the *ubi sunt*, the poet associates his reader’s meditation on death with the knight’s engagement with death by the representation of his father’s death in the last part of the poem. My reading will also show that the poet urges his reader to compose a narrative of his own death and provides the positive representation of his father at death as a model. If the poet associates the representation of his father’s death with the positive
attitude of his reader towards his own death, he also engraves a positive memory of his father in the soul of his reader.

Manrique uses traditional texts as memory for writing his poem and refines fifteenth-century poetic strategies in his use of lexical, phonetic and grammatical aspects of poetic language to identify the self at death. He relates to his reader from concepts about death in older texts and from significant “real” connections that he establishes in his verses. In his poem about the self at the time of death, Manrique emphasizes place in relation to death from the beginning of the poem. He identifies death, the time at the end of our lives as a place, the sea, and lives as rivers that flow into the sea, a common *topos* that comes from the Bible. This common image is drawn from Ecclesiastes 1.7 in the Bible in which rivers go to the sea, but the sea does not fill. The image is also found in other literature, for example, in Augustine’s work, in Petrarch’s *De remediis*, and in fifteenth-century poetry (Beltrán, *Poesía* 150). Manuel Mantero points out that in these often cited verses of the poem, Manrique uses allegory, a continuing metaphor, that is part of meta-logical poetic language and differs from didactic allegory:

Nuestras vidas son los ríos
que van a dar en el mar
que es el morir:
allí van los señoríos
derechos a se acabar
y consumir;
allí los ríos caudales,
allí los otros, medianos,
y más chicos;
allegados, son iguales,
los que biven por sus manos
y los ricos. (25-36)

Along with allegory, Manrique uses anaphora, a trope that repeats the same word or idea. He repeats “que” twice at the beginning of two consecutive verses (26, 27). He also repeats the adverb “allí” three times. Followed by a verb in the first part of the stanza, the adverb and verb sequence, “allí van” (28), designates place before movement and the adverb indicating place is repeated twice followed by plural nouns that name the subjects associated with place and movement, “allí los ríos” (31) and “allí los otros” (32).

Figures of word like cadence and rhyme in these verses further transmit the concept of the equality of all individuals in death. The poem’s predominately trochaic rhythm in its verses of octosyllabic meter is evident here. The trochaic cadence of the “pie quebrado,” seventy-five percent tetra-syllabic and twenty-five percent penta-syllabic shorter verses in the entire poem, prolongs the effects of the tercet (Navarro 170). In “allegados son iguales / los que biven por sus manos / y los ricos,” the serenity of the trochaic cadence of the two octosyllabic verses continues into the “pie quebrado” tetra-syllabic verse which extends the effect of the two preceding verses (Navarro 172). Manrique’s emphasis on “y los ricos” is a significant choice. He combines two traditional strata, the nobility and the wealthy bourgeoisie, in one social division, a novelty for dividing royal subjects with different social and juridical realities in the fifteenth century (Beltrán 150). The consonantal rhyme with an accented penultimate syllable in seventy-five percent of the verses contributes to the poem’s serene quality and
the accented final syllable is reserved especially for a grave philosophical tone and the emotional final stanzas (Navarro 176). In “caudales” and “iguales” as well as in “medianos” and “sus manos” we find the consonantal rhyme and accented penultimate syllable that provides serenity. The verses with a stressed final syllable provide added emphasis and, in this way, the serene quality is contrasted with the serious philosophical tone provided by a final accented syllable in “consumir” and “morir.” Manrique also uses vocalic quality and vowel sequences like the repetition of the stressed “a” in “que van a dar en el mar” (Navarro 177). The vowel quality and its sequential placement provide a sensation that contributes to the meaning of the verses about all of the rivers flowing to the sea. The adjectives “caudales”, “iguales”, and “medianos” convey meaning and emotion by extending the image of the rivers that flow to the sea. The adverb “allí” follows the two verbs indicating finality, “morir” and “consumir.” The parallel active indicative mood for the verbs and their placement at the end of the verse not only distinguishes them by the accented final syllable, but gives a tone of finality to the action and its location, “allí.”

In the Coplas, Manrique establishes a foundation context of the equality of all individuals by describing death as a common place, and lives as rivers that all flow to this sea. Manrique uses memoria, the medieval craft of weaving texts together, and prepares his reader for the particular manifestation of his father’s death by bringing forth material from other texts of his period on death and fifteenth-century expectations. But while he associates the concept of death to a time and a place by writing about death from concepts in spiritual literature, he also describes the knight according to Castilian chivalric standards. Manrique uses concepts from older texts in his poem to bring forth an
emerging consciousness of the representation of the self that he asks his reader to compose as he journeys through his poem, but he uses medieval texts and familiar poetic language to move his reader towards the early-Modern representation of the self as individual.

**Meditation: The Spiritual Vision of the Self**

The knight’s death represents philosophical concepts also accepted by Manrique’s Western reader who recalls them as he contemplates death at the beginning of the poem. The longer version of the *Ars moriendi* provides a framework of expectations about dying from which to study the *Coplas*. The *Ars moriendi*, a book of preparation intended for the dying contains much of the same material about death that Manrique includes in his poem. The longer version counsels the dying, *moriens*, to follow guidelines that are much like a ritual, but its shorter version with many translations in the vernacular languages has a dramatic didactic approach and is accompanied by terrifying illustrations. Manrique does not choose the dramatic conduct book approach of the shorter version of the *Ars moriendi* like the translation into Castilian that circulated in Spain. He does, however, choose to work with a focus similar to that of the longer version of the *Ars moriendi* that circulated throughout Europe in Latin after the Ecclesiastical Council of Constance, 1414-1418. He follows a framework similar to the longer *Ars moriendi* to present thoughts on death and to show his father’s deathbed scene in accordance with that ritual.

The purpose of the *Ars moriendi* was to help the dying person gain immortality by following its ritualistic approach. It was intended to help the dying person forge a connection between faith and an anticipated condition, death. By looking at both texts,
the *Ars* and the *Coplas*, it is evident that Manrique uses the formula of the *Ars moriendi* to immortalize his father in the mind and memory of his reader by shaping a connection between his reader and his father.

Using philosophical material from *memoria*, Manrique establishes frameworks with these concepts in his poem from relationships outside the text and as he weaves them into his verses, he also uses them to provide contiguity within the verses. Todorov explains that in sapiential literature and lyric there is less of a difference between the relationships among elements inside and outside of the text and the relationships among elements exclusively within the text. The concepts that Manrique brings into his poem from outside of the text also form relationships with each other from within the text. Many of the texts in the *Coplas* can be found in the longer version of the *Ars moriendi*, perhaps for some of the same reasons that Manrique used them, to frame a good death according to period expectations, Christian belief, and the history of Western ideas. In his 1947 book on Manrique’s poetry, *Jorge Manrique o tradición y originalidad*, Salinas related the knight’s exemplary death to the *Ars moriendi*, manuals that circulated in the fifteenth-century that taught how to die,

> Y en los cuatrocientos corren por Europa unos tratados para enseñar a bien morir con ese título de *Ars moriendi*, verdaderos manuales en donde nada falta, ni las ideas generales sobre la muerte, ni las prevenciones sobre los peligros espirituales que cercan al hombre a la hora de su tránsito, ni las instrucciones detalladas sobre el mejor modo de contrarrestarlos y vencerlos. ¡Qué admirable arte de morir va levándose, poco a poco, a modo de delicada esencia, de entre los versos de las *Coplas*, y llega la
Recently, however, authors have disagreed with Salinas. In a study exclusively on the shorter version of the *Ars moriendi* in Latin, Castilian and Catalan, *Ars moriendi* (Ediciones Clásicas, 2008), the authors question the relationship by citing Salinas and writing that Manrique would not have had a Castilian translation of the *Ars moriendi* due to the fact that translations are dated after his death, and that it would have been improbable for Manrique to have a Latin *Ars moriendi*, an assumption that the authors do not support with research (Gónzalez Rolán, Suárez-Somonte, Caerols Pérez 57).

Moreover, Vicente Beltrán also denies the connection. He writes that the dying person in the text of the *Ars moriendi*, as well as in its illustrations, is tormented by the devil, counseled by an angel, and is not at peace like Manrique’s father at death:

> Quiero resaltar, sin embargo, que en el *Arte de bien morir* el moribundo está lejos de ser considerado como un alma en paz consigo misma y con el más allá, dispuesta para el tránsito, y tanto en la misma estructura del texto como en cada una de las ilustraciones se le presenta en medio de feroz controversia entre los consejos del demonio, que busca confundirlo y condenarlo, y el ángel, que lo aconseja rectamente para su salvación.

(Beltrán, *Poesía* 227)

It is important to note that in the Latin version of the *Ars moriendi* that circulated during Manrique’s time, the dying person is at peace. Only the shorter version, written to accompany illustrations, contains the melodramatic struggle of the dying person with the devil and the help of the angel. The interpretations of the *Coplas* that reject the literary
influence of the *Ars moriendi* seem to overlook the longer version of the *Ars moriendi* that circulated in Europe in the fifteenth century. It is quite likely that Manrique had access to the longer version of the *Ars moriendi* in Latin which differs in both content and style from the shorter version. That version that I believe Manrique likely had access to does not contain the aspects of the shorter version that literary critics like Beltrán find problematic in comparing it to the *Coplas*.

Looking at the *Coplas* in conjunction with the *Ars moriendi*, a reading intended for lay people and religious, offers evidence for an interpretation of an emerging consciousness about subjectivity not only based from period spirituality but also in relation to practices in reading derived from Augustine. In *Lectio spiritualis*, a person was encouraged to read for self-benefit, to remember and potentially compose something new of his own. As I analyze memory in the *Coplas* in relation to the longer version of the *Ars moriendi* which I believe served as memory for the *Coplas*, I will follow the order of the *Ars moriendi* and work from it to the verses in Manrique’s poem.

In the longer version of the *Ars moriendi* the first chapter stipulates that if a man is virtuous or repentant, death is not only good but precious in God’s sight (O’Connor 25). When Manrique introduces his father in the *Coplas*, he declares him virtuous, the first stipulation for a good death in the *Ars moriendi*. It should be noted that Manrique states his father’s virtuosity when he first introduces him into the poem and that by his virtues he establishes his goodness according to the *Ars moriendi*; yet by his virtues, he is also identifying him by his talents as a knight according to Cartagena’s *Doctrinal de los caualleros* (cited in Chapter 2 of this dissertation):
Bondades son llamadas las buenas costumbres que los omnes han
naturalmente en si, a que llaman en latin virtudes, e entre todas son quatro
las mayores, asi como cordura e fortaleza e mesura e justicia. (Fallows 91)

Manrique explains his father’s virtues in separate tercets linked by poetic devices. The poetic language in the poem combines the goodness and talents of don Rodrigo,

Aquél de buenos abrigo,
amado por virtuoso
de la gente,
el maestre, don Rodrigo
Manrique tanto famoso
y tan valiente, (289-293)

The demonstrative pronoun “Aquél” emphasizes the virtuous subject by its syntax and in the following verse the subject is described by adjectives that repeat “buenos abrigo” in the preceding verse. To complete the image of virtuosity, the “pie quebrado” verse reaffirms his virtue by the approval of others. He is beloved “amado,” of the people. The trochaic rhythm of the two verses followed by the “pie quebrado” that states “de la gente” further extends the impact of his esteem. When the poet names the Grand-master, he introduces him with his titles, individual significant merits, “tanto famoso,” and outstanding quality as a knight, “y tan valiente.” The conjunction “y” that begins the “pie quebrado” adds emphasis by its syntactic function, yet also adds another syllable to the verse making it distinct from the predominately tetra-syllabic “pie quebrado” verses. The difference in syllables, four in the first short verse and five in the second is possible
according to poetic rules of his period. The two adverbs “tanto” and “tan” magnify the qualities by quantifying them. The consonant rhyming that combines elements from the two tercets unites the two descriptions of his father who he portrays as an admirable subject because of spiritual and temporal attributes. There is contiguous meaning repeated in the rhyme and there is conformity with medieval values in the poetic expression of the spiritual and temporal aspects of don Rodrigo. The broad definitions of spiritual worth coincide with the temporal recognition of fame and courage in military exploits. Although the spiritual and temporal may seem divided, there is a relationship. For example, the knight’s virtuosity is identified by goodness towards his subjects and he is loved by the people because of his virtuosity. The officers of the military orders owned land and those who worked the land were subject to them. The placement of don Rodrigo’s fame and emphasis on his outstanding courage demonstrates their esteemed value for medieval subjects. The spiritual and temporal traits and the uniformity of the verses with a stress on courage demonstrate a representation of don Rodrigo according to medieval Castilian expectations. The poet represents his father’s spiritual traits according to the *Ars moriendi* and praises him by medieval standards as an outstanding knight and head of a military order.

In the *Ars moriendi*, after asserting that death is good for the virtuous man, come several descriptions of death as comparisons taken from classical and ecclesiastical sources including St. John Chrysostom, St. Anselm and St. Bernard (O’Connor 25-26). Manrique describes death by comparing it to the end of the road of life:

> Este mundo es el camino
para el otro, que es morada

sin pesar

mas cumple tener buen tino

para andar esta jornada

sin errar. (49-54)

The octosyllabic verses with accented penultimate syllable in the consonantal rhyme lead
to the tetra-syllabic “pie quebrado” verse with a difference in syllabification and
accentuation. These tetra-syllabic verses are accentuated on the last syllable which adds
a silent syllable due to the final stress. The use of anaphora with the repetition of the
preposition, “sin” followed by two infinitives, results in verses complementary in
meaning that are also complementary in meter, syntax, rhythm, rhyme, and vowel
sequence. The use of anaphora occurs again with the repetition of “para” in the second
verses of each tercet with “para el otro” and “para andar”. The stressed initial syllable of
the verse, “mas cumple tener buen tino” warns of a didactic admonition from the
beginning of the verse by the stressed syllable. The warning of this verse exemplifies the
didactic approach characteristic of the medieval period. Consonantal rhyme connects
figures of thought in the verses: “camino,” the road of life, and “buen tino,” the good
manner in which one must travel that road. The rhyme of “morada,” place, is the trope for
immortality and “jornada” is a traveler’s one day journey, a destination to be reached
within a given time. The poet completes the meaning of reaching the place of destination
within a specific amount of time by the rhyme of “morada” and “jornada”. He shows
how the road is to be travelled by rhyming “buen tino” with “camino”.
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From his verses, Manrique’s reader can take away a narrative of immortality through metonymy because he is the traveler on the road whose manner of travel is guided by spiritual readings that he knows. His reader is on a path that requires following guidelines and he has set out to reach a place, immortality, within a designated time. It is through metonymy that one goes from the argument towards the setting and from the characters towards time and space in narrative (Jakobson, *Fundamentals of Language* 90-92).

Manrique has included his reader in the narrative since the beginning of the poem with the use of the subjunctive in the verbs, “Recuerde,” “abive,” and “despierte” (1-2). He soon joins his reader with “como a nuestro parescer” (10). In the next six verses, double stanza [II], he uses the first person plural in three verbs. He begins the following double-stanza, [III], with a first plural pronominal adjective, “Nuestras vidas (25). When he warns, “mas cumple tener buen tino”, the voice of the poet approaches his reader as one who is not distant from him and again acknowledges that both he and his reader are on the same path to immortality. Manrique has approached subjectivity by relating to his reader, his reader with himself, and his reader with don Rodrigo Manrique. In identifying with his reader from medieval descriptions of subjectivity in the context of death, he uses second person singular, first person plural, and third person singular.

The *Ars moriendi* that I believe served as memoria for the *Coplas* also was a resource for the medieval subject at death. The first chapter of the *Ars* continues by stating “the folly of trying to escape the inevitable”, a sentiment expressed by Seneca and that has less emphasis on resignation than on good sense (O’Connor 26). The Grand-master explains:
Y consiento en mi morir
con voluntad plazentera,
cara y pura,
que querer ombre bivir
cuando Dios quiere que muera
es locura. (451-456)

The final stressed syllable of the first verse in each of the tercets which only appears in approximately twenty-five percent of the verses shows firmness, intensity and seriousness. The rhyme of “morir” with “bivir” emphasizes a similarity between dying and living, considered as distinct yet complementary in the medieval period. His consent to dying as O’Connor has pointed out should not be interpreted as resignation or overpowering by Death like in the *Dance of Death*, but rather as the obvious choice for a rational man. As Plotinus clearly stated, at the moment of death, the intelligible soul has “practical, sensible aspects” (King 107). The Grand-master asserts that he consents to dying, “con voluntad plazentera” (452). The rhyme of “plazentera” with “muera” further intensifies this connection between intellect and practical and sensible aspects upon forthcoming death. Furthermore, the second verse of the six verse semi-stanza, “con voluntad plazentera” connects God’s will in “cuando Dios quiere que muera” (455), philosophical concepts from antiquity with Christian belief. The alliteration in “que querer ombre bivir” (454) which lengthens the verse on the desire to live when man is at the moment of death juxtaposes it to the short and direct response in the ‘pie quebrado” verse that succinctly states, “es locura” (456) with a single noun. The “pie quebrado”
verse that describes his consent to die, “cara y pura” of two adjectives focuses on his consent for a longer time than the “pie quebrado” stating the folly.

These verses in the poem concur with the *Ars moriendi* and the European medieval approach to death. The words of the Grand-master represent the consent of a rational subject, and at the moment of death, the words of the knight are words anticipated from a Christian in medieval Castile, words expected of a Castilian subject. Although subjects were divided in life by social strata, equality at death united them spiritually. In his poem, Manrique represents his father at death like a rational medieval Castilian subject. The narrative on death that his reader is taking away has a protagonist, don Rodrigo Manrique who dies a medieval death and with whom his reader can identify through equality at death. But his reader’s narrative has another protagonist, the self that meditated on death from the beginning verses. The syntagmatic development evident in the poet’s use of different grammatical persons builds on the medieval perspective on death from *memoria* towards a narrative of the self at death.

The second chapter of the *Ars moriendi* contains the temptations of man by the devil on faith, hope, impatience, vainglory, and despair. As a literary device the battle against temptations was “regarded by the medieval reader as the high spot of the *Ars moriendi*” (O’Connor 27). It should be noted that it is significant that these medieval descriptions of temptations with terrible aspects are absent from the *Coplas*. I do not find that their absence negates the *Ars moriendi* as a significant part of the storehouse of *memoria* that Manrique used for his poem, however, it does show that Manrique omits any mention or allusion to what O’Connor describes as the highlight of the text for the
medieval reader of the *Ars moriendi* and thus may serve as evidence for a shift in sensibility about ways of describing the challenges of death.

The third chapter of the *Ars moriendi* has specific questions common to medieval Christian liturgies and that the author claims to have taken from St. Anselm. *Moriens*, the dying person, is interrogated about his beliefs and by answering affirmatively to these questions, he acts on faith, hope and charity, a very important part of the process of the *Ars moriendi* (O’Connor 31). This profession of faith does not appear as an interrogation in the shorter version of the *Ars moriendi*. It is, significantly, a proclamation in the final words of the dying Rodrigo Manrique who utters words of faith, hope, and charity. He proclaims his faith:

-Tú, que por nuestra maldad
tomaste forma cevil

y baxo nombre. (457-459)

He professes to have hope in the redemptive power of Christ’s death that gave him the promise of eternal life in the divine presence:

Tú, que a tu divinidad

juntaste cosa tan vil

como es el ombre. (460-462)

The knight recognizes the charity that Christ showed in suffering for man’s redemption:

Tú, que tan grandes tormentos

sofriste sin resistencia

en tu persona,

no por mis merescimientos,
mas por tu sola clemencia
me perdona. (463-468)

The parallelism in these verses, a symmetrical structure in the words, presents the ideas of faith, hope, and charity in Christian belief which signify the redemptive power of Christ, “Tú, que. . .” The rhymes in the six verse semi-stanzas further describe faith, hope, and charity by juxtaposing man’s weakness with Christ’s goodness and mercy. The rhyme of “maldad” with “divinidad” stresses man’s imperfection and Christ’s divine nature; with “nombre” / “ombre,” the poet juxtaposes “name,” synonymous for Christ, God on earth, with “man” the imperfect being. Complementary to each other, “cevil,” and “vil” express the human form of Christ which combined humanity and divinity in order to serve mankind; “sin resistencia” and “clemencia” show Christ’s servitude and mercy towards mankind. The charity shown by Christ in suffering for mankind, “tormentos” rhymes with “no por mis merescimientos,” man’s unworthiness; “persona” which refers to Christ with “perdona” completes the redemptive triangle, the clemency of the person of Christ who redeems man and pardoned him for his imperfections. In the first of these two semi-stanzas, four of the six verses are stressed on the last syllable, distinguishing them from the poem’s predominate stress of the penultimate syllable and giving these verses a different melody. The prosodic inflexion in the three times that the direct address, “- Tú”, occurs in the first verse of three consecutive tercets further adds to the musical tone of these verses, to their symmetry, and relates their meaning to the Trinitarian aspect of Christianity.

The teachings on the sufferings of Christ on the cross and the redemption with prayers to be used by moriens on his deathbed in the fourth chapter of the Ars moriendi
particularly references Christ on the cross, His suffering, and the redemption of man (O’Connor 36-37). Though absent from the *Coplas* as instruction, the verses of the knight professing faith, hope, and charity, include the teachings by acknowledging them. It should be noted that the knight gives the teaching rather than receiving it. Prescribed prayers for the dying knight are absent from the *Coplas*; he acknowledges clemency, forgiveness, and his redemption by addressing Christ directly in a personal manner.

In the fifth chapter, the author of the *Ars moriendi* chiefly addresses the friends of the dying, warning them not to deceive him by assurances of recovery (O’Connor 37). Not allowing the family at the bedside is not a part of the longer version of the *Ars moriendi*. The family and friends of the Grand-master are present at his bedside and do not interfere with his death:

Así, con tal entender,

todos sentidos humanos

olvidados,

cercado de su muger

y de hijos y de hermanos

y criados, (469-474)

The knight’s family and servants surround him without giving him false hope for living. The longer version of the *Ars moriendi* warned against giving the dying false hope, but the shorter version stipulated that they should not be there and warned against the consequences of their presence. The knight’s family and servants are at don Rodrigo’s bedside; they surround him, but do not give him false hope; excellent conduct according to the longer *Ars moriendi*. In fact “entender” which refers to the knight’s acceptance of
death rhymes with “muger”, his wife, to convey the meaning that she understands as he does. The stress on the final syllable of each of the verses intensifies and extends the meaning of the knight’s understanding of death to his wife. “Así, con tal entender” (469) refers to the principles of Christian belief that the knight professed and these are Christian instruction also contained in the *Ars moriendi*.

Critics are divided among the versions of verses 470 and 471 because of variations in the *stemma*. The verses “todos sentidos humanos/ olvidados” (470-471) as well as “todos sentidos humanos / conservados” is found in the fifteenth century. The variation is equally divided within the two branches of stemma which both Beltrán and Morrás find problematic, a *lectio difficilior*. Beltrán opts for “olvidados” in his edition and Morrás uses “conservados.” The lexicon in both instances refers to the sensible aspects of the soul, “sentidos,” believed since antiquity to be inferior to the intellect. The use of “todos sentidos humanos / olvidados” emphasizes that the soul has not been affected by the senses, an important concept. The soul cannot be affected by the senses “for then it ceases to exist” (King 109). The verses “todos sentidos humanos / conservados” stresses the importance of the lower senses at death because they inform the intellect. The lower senses inform the intellect without affecting the soul. I believe that although it is difficult to know the intended lexicon, both “conservados” and “olvidados” follow philosophical concepts since antiquity and do not present a problem for my interpretation. The words of the knight at death and the description of the death reaffirm a Christian death which follows accepted philosophical concepts about the soul.

The sixth chapter of the text on the medieval art of dying has prayers to be performed after a death by those at the bedside. Manrique does not provide prescribed
prayers. However, the poet reminds his reader that although the knight’s life is no longer, he left much consolation, his memory. Is that memory that he has left now with his reader? Has he left a memory of himself as model and example, not just for his family, but also for his reader? It can be argued that Manrique used memory as mind like Augustine and that the poet intended to immortalize and glorify his father’s memory in the mind of his reader. It is evident that “memoria” rhymes with “gloria” from the previous tercet:

    dio el alma a quien ge la dio,
    el cual la ponga en el cielo
    y en su gloria;
    y aunque la vida murió,
    nos dexó harto consuelo
    su memoria. (475-480)

*Ubi sunt: The Historical Context for the Self*

Before Manrique recounts the life of his father, he shows death from a historical perspective by summarizing the distant past. He states that death interrupts and changes great ventures by treating even the heroes of antiquity like poor herdsmen:

    así que no ay cosa fuerte,
    que a papas y emperadores
    y perlados,
    así los trata la muerte
    como a los pobres pastores
    de ganados. (163-168)
By rhyming “cosa fuerte,” the great ventures, with “muerte,” the poet shows that he is focusing on a concern for subjects at death. With the rhyme of “emperadores” and “pastores,” he designates death from the context of different strata in life. Death treats those considered great or poor in the same manner, an accepted concept in medieval Castile.

In the next stanza, Manrique leaves the distant past, Dexemos a los troyanos” (169) and “dexemos a los romanos” (172), but he continues to remind his reader that subjects from the recent past are as equally hidden from us as those from the distant past:

No curemos de saber
lo de aquel siglo pasado
qué fue dello;
vengamos a lo de ayer,
que tan bien es olvidado
como aquéllo. (175-180).

The poet asks about those who died in the recent past with the *ubi sunt*, a frequently used traditional motif in fifteenth-century Castile. Anna Krause traces the *ubi sunt* tradition from medieval verses in Latin to its use by Petrarch and Boccaccio who greatly influenced fourteenth and fifteenth-century poets (Krause 92). In *Trionfo della morte*, Laura converses with Death and views illustrious dead, while in *De casibus virorum illustrium*, Boccaccio presents tragic reverses of fortune (Krause 91, 90). The Italian contribution, applying the *ubi sunt* to contemporary life, becomes evident in its use by fifteenth-century Castilian poets and in French by Villon’s adaptation of it to beauty in
Ballade des dames du temps jadis, “Mais où sont les neiges d’antan” (Krause 90-91). In Castile, Ayala used it in his Rimado de palacio at the court of Juan II, Gonzalo Martínez de Medina applied it in a decir (c. 1418) and Sánchez Talavera worked with it in his decir at the death of Ruy Díaz de Mendoza during the reign of Henry IV, the closest interpretation of the form to Manrique’s (Krause 93-94). Yet Manrique’s “supreme lyric gift” distinguishes his verses with “unique and imperishable accents” (Krause 95). In the ubi sunt, Manrique asks about the dead using the passive reflexive form, “what did they themselves become,” “¿Qué se hicieron....?” as he names the dead. He asks about those whose lives are barely a memory in two double stanzas composed of ten continuous questions (181-204). The emphasis by the use of anaphora and parallelism repeats the same words and idea in the questions that elicit answers. The same void is repeatedly created by the absence of an answer to these rhetorical questions. He asks about each person or group, what did he himself become, “¿Qué se hizo_______” or the plural, what did they themselves become, “¿Qué se hizieron_______” and questions what happened with “¿Qué fue de_______” and in the plural “fueron_______” and “¿Qué fueron _______”. These ubi sunt rhetorical questions on destiny frequently used by fifteenth-century Castilian poets began with “¿ó?, ¿dó?, ¿ónde?, ¿dónde?, ¿adó?, ¿en dónde?, ¿qué es de?, ¿qué fue de? or /qué se fiso de?” (Domínguez 67).

The ubi sunt part of the poem repeats the significance of death and works from the third person passive reflexive which establishes an unknown about the persons asking what did they themselves become. It also communicates an end to perceptions about them. The subjects are absent and the past is gone: what was perceived during their lives
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is no longer. With the recent past, the poet evokes the memory of perceptions related to the deceased also in the passive reflexive when directly associated with the persons:

¿Qué se hizieron las damas,
sus tocados, sus vestidos,
sus olores?
¿Qué se hizieron las llamas
de los fuegos encendidos
de amadores?
¿Qué se hizo aquel tobar,
las músicas acordadas
que tañían? (193-201)

Manrique not only stresses the absence of the subjects, but also shows that the context that they lived in is gone by showing that what was seen, heard, smelled or felt is no longer. With the absence of the deceased, specific aspects of life have also ceased. The poet focuses on this aspect of absence. Not only does he stress the void created by the death of the subjects, but also the finality of their singular activity. He names Castilian fifteenth-century historical figures of great impact on politics and society and writes that neither their accomplishments, characteristics, nor the events in their lives, could stop death from coming. He addresses death directly for the first time:

Tantos duques excelentes,
tantos marqueses y condes
y varones
como vimos tan potentes,
di, muerte, ¿dó los escondes
y traspones?
Y sus muy claras hazañas
que hizieron en las guerras
y en las pazes,
cuando tú, cruda, te ensañas,
con tu fuerça las atierras
y deshazes. (265-276)

Death hides the subjects since they pass on to immortality, to a place where they are no longer seen. Death transfers or displaces them (Beltrán, Poesía 164). Death has hidden the subjects and what each subject had done does not deter death. Manrique explains the deeds, “muy claras hazañas,” as heroic, illustrious, evident and obvious during war and during peace (Beltrán, Poesía 164). Death conquers these exceptional deeds with strength by grounding and defeating each one like a knight in combat. “Aterrarr” which means “derribar, echar al suelo, assolar alguna cosa” according to the dictionary Autoridades makes sense here (Beltrán, Poesía 220). Manrique stresses the grounding of the deeds, “con tu fuerça las atierras / y deshazes” (275-276). But the subject is not grounded. He had already proposed immortality with the verses, “di, muerte, ¿dó los escondes / y traspones?” (269-270). It is not the subject who has come to an end, but the deeds that identified him within the temporal framework. The triumph of the subject in don Rodrigo Manrique’s death follows from the philosophical concerns on death in the first part of the poem and the ubi sunt. The reply to “¿qué se hizieron?” what did they themselves become, is that they are hidden implying immortality. The answer to
“¿Qué se hizo el rey don Juan” (181) and his court is in a Biblical image that reminds his reader of the fleeting nature of life, “¿Qué fueron sino verduras / de las heras?” (191-192). This Biblical image is seen in the moralistic poetry of the earlier fifteenth century (Krause 97). The nature of life and the reality of death repeat the contemplative first person meditation at the beginning of the poem by placing it in the contemporary context of third person narrative. “Tantos duques excelentes, / tantos marqueses y condes / y varones” (265-267), hidden and transposed by death, the poet specifically identifies with “Y sus muy claras hazañas” (271), the singular events of contemporary nobles. Their singular feats, “muy claras hazañas,” are grounded by death, “cuando tú, cruda, te ensañas” (274). The rhyme between “hazañas” and “ensañas” intensifies the encounter between death and the deeds. The feats personified are taken down like a knight, “con tu fuerça las atierras / y deshazes” (175-176). The subjects identified with the events are not conquered and overcome by death like the figures in the Dance of Death; in Manrique’s verses, the subjects are hidden and transferred.

Manrique explains what happens to the subjects at Death’s coming as a change in perception. He writes that Death hides the subjects, puts an end to any further perceptions of others about them and grounds their deeds. Death is neither deterred by accomplishments of the past, nor by any established institutional signs and means of defense:

Puertas en numero innumerables,
los pendones y estandartes
y vanderas,
los castillos impunables,
The military with its display of strength does not impede death’s approach. Manrique names the ensigns of war: the banners, “pendones” of the military orders; the standards, “estandartes” of gentlemen with men of arms under them; and the flags, “vanderas” of kings, dukes, marquises, counts, vice-counts, admirals and barons (Beltrán, *Poesía* 164). All of these emblems are associated with nobility, the strata of the Manrique family, which characterizes his father’s place in politics and society. But, any fortifications or other defenses cannot continue to hold against death’s arrow:

\[
\text{la cava honda, chapada,}
\]
\[
\text{o cualquier otro reparo}
\]
\[
\text{¿qué aprovecha?}
\]
\[
\text{Que si tú vienes airada}
\]
\[
\text{todo lo pasas de claro}
\]
\[
\text{con tu frecha (283-288)}
\]

Death’s arrow, “tu frecha” goes through and is not detained. “De claro” means “de parte en parte, sin detenerse” (Beltrán, *Poesía* 165). The subjects’ obvious heroic deeds of the past and the fortifications identify them as nobility.

Although Manrique begins his poem by focusing on philosophical concepts and a call for his reader to remember and ponder his own mortality, as he prepares to introduce don Rodrigo Manrique, he recalls the deceased from similar social strata as his father whose occupation was the military, the designated role for nobility. In fact, Francisco Rico describes the celebrations in Valladolid in 1428 from historical writings to provide a
context for these verses from the great festivities of “las justas y los torneos” (169-187).

When Manrique names persons and groups of persons, he establishes contexts for these deceased nobles within their past roles by identifying them specifically within an institution, the same institution as Manrique’s father, knighthood. In the Coplas, the deeds end with death and the poet explains the end of these deeds in terms of chivalry. The name designations, “condes” and “varones” (266-267) rhyme with “escondes” and “traspones,” death’s action toward them. Death conquers their deeds, but only hides and transposes the subjects, “di, muerte, ¿dó los escondes / y traspones?” (269-270).

**Don Rodrigo: The Knight and the Self at Death**

Manrique addresses death rhetorically in the verses of the ubi sunt where he emphasizes the temporal void created by death. He personifies death and the subject’s deeds who enter into conflict described in chivalric terms. But although Manrique identifies the subjects by obvious feats, “claras hazañas,” these are not exclusively individual conflicts. When the poet presents his father at death, however, he is like moriens, the dying person in the medieval text, and like the fifteenth-century knight of the Doctrinal de los caballeros because he acknowledges the redemptive power of Christ and also faces death’s challenge with individual agency. The poet identifies don Rodrigo with his past deeds as a knight and the narrative of his death is his own singular spiritual event, a feat by which he is identified as an individual within the Christian tradition of redemption.

Manrique introduces his father as “Aquél de buenos abrigo” (289) and exalts his talents as a knight. He portrays his father’s goodness according to the chivalric deeds that guided his life which are not in conflict with the spiritual medieval expectations of
virtuosity and goodness in the *Ars moriendi*. The poet recounts the Grand-master’s life according to the vision that regulated it, the institution of chivalry. The virtues of don Rodrigo in the *Coplas* are those described for the exemplary knight in Alfonso de Cartagena’s *Doctrinal de los caballeros*. These attributes are used to describe don Rodrigo Manrique in the portrait by his son Jorge Manrique and also by the historian at the court of the Catholic Monarchs Fernando and Isabel, Fernando del Pulgar. Jorge Manrique describes don Rodrigo Manrique as “Aquel de buenos abrigo” (289) as, “virtuoso” (290), “valiente” (294), and accomplishing “grandes hechos y claros” (295). The portrayal of the knight built on the medieval institution of chivalry within the fifteenth-century context of Castile framed the life don Rodrigo Manrique that Pulgar presents in *Claros varones de Castilla* which he dedicates to Queen Isabel. Manrique’s representation of his father works from the institutional standards for knighthood towards the manifestation of his father at death. The poet portrays his father and narrates his life as a knight by identifying specific objects and places. With poetic language, he gives literary expression to his reader’s philosophical concerns for the self through his father’s death.

When he depicts his father, he describes his qualities according to the vision of chivalry in Cartagena’s text. Pulgar also portrays don Rodrigo according to his chivalric talents in *Claros varones de Castilla*. Serrano de Haro pointed out the similarities between Pulgar’s text and Jorge Manrique’s and stated that, “Prudencia, fortaleza y liberalidad son las columnas de esta educación eminentemente bélica” (Serrano de Haro 74). Cartagena explained the qualities of the knight as virtues or “bondades” from Alfonso X’s *Siete Partidas*. Cartagena describes the “quatro virtudes principales,”
“cordura e fortaleza e mesura e justiça” and also “seer entendidos,” “saber obrar de su entendimiento,” “seer bien acostumbrados,” “ser arteros y mañosos,” “ser muy leales” (Fallows 91-93). Manrique writes that his father is virtuous, “virtuoso,” famous, “tanto famoso,” and courageous, “tan valiente” (290, 293, 294) and describes other important qualities of the knight that Cartagena calls, “bondades,” or virtues in Latin, as he explains. The poet shows that his father possesses chivalric virtues. He applauds his interaction with persons:

Amigo de sus amigos,

¡qué señor para criados

y parientes!

¡Qué enemigo de enemigos!

¡Qué maestro de esforçados

y valientes! (301-306)

In the narrative, Manrique uses metonymy, a poetic technique that works well for epic to relate to his reader through specifics rather than universals. With “Amigo de sus amigos”, he recalls the talent of loyalty, “ser muy leales”. He stresses this important aspect by rhyming the verse with another way to display loyalty, “¡Qué enemigo de enemigos!” The rhyme of the components, “amigos” and “enemigos” and the parallelism explain the extent of his task of loyalty, anaphora with the repetition of the idea. Naming loyalty first follows from Cartagena’s text which stipulates that loyalty is the “mother” of all of the other virtues:
Leales conuienen que sean en todas guisas los caualleros, ca esta es bondad en que se acaban e ençierran todas las otras bondades e buenas costumbres, e ella es asi como madre de todas. (Fallows 93)

The two verses that juxtapose “amigos” and “enemigos” also point to the quality of understanding in chivalry. “Ca si lo non fuesen errarian en las cosas que ouiessen a defender, porque el desentendimiento les faria que non mostrasen su poder contra aquellos que ouiesen de mostrar” (Fallows 92). Manrique shows that his father was a good lord over his subjects, “¡qué señor para criados / y parientes!” He knew how to defend and care for them because he possessed “cordura.” Cartagena explains that, “[. . .] porque ellos han a defender la yglesia e a los reyes e a todos los otros. Ca la cordura les fara que lo sepan fazer a su pro e sin su daño” (Fallows 91). The poet shows that don Rodrigo displayed the qualities of understanding by his actions and his courage, “Qué maestro de esforçados / y valientes”. For as Cartagena writes, without understanding and knowing, “E aun les faria ser esforçados donde non lo ouiesen de ser e couardes do deuiesen auer esfuerço e cobdiçiar lo que non deuiesen auer e oluidar lo que deuen cobdiçiar” (Fallows 92). Manrique further expands on the concept of understanding and knowing by exulting him with three complementary figures of thought that show him possessing understanding with the metonymical “maestro” in the second tercet and repeating the quality with synecdoche, “seso and gracia” in the third tercet. He summarizes them in the “pie quebrado” verse as “¡Qué razón!,” to signal the quality of possessing understanding, “seer entendidos” in Cartagena’s text:

¡Qué seso para discretos!

¡Qué gracia para donosos!
¡Qué razón! (307-309)

The poet repeats the qualities of “seer entendidos” with three illustrations, and he emphasizes the quality of loyalty for “amigos” and against “enemigos”.

¡Qué benigno a los sujetos!

Y a los bravos y dañosos,

¡un león! (310-312)

With these verses, Manrique recalls the chivalric text to portray his father, the knight, by using parallelism, enumeration, metonymy, and synecdoche, but he also connects to his reader with the exclamations that remind his reader of the esteemed qualities of the knight which his father exemplified. He does not name the events because they are well known, but it is from events perceived in the knight’s past that the poet writes about his father like he wrote about his recent past. He emphasizes that these events were seen, an important faculty of perception.

sus grandes hechos y claros

no cumple que los alabe,

pues los vieron, (295-297)

In stanzas XXVII and XXVIII, Manrique enumerates don Rodrigo’s virtues by metonymy. He names persons that possessed these talents and were well known for them. In this manner, he narrates the life and connects to his reader with figures of thought that embody the actual qualities. The parallelism of these verses reinforces their impact and importance.

It is not surprising that Manrique’s verses depict his father according to the institution of chivalry following the guidelines established by Alfonso X and explained
by Cartagena. Cartagena’s book, c. 1444, is, “[. . .] an attempt to define knighthood from a strictly Castilian perspective [. . .] and, specifically the role of the nobleman and the knight in fifteenth-century Castilian society” (Fallows 10). Moreover, it is not unusual that material from Cartagena’s text would fulfill political and social intentions in Pulgar’s portrait and Manrique’s poem. Noel Fallows writes that,

Prior to composition of the *Doctrinal de los caualleros*, Cartagena had been intimately involved with the study of knighthood, and questions concerning the place of the noble and the knight (and by association the vassal) in Castilian society, as well as the historical identity of Castile itself and the place of Castile in a European historical and geographical context. (10)

Manrique also seems to be inspired in the same way as Pulgar in the portrait that he writes of the Grand-master in stanza XXIX on his military accomplishments in the Reconquest. He describes the events in his father’s life within the political and social context of knighthood and the reconquest of lands in the Iberian Peninsula during the reign of Isabel and Fernando:

No dexó grandes thesoros
ni alcanço grandes riquezas
ni baxillas,
mas hizo guerra a los moros
ganando sus fortalezas
y sus villas;
y en las lides que venció,
muchos moros y cavallos
se perdieron,
y en este oficio ganó
las rentas y los vasallos
que le dieron. (337-348)

“Esta estrofa, resumen de la caracterización del maestre, parece inspirarse en la misma concepción que la biografía de Hernando del Pulgar en los Claros varones de España.” (Beltrán, Poesía 90-95).

Historically, the Coplas and Claros varones de Castilla, written within the same decade believed to have been written in Castile during the same decade use the same virtues, talents in describing the knight, yet in the Coplas these virtues seem to have mostly been interpreted as spiritual gifts rather than temporal talents as explained by Cartagena in his manual on knighthood. Moreover, it is evident that sixteenth-century glossers of Manrique’s poem did not choose to gloss the verses that further develop and portray don Rodrigo Manrique as “buen caballero” from his talents as a knight.

So far, I have shown that although I believe that the longer version of the Ars moriendi without images served as textual memory for the composition of the Coplas, the Doctrinal de los caballeros, a manual on chivalry, also contains text on which Manrique draws because he creates a narrative of death in which he identifies concepts with a reality that he describes in temporal terms. O’Connor writes that the Ars moriendi was not an ars vivendi, but rather a text expressly about dying that was used during life in order to prepare for death:
It is a complete and intelligible guide to the business of dying, a method to be learned while one is in good health and kept at one’s fingers’ ends for use in that all-important and inescapable hour. (O’Connor 5)

Nevertheless, if life is a way towards death, “Este mundo es el camino / para el otro, que es morada / sin pesar,” a person that prepares for death during his life lives according to expectations at death. As Salinas explains:

Pero si nuestra vida terrenal es un tránsito hacia la muerte, si empezar a vivir es iniciarse en el morir, resultará que, en último término, adoctrinar sobre la vida es adoctrinar sobre la muerte por la que se ingresa en la vida ultraterrenal de la salvación. El *ars vivendi* es, así un *ars moriendi*, un arte de aprender a morir. (177)

Manrique appears to write a poem based on this link between life and death, yet he suggests postures for life based on spiritual concepts and institutional guidelines. The last prowess of the knight is his dying, “La última proeza del caballero es su morir. Así se interpretan vida y muerte, y el modo de morir es la última expresión de modo de vivir” (Salinas 183).

By looking at both the *Ars moriendi* and the *Doctrinal de los caballeros* as textual memory for the *Coplas*, it appears that Manrique’s representation of his father’s death models death from concepts in the *Ars moriendi* for a Christian death and from guidelines in an institutional manual written for select readers. It can be argued that by combining expectations on dying for Christians of all social strata with guidelines on living that encouraged agency for an exclusive group, knights, Manrique creates a shift in concepts of the self through his poem on death.
CHAPTER 4
READER’S JOURNEY FROM *THE DANCE OF DEATH*

In the *Coplas*, Manrique acknowledges the ephemeral character of earthly life and an inevitable death, yet he calls his reader to an active role towards death by asking him to contemplate his own life and future from the beginning of the poem’s verses. Manrique’s poem brings the reader on a journey that contrasts with the sarcastic approach of the *Dance of Death*. The verses of the *Coplas* lead the reader to self interpretation through contemplation based on spiritual concepts and the representation of don Rodrigo, whose death serves as a model for the reader. “The concept that an artistic work is a journey (while certainly to be found in ancient rhetoric) achieves a particular importance – even ubiquity – in medieval analysis” writes Carruthers in *Rhetoric Beyond Words* (“The Concept of ductus” 190).

Manrique’s poem itself takes its reader on a journey with the intention of guiding him on a road that begins at an indeterminate place, contemplating traditional philosophical concepts on death, and ends at a specific location with don Rodrigo Manrique’s model engagement with death. The reader receives direction on the road through the verses in a way described by Carruthers: “Roads are not passive; they have instrumentality and agency because they direct us” (“The Concept of ductus” 191). From “como a nuestro parescer / cualquiera tiempo pasado / fue mejor” (10-12) at the beginning of the *Coplas* until arriving at don Rodrigo’s own city of Ocaña
where Death knocks at his door, the reader has traveled through different parts of the poem and the knight through life:

después de tanta hazaña
a que no puede bastar
cuenta cierta,
en la su villa de Ocaña,
vino la muerte a llamar
a su puerta, (391-396)

The place where the reader arrives after taking the route of the verses is the knight’s own city of Ocaña where the poet writes that don Rodrigo Manrique’s life ended. The locality, Ocaña, is important for the reader and for Manrique. It is a real place with historical significance. In his journey, the reader begins with philosophical concepts, goes through history, and reaches a place that he recognizes as real. Salinas observed the significance of Manrique identifying the place where his father dies, “en la su villa de Ocaña:”

En la su villa de Ocaña va la muerte a sus vistas con don Rodrigo.

¿Por qué misterioso mandato ha dejado caer el poeta, sobre tanto magnífico ondular de conceptos universales, esa gota de realidad española, ese nombre propio, Ocaña? [. . .] Lo enorme de la muerte, tema de la elegía que se nos escapa, imposible de asir en su enormidad, halla como una prodigiosa compensación en nuestra sensibilidad, por lo definido, lo palpable, del lugar en que acaece.

(184)
Ocaña is a place of significance for the Manrique family, for the Order of Santiago, and for the political struggle in Castile. According to his son, the poet, the life of don Rodrigo Manrique, Conde de Paredes, Maestre de Santiago, ended in Ocaña, yet in *Historia general de España*, Juan de Mariana (1535-1634) wrote that the Grand-master’s life ended in Ulcés. The importance of Ocaña for the year 1476 is evident from Fernando del Pulgar’s *Crónica de los Reyes Católicos*, a text where almost all of the chapters begin with references to places and what happened there. The events of the year 1476 (pages 161-264) begin with don Rodrigo in Ocaña supporting the Crown and working against two key adversaries, the Marquis of Villena and the King of Portugal:

> En el año siguiente del Señor de mil e quatroçientos e setenta e seis años, los vezinos de la villa de Ocaña, que estauan oprimidos con gente del marqués de Villena, e tenían la boz del rey de Portogal, trataron con el maestre de Santiago don Rodrigo Manrrique de se alçar por el Rey e la Reyna, e de le acoger en la villa. E un día por la mañana juntáronse todos los más de la villa . . . (161)

The events of the year 1476, which begin in Ocaña in Pulgar’s text, bring significant political and social changes the year of the death of the Grand-master don Rodrigo Manrique. The growing influence of the monarchs Isabel and Fernando and their assertive political authority over the nobility signify a marked change from the reign of the preceding monarch, Enrique IV, el Impotente. It is 1476 that sees the Cortes of Madrigal that declare the unified central control of the medieval “hermandades” for protection and establish “contadurías” for the more efficient
handling of taxation, moves that in effect centralized more power in the hands of the monarchs. Upon don Rodrigo Manrique’s death the knights that meet at Ulcés to elect a new Grand-master are persuaded by the queen to suspend proceedings and to confer the title on the King. Although King Fernando waives his claim for a time, by the end of the fifteenth century he secures the mastership of the three powerful 12th century military orders of Santiago, Calatrava and Alcántara. The obedience that the members of the three orders owed their head and center passed to Fernando so that the monarch exercised the administration of the 145,000 ducats received for their rental of land and gained jurisdiction over at least a million vassals and 1,500 dignitaries (Elliott 86). The events of the year 1476 brought authority and power for the monarchs and the death of the Grand-master don Rodrigo Manrique marked what J. H. Elliott terms: “permanent change in the social and political organization of Castile” (85-88).

The death of the Grand-master don Rodrigo Manrique brought a significant transition that contributed to the power of the monarchs in Castile. The position of the knight at death in Manrique’s poem can thus be seen as an example of self control and a mental victory for the individual precisely at a time when the political influence of the monarchs Isabel and Fernando signified temporal limitations on the power of the Order of Santiago. The victory of the juridical subject represented by the figure of don Rodrigo Manrique at death is a representation of the self from philosophical concepts in Manrique’s textual weaving of memoria. Moreover, the individualistic of concept of selfhood established in the journey through the verses manifests itself in the knight’s triumph over death as an individual. At a moment in history when the
political power of the Grand-master of the Order of Santiago shifted to King Fernando, don Rodrigo conquers death as an individual empowered by his own talents and Christian beliefs.

With the *Coplas* Jorge Manrique intends to honor his father don Rodrigo Manrique, Grand-master of the Order of Santiago, as a Castilian knight and a Christian. His period in history which combined spiritual and temporal concerns in ways that may seem unusual today did not present conflicts. Likewise, political and social structures depended on their convergence. For example, monks fought in battles and monasteries were not exclusively for monks. The military order that the Manrique family supported, the Order of Santiago, was a religious and political organization. Since the military orders were branches of the monastic institution, they adhered to principles of the canonical apostolic life and specific practices of prayer and penance. The military Order of Santiago, with Augustinian roots from its founding in the twelfth century, consisted of armed monks and lay knights subject to religious discipline which contrasted them to military orders composed strictly of armed monks. This constituency of the military order of Santiago created the opportunity for a moderate rule, as Carlos de Ayala Martinez explains, and a greater propensity towards a lay organization (119). Historians agree that the Augustinian tradition influenced the military order of Jorge Manrique.

Medieval knights, key figures in Castile for several centuries, acclimated to the political changes in Spain during the last half of the fifteenth century. For medieval knights, the political influence of the monarchs signified new expectations.
In 1459 Alfonso de Palencia already warns of new political influences in his treatise, *Tratado de la perfección del triunfo militar*. Heusch summarizes the treatise:

> Insiste sobre el debate entre las armas y las letras, inclinándose favorablemente hacia la necesidad del caballero de obtener una instrucción completa fundamentada en la prudencia, una prudencia que desborda los límites de la caballería para insertarse en los términos de la política general. (Heusch 45)

With the *ubi sunt*, Manrique provided a historical context that acknowledged these changes in Castile. The poet provides contiguity in his reader’s journey with observations about the reality of death from the *ubi sunt* before converging onto the route towards the representation of his father’s death. Not only does he identify don Rodrigo’s death with the chivalric vision of the fifteenth-century knight, with temporal and spiritual concerns that respond to the philosophical concepts of the meditation, but he leads his reader to Ocaña where don Rodrigo has a positive encounter with death from which his reader continues to shape his own representation of the self.

The reader, who is engaged in contemplative reading to interpret the self at death through memory, evidences the representation of the knight at death after a meditation that juxtaposes death to the life of the knight with material from memory. I believe that the representation of the self in the meditation of Manrique’s poem is a conceptual activity of memory. As King explains, “In a representational theory of memory, representation provides part of the capacity to remember things [so representation] is part of a propositional and, thus conceptual, capacity” (King 5).
When looking at the representation of the self evidenced in the *Coplas*, there is a link between propositional and conceptual capacities. Manrique’s reader travels through verses woven from the use of memory to represent the self at death from pagan and Christian philosophy in older texts. The citing of texts from memoria is a “re-speaking” of these texts (Carruthers, *The Book of Memory* 194). “Manrique se atiende a lo más noble de la veta pagana, y a lo cristiano, y en lo que quiere se nos hace tan claro como la luz” (Salinas 207).

The artistic form provides a way that leads his reader through the text in a journey shaped by individualistic concerns for selfhood emphasized in the verses. His reader journeys through verses shaped by phonic, grammatical and lexical poetic language that lead him to a representation of self from the individual practice of contemplation and silent reading. The concept of journeying through the text, the *ductus*, works as a dynamic means for self discovery that leads from memory to the concern for self as individual. “Indeed *ductus* is a principle of movement not stasis, of process rather than product, the conduct of a thinking, listening and feeling mind on its way through a composition” (Carruthers, “The Concept of *ductus*” 196). The spiritual concepts from which the poet represents don Rodrigo’s death are identified with his reader’s contemplation of death, a vision composed from philosophical concepts and the reality of death. “The motif of composing as undertaking a journey with varying routes among its places could extend as well to reading, not only to the activities associated with invention (Carruthers, “The Concept of *ductus*” 193).

I believe that the contemplation of the self at death is a developing “narrative” shaped by the journey, *ductus*, provided through the form of Manrique’s verses. I
find that it works with contemplative reading practices that shaped the practice of reading and composing. The “narrative” of the self at death in the Coplas appears to develop through a contemplative reading on death from the framework of other texts and by composing selfhood from the journey through the text. Manrique demands from the onset of the poem that his reader contemplate his own mortality. By looking at the call for contemplation and the journey for the reader, it can be argued that the “narrative” of the self becomes individualized in the journey through verses that work from memory practices and provide a way, ductus. Ductus implies movement, “[. . .] though in rhetoric ductus is an aspect of arrangement or dispositio, it pertains always to some guiding movement within and through a work’s various parts” (Carruthers, “The Concept of ductus” 196).

The Self as Individual in the Coplas

Manrique’s poem approaches the self from relationships to other texts through memory. Yet, the form of his poem leads to both the manifestation of the self in the figure of his father at death and the self as individual from the practice of contemplative silent reading. Manrique alerts his reader’s consciousness from the opening verses of the poem by a call to contemplation and the use of sapiential literature. He begins the poem with an invocation used by St. Paul, St. Ambrose, and St. Anselm, in Christian hymns, and in Petrarch, the image of the sleeping soul taking consciousness of its lapse and looking at the transcendental aspects of existence (Beltrán, Poesía 147). The soul, “alma,” is defined by Covarrubias in the Tesoro de la lengua castellana o española as, “Anima, Vide alma” and “Anima, por conciencia” (18). The poet asks his reader to remember, to use sense perception. Aristotle
explains memory as representation, a function of sense perception. In “abive el seso y despierte,” “seso” means “sentido” (Beltrán). With “seso,” synecdoche provides a direct connection to his reader. Here, the purpose is to remember, representation by contemplating, “contemplando”, as Manrique indicates.

Recuerde el alma dormida,

abive el seso y despierte

contemplando (1-3)

Contemplation requires working with a text and pondering it in order to help oneself in the future; it is not dwelling on the past. Contemplative reading, a practice associated with material intended for silent reading during Manrique’s time, was reading for self-benefit and for a better future.

In the first part of the poem, Manrique addresses his reader as, “the soul asleep,” “el alma dormida,” whom he urges to awaken and approach his mortality by contemplating. In the second part, the ubi sunt, the poet presents questions in the third person passive reflexive to show the certainty of death’s nature, “¿Qué se hizo ______?” and “¿Qué se hizieron?” In the third part of the poem, don Rodrigo at death is active and not a “soul asleep”, a model of self for his reader whom he asked to awaken to the urgency of death. He provides material about death for his reader to ponder death for his own benefit. His reader’s contemplation of death in relation to the self prepares him with thoughts for a good death. The thoughts about the self and death from a contemplative reading of the first part of the poem is followed by its certainty from a historical contextualization with specific examples. The portrayal of the dying Rodrigo Manrique as moriens in the Ars moriendi, then provides a narrative
of death, a manifestation based on the spiritual and temporal concepts in the poem.

Manrique demands that his reader remember and awaken. He cites from a storehouse of material that works as content for his poem and also forms or shapes it for the journey of the contemplation of the self through the individual practice of silent reading. He calls forth philosophical concepts from other texts to compose his poem. The slow progress of death and the gradual approach of old age, echoes Ovid’s, *Ars amatoria*, for example (Beltrán, *Poesía* 148):

como se pasa la vida,
cómo se viene la muerte
tan callando; (4-6)

Manrique uses *memoria*, well-circulated materials, themes recurrent in literature that readers remembered and had previously made them their own. The idea of past happiness as present pain, a medieval theme, also in Dante’s *Commedia* and in the *Infierno de los enamorados* by Santillana is a medieval theme passed on by the Latin philosopher Boethius (Beltrán, *Poesía* 149). Boethius is mostly known in the fifteenth century for his *Consolatio philosophiae*, and throughout the medieval period for his Latin translations of Aristotle and Plato.

cuánd presto se va el plazer,
cómo después de acordado
da dolor,

Text used in the poem and taken from other texts is co-present with *memoria* recalled by his reader and that he uses to contemplate. Manrique’s use of *memoria* invites his reader to call forth concepts on death. The idea of time past being better
than the present comes from Ecclesiastes in the Bible; is found in Quintilian and in literature about wisdom during Manrique’s period for example, in the work of Juan de Mena, Diego López de Haro or Guevara (Beltrán, Poesía 149). The grammatical devices of his poetic language lead his reader in the journey to the representation of the self as individual. When Manrique considers time as present, past, and future; he changes from the initial use of the subjunctive for “Recuerde el alma dormida” (1) to first person plural. He uses the grammatical devices of the subjunctive, the first person indicative, the imperative mood, and third person singular and plural passive reflexive in specific parts of the poem. With the use of “our,” the poet seems to be contemplating with his reader and his reader appears invited to compose with the poet:

  cómo a nuestro parescer
  cualquiera tiempo pasado
  fue mejor. (10-12)

  The concept of relating to the future as a past found in the works of Seneca and Augustine was repeated in the medieval period by poets like Juan de Mena, Torrellas, the Vizconde de Altamira and by authors like Fernán Pérez de Guzmán, fray Inigo de Mendoza and Diego de San Pedro (Beltrán, Poesía 149).

  si juzgamos sabiamente,
  daremos lo no venido
  por pasado. (16-18)

  “Our” lives bring us to “our” deaths. Manrique sets forth equality at death with the image of rivers converging into the sea. Equality at death was well accepted
in the medieval period, but the different social strata of the nobility, the bourgeoisie involved in commerce and finance, and the common people separated them as juridical subjects with different social designations. Manrique combines the nobility and the bourgeoisie as “los ricos,” a novelty (Beltrán 150). Perhaps this novelty mirrors the early-Modern reality of the flexible boundaries between bourgeoisie and nobility due to the common practice of purchasing titles of nobility.

allegados, son iguales,

los qeu biven por sus manos

y los ricos.

Manrique begins to use “we” when he approaches time as past, present, and future.

Y pues vemos lo presente
cómo en un punto se es ido
    y acabado,
si juzgamos sabiamente,
daremos lo no venido
    por pasado. (13-18)

He uses “our” to establish equality at death by declaring the end to earthly “señoríos” and by designating the same end for all of the dead.

Nuestras vidas on los ríos
que van a dar en el mar
    que es el morir:
allí van los señoríos
Manrique uses “we” and “our” to include his reader in the first person narrative on the self. The verses establish the argument on death for the contemplative self whom he asked to remember and awaken, “Recuerde el alma dormida / abive el seso y despierte / contemplando” (1-3).

**Time and Space in the Coplas**

The argument in Manrique’s verses seems to work from the same time and space for both the poet writing and his reader’s narrative composed from the practice of contemplative reading. The poet uses tropes to explain time through places. Memory and remembering were related to the soul since antiquity. To awaken, which denotes time, depends on the brain, “el seso”. In the meditation, Manrique repeatedly presents figures of thought for time and place within adjacent tercets in his stanzas. He also shares time and place with his reader by providing these figures of thought in the first person and in the imperative as he forms the narrative. Jakobson observed that,

> Following the path of contiguous relationships, the realist author metonymically digresses from the plot to the atmosphere and from the characters to the setting in space and time. He is fond of synecdochic details. (92)

The poet continues a relationship between time and place during the meditation in the poem. He uses it to describe life and death in the second stanza by
illustrating the time of each subject in this world with localities, rivers, and the place of the sea as death, time.

Nuestras vidas son los ríos
que van a dar en el mar
que es el morir.

Manrique also describes this world as a road towards death, an accepted literary trope also in the *Ars moriendi* and in *cancionero* book collections of poems. He writes about the “other world” as a welcoming place of rest, “morada”. In the next tercet, he emphasizes his reader’s presence on that road by warning “mas cumple tener buen tino”, and shows the limited time on the road by “jornada”, a journey with a specific time limit.

Este mundo es el camino
para el otro, que es morada
sin pesar,
mas cumple tener buen tino
para andar esta jornada
sin errar. (49-54)

For seven stanzas, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII, the poet continues to use first person plural as he includes his reader in verses characterized by shared concepts of time and place within the narrative.

In stanza IX, Manrique uses the imperative to alert his reader to visible signs of approaching death during old age. In the opening verses, the poet asked his reader
to remember with the subjunctive appeal to the sleeping soul. After seven stanzas, he again demands an active response.

Dezidme: la hermosura,
la gentil frescura y tez
de la cara, (97-99)

As he incites his reader to respond, he places old age within the framework of a city. The figure of a locality for the effects of the passing of time gives a definite shape to an indefinite phenomenon for the request and response that he elicits from his reader.

todo se torna graveza
cuando llega al arraval
de senetud. (106-108)

An “arraval” was the populated area outside of a city’s walls (Beltrán 154). When discussing the passing of time and the moment of death, he combines time and place in the context of chivalry to illustrate death. Life is fast paced and provides much space, yet when time is gone there is no longer any place to turn around.

No mirando a nuestro daño,
corremos a rienda suelta,
sin parar;
cuando vemos el engaño
y queremos dar la buelta,
no ay lugar. (151-156)

With the ubi sunt verses, the poet reaffirms the thoughts developed in the meditation. With third person singular and plural illustrations in the passive
reflexive, the *ubi sunt* continues the narrative begun in the subjunctive, developed in first person plural indicative and emphasized with the imperative “Dezidme” (97). The passive reflexive grammatical construction in “¿Qué se hizo_______? and in “¿Qué se hizieron_______? for what became of the persons implies absence from view, but not total absence. Manrique provides the answer to the questions of the *ubi sunt* with a component that relates to death as a time and a place, where the persons are. At the time of death, they became hidden: “di, muerte, ¿do los escondes / y traspones?” (269-270).

As the poem continues from the contemplation of the self and the illustrations of death in the *ubi sunt*, impending death is manifested in the life and death of don Rodrigo Manrique. The philosophical concepts used to shape his reader’s meditation on the urgency of dealing with death find fulfillment in the portrayal of his father’s death. The representation of his father seems to work as a model for his reader’s own composing of the self because it follows from his use of memory as knowledge in the poem, knowledge derived from philosophical concepts which Augustine writes is not intangible because it is a way of knowing and living. According to Augustine on wisdom which edifies (*sapientia*), the philosophical goal was “a way of knowing and living, not an abstract body of knowledge” (Stock 36).

When Death knocks on the door, don Rodrigo Manrique is approached with the “diziendo: - Buen cavallero” (397). In the *Tesoro de la lengua castellana*, Covarrubias defines “bueno”:

> Esencialmente sólo Dios es bueno. [...] De manera que absolutamente Dios se dice bueno, porque lo tiene todo y no le falta nada, y todo
aquello que en su género está perfecto decimos ser o estar bueno, como buen caballero, buen soldado, buen religioso. (211).

At the very moment of death, goodness is esteemed in the virtuous knight and Death approaches him “diziendo: «Buen caballero»” (397). According to Augustine, it is goodness that indicates worth and earns consideration regarding the will. When Death approaches, it is not a depressing scene with the dying person yielding unwillingly like in the Dance of Death. The verses of Manrique treat death as a surmountable situation. Don Rodrigo is approached by Death with consideration. He is not surprised and is surrounded by family and friends at his own place, Ocaña. Death dialogues with Rodrigo Manrique and the reader follows a not unpleasant interchange. As Death dialogues, goodness becomes evident in the approach to the knight, the dying person. Augustine praises the mind for its goodness and acknowledges that the will must be considered because of the goodness of a mind:

[. . .] because a mind is deemed worthy of praise, not only for its learning, but also for its goodness, we have to consider not only what it remembers and understands, but also what it wills – not how ardently it wills, but first what it wills and then how much it wills it” (Augustine, On the Trinity 57).

Death beckons with an appeal to don Rodrigo’s talent, his learning, and the use that he will make of them. The knight seems to follow Cartagena’s emphasis in the Doctrinal de los caballeros on “entendimiento” and the work of the knight as the mirror of the power of his will. In De Trinitate, talent is the result of the capacity of memory, the ability to understand, and the will to accomplish. Moreover, learning
functions through memory, from understanding and with the will to apply these, but
how one uses talent and learning depends on how the will exercises memory and
understanding (*On the Trinity* 58). In the appeal of Death the direct address demands
a response, an exercise of the mind that involves the will which according to
Augustine “disposes of those things that are contained in memory and understanding”
(*On the Trinity* 57).

diciendo: - Buen cavallero,
dexad el mundo engañoso
    y su halago;
vuestro corazón de aero
muestre su esfuerzo famoso
    en este trago. (397-402)
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The tradition of yielding to death represented by the personification of Death and figures of the reluctant dying person in the *Dance of Death* that circulated in the fifteenth century is re-written in Manrique’s verses. His verses treat death as a surmountable situation. When don Rodrigo encounters Death with the power of the mind, he faces Death with “todos sentidos humanos / conservados,” (469-470). Pedro Salinas writes that,

> Se alza el Maestre, para que veamos, con nuestros ojos, a través de la ficción de personificar en el poema a él y a la Muerte, que los consejos y las máximas anteriores están ya hechas carne en este moribundo; para que las veamos actualizadas y vivas, en su eficacia salvadora.

(178)

In Manrique’s poem, his reader contemplates the self from concepts in *memoria* and within the context of a Christian in Castile through poetic language. He works from the representation or image of himself at death, moves towards examples of others that have died, and witnesses the death of the knight immortalized as one who triumphs at the challenge of death. Manrique represents his father to his reader through memory and his reader identifies with him as an individual in his hopes for a good death. Though not a knight, Manrique’s reader can identify with him as an individual at death that followed institutional guidelines in life. The poet exhorts his reader to approach his own death and
immortalizes the position of the knight as triumphant within a historical context, a likeness to the representation of the self at death that his reader contemplated, and a vision of the self based on spiritual concerns from a temporal context. I find that in the verses of the *Coplas*, the position of the knight at death builds upon medieval memory and provides a journey for the reader that focuses on a concern for the self as individual.
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APPENDIX A

SPECULŪ ARTIS BENE MORIĒDI

The commendation of death with the title Speculū bene moriēdi (c. 1414-1418) is the longer version of works known by the uniform title of Ars moriendi. Appendix A consists of copies of an incunabula of this text printed in Cologne by Heinrich Quentell, c. 1495, Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago, IL.
Specul lā artis bene morīdi
demonstratōribus, pœnis infernalibus interrogatōribus ago
risantium, et variis oratōribus pro illorum salute facienda
Incipit specimen artis bene moxiendi petulis, quae prohitis de Agno.

Um deinit exitis inestoria moxius transmirit propter moxiendi unguis multias nolis solutis lasciis, verum etiam religiosis atq; devotis visiculis multis piciololis, immo etiam terribilis et horribilis valde plurimum videatur. Et sicco in iuncta materia (a de arte moxiendi est) sequens brevis erboratoniis modus est circa eos maximis, quae in articulo sunt sitiuntur. Mentis intima sibi sita, erborationes notandus et perpetuae, et quod modus sit generalis, ter omnino catolicis ad artis et noticia bened moxiendi seque rendam plurimum valere pende poete.

Quidlibet libri.


Prima picta penda moxiis erborati is bin moxiendi.

Unum aliud terrabilis mortis corporis est terrabilior, si curate philosophus in Ezechielis mortis est animae tunicis est terrabilior atque beatabilior sinto aitia corpore etnobilitate atque preveniente perfitemt pslieta. Mortis pecoratio sum perfitemt, sed his sublitem per codicem, pslieta attextae. Perstola in conspectu oii mortis sanctorum, qualitatis etiam morte corporali moxian in solum picta mortis est, mortis sanctorum mortea veritatem atque sanctorum fidei inuget, bonorum atesthes et peccatorum quae sunt atque equitatem veritas et in vera fide et sequere materum ecclesiae munere morte.

In illud Apostolicum Beatam mortalitatem in vino mortalitatem propter idiuina capitula in Justus si moritum spectaculat isti. Capta tum in reparationem atque salis in mortis agonibus facili necessitatis eostaric atque promoverit tempus atque secundum sequentibus manu.
naturae adiutorio salutis est.

Descripicio mortis.

Et ideo de laude mortis dixerat bonum adeo sapiens sit. Nunc nihil aliud est nisi cuius de carce restituens cultus depositio oneris gravisimae, capitis omnium egestudiniis terminatibus, omnium periculorum maximo omnium analogiis sumptio omnium vinculorum disruptio, de his naturalis solutionis rebus in patriis ingredientes ingens, vii Ecclesiasticum est dies mortis die naturatis quod nimium de bonis electis tantummodo est intelligendus quam alios atque propter ne dies mortis nec dies naturatis bona dicte debet. Qua proporter bonum iubet estiam quilibet pecunia quilibet vellere etiam etiam etiam qualicaque de causa habita contrarii nobis debet neque parcere nec ipsi prius necesse sit, quia solum voluntate mentis ratione, quia sensualis visi dominatur mortis solicietiam, atque subierit patenter subinteligat quam in hac re voluntatem plenaria divinae consensante et comitante voluntas et tempore nutrit, si tamen bene esseque egressi esse voluntatem est morti, quodam sapientiam sic verecent, bene mortis est liberari motus, enim de subiis et facitis iritum nec anni nec dies sufficientes, sed animus hoc adeo cum igitur et debito atque naturali, nesci se necessisvisimo evisimo opotestatis et qualiter et vbi deus omnipotens voluerit. Quo iubet deus voluntatis et visibilibus bona sit Cassio de eo attestante in hac ecelesti fidelifatibus, deus utique quidam vel obedientia vel fidei his et magis et pro his suae et modo paulo etis apostolatus, quisquis fuisse et nobis. Quam mortem corroborantet generaliter subter est eadem est cordis utiam minimae valeamus. Hic in mortem iubem etiam esse salutarem recalcitrationem mettis rationem bene dispone voluntatem et sine contracdicione quando deus de usus accepti, re eis Hencen. Fere nos culpae quod immortale nos vale itor, dicit enim si vis uta quidam vehet effugerit no vale bis sed ut alius ait. Propetere et baxpianus bene et secundum necessitatem est et va mortuas. Flota quidem facit mortuas.
Secundum dicta reputari potest a fide in articulo mortis, S. Iudaeus esto quisque in extremis hostium grauioribus haereat et praestat quales in vita sua non habuerit. Sunt autem temptationis generalis quinque pincias, quarum prima est fide, quae solum autem salus nostrae existimatur. Si est fides, fundamentum aliquid non potest ponere. Unde August. Fides est omni bonone fundamento et humana salus in ipsis externis et interioribus. Impossibile est sine fide placere deo. Unde Iohannes. Quin autem creditam instar esse alienatam sanctam in fide extra viam vitam esse nonnullas omnia salutis esse possit. Praebet solus eum, qui omnis habuit in extremis laboat a se totaliter aeternam et perpetuam sanguinem hominum in extremis laboat a se totaliter aeternam et perpetuam.
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De fidei tempore in articulo motis.

Sed cuncta temetio est desperatio quae contra spem atque confidetiam quam hodie deberhabere in dei.

Cum enim infirmus dolorebus cruciatum in corpore mun dyabolus dolosus domini superaddit obiecto sih pece, etc, sua modis quisque potest et eum ad desperationem in crucem. Insuper etiam sim Innocens, papa, idem in virili et ad conditionis humanae quibus hodie homo tam bonus quam, et iniquae anima eius de corpore eredita visceri in cruce posito ad expulsionem et laudem bonos et ad confusionem.
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nullus modo desperare debet etiam si solus totius mundi peccatum comisisset. In cujus etiam quo et constaret quod de numero omnium est nulli propter hoc desperandum est et propter desperationem nihil aliud agitur nisi quod per eum Deus pietissimus multum magis offendituros et peccata illa forte gravem sanitur penam eternam qui sic ad infinitum augmentatur. Postinde ad confidentiam veram (quam precipue inermus ad deum debet habere in agone) inducere debet eum dispositionem: Jesu Christi domino nostri. De qua inquit: beatus Bernardus, de qua non repiter ad sperne nec ad impendendum sicutiam sicutiam in cruce domino nostro. Hic Christus dispositione sibi concessit caput laetitiae, os ad oculandum, boccum, extrema ad amplexandum, manu percessent ad largitudinem, humum spernum ad dulcedum, et totius corporis extensio nem ad totum tempordendum. Hec idem ille Bernardus.


Tertia temploarit de impatien
tia. Terea temploarit est de impatien
tia et pra chari
tarem qua tendemur deum diligere sapo
tia. Tam
monstrus maximus dolor capitis accidit bis pet
pus qui non mortem naturalis queret est sic
tur magno dolore ece sent
i
cere at alia infirmitate gravi et afflictum atque longa d

...
De umbris que vina gloria. Sequitur quarta companionio de vina gloria. Quaerat reatum in imaginibus copulatis ut etiam in imaginibus copulatis. Quaerat reatum in imaginibus copulatis ut etiam in imaginibus copulatis.
Quisquis reminiscendo bonum quod gestit, dum apud se est, apud autem humilitatis cadat; debet igitur monitus esse et p. superbiae sentis te tempus rei sit ut tuum humilitatem, s. depingat tua peccata cogitando quos ignorant. Nam etiam dignissimus est. Heaut igitur nihilominus consilio ad ejusm dirigere speret, quia iniquitates iis quos aequo opera eius cogitando atque operando, quid solummodo Deus qui est veritas ineffabilis, irando per Philippam repromisit vicem. Atque ego dicit quasi nolens potest, caritus sed magis te conuertat e vitia. Hic igitur ergo homo hebraeis Anthonius, cui devolum dicit Antonius utne vicisti quia est te iniquitatem tuam deploris et tu te volo salutare et tu deploris et tu te iniquitatem. Sic ergo faciat venustas sine fumus ille in firmis, et vicis et devolum.

Sequitur de quinta temptatione sicut de dextera mundanorum.

Quinta temptatio (ut magis secularis, et carnes in se) est nimirum occupatio talium atque exercitum circa vestem liberos atque amicos carnales atque divinitas satisque ut in iniquitate in via sua delectemur. Haec bene esse mox ut voluerit debeat omnia talia et egressa sint prae totaliter posito, nec de se plenitatem totum canit, ut Scholus dixit, igitur sententiae de quia infirma satis est videat iniquitatem vel non ut plane conscientia in mortem ac si cam per se egissent satis est omnia vel iubet peccatis. Hinc igitur aliquis ad sanctificandos pecuniam mortalibus. Quamvis potest velle et omeri necesse est in mortem articulatam voluntatem sua per omnia confinmore vincite voluit et opus est. Raro atque aliquis sancti, ut carinum etiam religiosis vulte ad mortem disponere quod veterum esse quaeque habeat adeniret ei tam ex de facto ago nizet ipse rerum sanctitiae quod re vera periculorum est in homine oratione et dicit cancellarius et alios parit et.

Notandum vero de devolum in omniis plicitu tempora et ionibus bolognecum accipere potest, nec etiam aliquis tenet praetulere veritatem consentienti. Odii quum habuerit et
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etiam nissponet ei voluerit occidentem quod certamen solunt. 
bona sibi, vero enim cum quidque peccatoquin siminen quae 
"sympodia cauendi est. Aperiapsis, fidelis deus qui non pa- 
"tient fors tempust supra et quodd poeplibis fede acceet cum 
""""""teminone puentum et nonis sustinaris sic dixi glori. Fidei 
""""""deus est verumc in promissis qui daret nobis filius pote 
ter viriler tplerater, dat potestatem et vinci am. 
""""""mercanur, pIAcet et perserementus factum. ponte in 
""""""nus augmentatur, poeplibis sustinerene deficiat. sed vindici, 
""""tores se quaod fuer per humilitate vi Angu. Jui non remittin for 
""""""nas se non dedit ventum supple. Dum tier ergo peccato te 
""""""sub poten etiam sem victoriam obtineri potest a quaum in oit 
""""""temtatione est hunc in tribulatione malorum doloz vis 
""""""ad mortem indului.

Tertia procedit de interrogationibus in articolo mortis.

Nulla sequuntur interrogations qui sint dein mortis 

sum dum adsum vivum robus bit quod est. hoc 
ideo ut quia minus sibilis fuerit ad mortem 

demissionem infernace est in codex consors. Tullius ab 
interrogationibus debet fieri etn Ancile, etm hoc modo. 
Primo qui 

naturis frater Lataris qui sit nihili motaris uidet etiam 

frater penitet tno sibi virum sicur deus vis. uidet etiam, 

frater habebit animam sustinere &
viiendam habere, re 

sponte ditit. Frater credas non polent urged morte 

pariarii, uidet etiam. Laredo qui te motorius est 

sibi deus bravis situs de, uidet etiam. Agis e gratia, 

tota cura de hoc vitabat. Agerso (quia est ut te) 

sibi foli causa mortem etorum colicie quod mortem 

minius dens et voluert indicare. dic o motem 

vni mel 

ibero si obiecto inter te eme et indicium sibi alterectu non 

contende. Si digeris e meritis damnationem, dic motem 

vni ibi obiecto inter te in me mala merita mea si 

sunt dignificant passionis mentem offero pro merito quod 

ego habebis deus vivi non habeo. Dicatur estus 

men. Dicem ni meli et pono inter me girum tua. 

Deinde diciter. In manus tuas dico pendo spiritus meus.
Et id ipsum (si non potest falso) dicit eum ventus vel affixa,
In manus tuae dixi præsummi eis. cæcus morsur nec videbit mortem in eterni. Posto ei interrogationes primo
oculis postis religiosis acq defuncti spectet aeg suhfl
cre crece infidei, nisi dixit oculi sunt seculares, sicut regulares
in cancellarii pariteri, mò subsecuèt defluat et saltate
in azione certius acq clarus inquiri. et informatur. Primo
crescit oculi principales articulos sed. Et inflat totius factum
pruresque, qui fin sanctos carbolicos, acq ostobogc sed eccle
sic dixit eum expositionem. detestatis omnes benefices et eum
reus, atque superstitiones ab eccliese repugnatas ac letaris infusc
et in sicuti ac ventare marris ecclise ac obedientia mortis,
Scudo peract sic. Logonoe te creatore tei spect multo
placere atque granditer offendisse. iam phecul
etis sic dixi. leto nominè abjuxi eum cognitione salutaris, de quo in
mori vixus omnes, amassit quispiam impostor liquet
et in saluté. Tercio dolet ectoto code de obus petis
pra est manifesta amore atque benignitate bonitate simul
 vivent de bonis omnibus et gratis neglectas. non solum timore
moens conturbatus vel pene caelus sed magis et amore
et insitit. Charis et quae tenemur bene lucis onita
ger et petis fratres de omnibus satis venus optantes. In super
cor ruit illiici ad cognitiones obliter. et de illius valeo spec-
taliter penitere. Quarto, ponedere veraciter vellemenda
rei superstitiae debueris et nullis plus sotalius peccare
scienter et propiscio deliberato, sed potius antemuncta
ra sumittere. Ino est, vitia carnasem sedentibus, met plus
velles offendere. rogas infer de venire tibi quam hic potos
futurum præmiandum est reciduanda. Quinto indulges et tuo
code obus et vixi aliquud novum et superbius vero et factas tibi
miserunt atque offendorunt, ob amore et generatione tibi no/
frere ebi, sì quod tu venial speras, petis eum fidlerit in
vulgeri et remittit tibi ab eis quos offendisti quoniam
Modo erit vis ablati restringer inmunem tenere sui
et tuae facultates vales, etiam vis ad omnium bonorum numera
cessionem atque remitterius inclusure, vbi alle satisfactionis
va,
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Quatre particula de instructionibus pro infirmis cum obseruationibus.

Summa deae, immena bonitas, clementissima
atque gloriose trinitas. Summa dilectio, amotet
charitas misericordiae; misericordiad misericordia
facui pacemque creaturum.
ne in vultima necessitate securreat dixe
diligentia a de
doloce veni a canibus infernalibus donatur.

Iam dicat ordem sequentem.

Dilectissime, amanissime deicius Christe fili dei
ul. ob bonorez vixit, tecq; beantissime passionis iun
be me recipi inter numeri deocti tuo; salutare redemp
toe meo redde mea tibi, me nox et aveniaet, et non
repellas a gloria tua. Iam, quia Jesu Christe paschale
postulo no ob valorem meritorum meo. sumus pulchri
e tibi, et peccator misericordie sed in virtute et efficacia
fac, que misericordiam redimeque volu
fit tibi paradisum tuo, pecus, angustie omere dignit
Iam dicat pluris sepe recce rendo ultum verbum ter ad
minus. Dirupisti vicula mea, tibi faciis et hostiam laudis.
Hani est verus sin Laus dominum tante virtutis creditur
peccata homini dum sanctatur, in sine tanta consolatione
viset. Iam dicat quod sequitur.

Oratio ad Jesum spem.

Dumne idem Christe propter illam amarestillique qua
peculiariter voluisti in crucem matris illa bona
quando sanctissima anima tua egredii et decogitato misere
re ait me in egredii tuo. Iam post hoc inlocet, fecisti
atem intatis canenda te esse inquirere. Inelat gloriose
Bavis omnis peccatae et alia mentis
mam mediatrix atque adiutrice sic dicem.

Oratio ad beatam Mariam immaculata.

Regina eodem mater misericordiae refugium pe
ccatum reconcilia mee nigeno fui tuo et de
tem
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etiam pro me in digno peccatoce interpella. ut ob amores tuos
mea damnatione crimina perducas ad gloria tuae. Deinde in
inter sanctos angulos petibus sic inquitius.

Oratione ad angelos invocandos

Spiritus celorum angelorum beatissimorum assistite nobis
qui migrantes hoc secundo et potenter me cripiere ab
omnibus adversariis meorum insidias animam meam in
vestrum consortium assumite. Tuus precipe angelus bone car
nos meus inibi a dio deputatus. Deinde aplos martres,
confessores atque virginis, specialissimam sanctos atque
sanctas quos vel quas plurimus famus in veneratione habuist
et dilexist in aurelius tuus invocet in illo necessitatis articulo
utigitur. Item dicite vel quater vel quinta si possible hoc et
simul verba que beat Auggustino appropicite. Parce tu
infelix epi. Viri passio eius signum sancte crucis et
integra passio virginiis Marie et benedictio omnium
sanctorum et eucharistica sancto angelo omnis suo suffragiis
omnium electorum sicutur me et omnes animos celos. Visibles
erimus uti habenda motis me. Postea subintegrat et
ad omnes oculis istum verbum. Largirte clarum vespera quo
vita nubis decident. Sed praemiata saeculorum in
stet gloria. Sustine infirmus predictas obsecrationes omn
non refictr vel infamitate inalecente decreo non posse q
in eis aliquis de astantibus claros voces ostani illo muta
sio mutandum. Ite tam eam agmina quidvis vixim rationis ha
bere potentt et inter se coze confit. Se desideris, put seiat et pos
situa quando ipsis dino reddas et salus et

Secundum quinta pratica de eternitatebus circa insimnos
in agone motum.

Ondum deinde suae atque studiis advertendum
qui rarisima etiam aliquid inter religiosos atque denos,
los ad nostrum se disponeat temporete. Ut opuset
co quilibet qui dixit victoriam se conquiritat. Nequaer cre
defensione modo temporum quod inimicum et instructa
sibi certus est, non sicul clarus constat pluriumque tales
sine speciem et inexcusos suis aut interfiant aut pulsat aurides.
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vel simoe sirbiberentibus praesone inquantissimi pr. et conetur
bene duplicia voluntariae pater sine debitis. pater dedit et
et etertat via male indignationis libitum sequentia i. / la-
bovet ad dupliciaatiam quarn potest et bene licet bene ne ad
spematem remittat. ponan et illa mala et supius in feculus
in petum decipiatone desperatio dicitare sunt. Silit etiam
moneat ut etia contra alas rapatones ibidem potius aiolus
exiit fortiter atque viriliter restitudo plicem et p arbolum
in imine cogi potest. Iem moneat ut decedat taneg vernis
sede ipsum. attendat infusor an vinculo excitationis
absteve re neatur viri nomen. quattuor in boecis virtus
oratione sindra matris ecclesiae submissa ut absolutionum
nem si morte etus plurimipisia specius ad recollectione suas
beate. et sub mortefestina pientiatur legende sunt cora co a
plentio biopsy aet osones dactore in quid pridesamus am-
plus ve levente et vel recedenda sunt divina pcepta ut
plenus medieci quid intemeris se corra e neglexeret veliquis/
seius insumus viam loquendi guderet beate in sanas in intes/
quis nostre. et interrogatones cosa et recitatam signo aliis
tercetio vel solo conserva cordis fours. hoc enim suificet ad
salutac aequendum in interrogatones siant quad viam loquen/
veigatur. H est et interrogatibus verissim appareat responso/
nei insumus viam quo suificiunt esse ad salutem rene/
qui in summum necessitatem apponat m e quo fieri potest
mellior manifedendum est sin exigentiam simili periculii
quod incurrit quae eccliae pcepit non obstante q plurimi terteara.
Justus enim secti ter restablir spondeas fin saluef quae et
bladdicita et dissimulatocronia cedemine. Aburiae et
perorinus e. rupane religiones cordinii. uno dyabolicum. et
bominri piam mortuario corpore quae pectorili et humanum unum
rene cadorunte abonderat. Quo circa vias et ppleta reges
Ezechiae ergo nate vis ad mortem salubritatem terruit virum
et mortuum e. adhibere mus no debeter et. Grego monachi
ptetarii in monensione articulo cadorunt. ve in. e. dia. legit.
terrunt ad salutem. Iem pienter ineritimo imago crucifici et qu
circa simius et habenda. vel eulys be marie virgines aut
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alterius sancti quod pridé sanus venerabat. Habeas felicitatem defendam aqua benedicta ejusque infirmiés saebé exspectant. Asperge ut sic ab eo de venenis cæporient. Si nò fuit ea similia hæc tamen etiamque si haec plerumque ille situr quod nò salutario dió sí norum serer dirigunt. Neque quis eò tetrum mortem amici carnalés vtrumque vtriusque éius gratia ad memores renocent vél redident qui situs in usu sanitatis posse habeat nec requirant. Petra in materia sita quae extreme necessitate cæsar absolutissime considerant ut posse rense singula puncta sequestria qui ad eam adhesit ad eamque et non verbis sed ad eamque incrementum sit in cæperio tbeologice vertantis ut v.c.e. coniurem. Cum aut placide liberant et sine periculo biò secure morte velut e monstrione tales qua- tis verber studiolum vis morti et atè eis dispositionem in- ta similia vám aubert annus sit sollicitus studet e discerteque eòs mortem expectant in ingre- ssum. Nam dicatibus saulim taten in vertice crede mihi quò morte aut grauiiis infirmitate ingre- dientem ipsa venetiis egreditur. Quo pinguissimus hæc accedit serit enim ut moliter in tanto longius illa fugi sit habere. Si ergo non vis decepti nec errare vis secundus eò infinitiis postes quin salus suis vseum ronis habeas biò disposisse uer- dix actum niocere posse. Pò similiis in infinitis viurum necessitatee cæsareos seipse deceptiis de eipsum atque ne/ glecturus. Ut ligro frater aeg postem placet ne i tris eco- tingeat. Nulli ergo incongruentem videat nec tam follet aut et sollicita disposisse ac studiolum exsorbitationis ipsis modi etiam ut simulis eribenda quò nimi tanta tabula vis noncessitas ipsis est indicia ac incipit ut possibile est eòsa eipsum cui- zàd ad momentem quò minoribus cœtum ad eamqü est legitime etiam ad eamqü etiam auctio- car et in quibusdæ religionibus eòs quibus summar quòc ipserit mortis appropinquari, quæ tabula pulchra est mota audit a tabula quàse bosa &c. fraterque vivere fuerint sinuis omnibus occupatiónibus occurringus pollúnt mortem. Un de eo religioso & mulierem, pater suum hominem sumeret nonsem debeat non ad momentem egrissem.

Septâ particula de cœtato ebeius è articulo mortis.
limitus scientiae est quo est scientiae seclentes dicti pater super
infirmi laborantem in aeneum sibi est ponea regularis
nec tempore sunt ratio tabula vmoratis est s
mitieram cito omnia et plasmis colletum atque ordinariis
moeoficiis quisque si ducit siquitur subigint obsto
nec sequentes ad aliquo purum pur oporuntu sunt si pate
ficat quod est plures rerum pater infirmi devotionem si
viam habent tibi docitation necessitatem opor
uter sed pater infirmi comodatatem atque devotione laborantis
in extremis siert pot. Posto apud infirmines secularium dicantur
ordo seu iterum deus ductio ac comoditas ipso,
it sufficiat est quae quodd temp. sed beatus paucissimi
noli apud secundos veri et falsi pluribus religiosis qui
bonificate babest artfacto in mortua anima testis fideli
iter afficiat interrogado moneris ac essas pio pexit ezoando ut
preferres eum et ipi momentes nolund velint morte et
aline momenti miserabiliter pliciantur.

Sequenti annotation. Orationi ab ibi ad CHRISTUM

Eramor de te dignissimi innocensissimi et dilectif
simi patrisie caritatis in te, nobis facti hunic
vulnerari ac morti, salve bone, sed proximo.

Hic eris dulcissime Jesus etsq cognatiu verbo vel facto af
fectione ubi nubus verborum et enibus ronnis et anime de
liquit et veris missionem tribue illi sufficientissima emenda
nem. Hic quosquies miti culpae solutae, ac in plen
plectione omne neglexerant, sunt ad illi flectissima conver
sionem illam quam ab bona eceptis tuae vis in bona mortis
babuest. Testium quod bono operum quaterna ab initio
mundi vis et finem ab omnibus electus placuentur et pla
cere pergant. Qui vivit te.

Orationem salutare

Voxe succentissimam amoro ut te vita etsq viuer
rum coquit incarnati, et angusto ipsi in cruce mori
pulsantes ad medullam benedictionem cœdisi tui et anic fa
multum. Hic nostris nostris etsq dominis tue sanctis
me coeptatissimac etre dignissime paucissini merito obu
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sa supplicis facias et pro haud uncius multitudine migrationum tuarum nostri oenos specialiter ista plona fraterni fratrique primi vocare disponis apparas placetissimique ubi
nostra uncturati validissimi cum dolci patientia vera
pentens plena remissionem peccatorum. Specfirma et gratiae
plectet in pecetissimum statu inter dulcissimam amplexa tua
nullissimi occulti tuis feliciter recipias ad tuam eternam laudem.

Oratio ad eum patrem.

If manus inextinguibilis misericordie tuae patre sancte
pater ut iste amansissime comedamus sibi famuli tui.
Fratri nostri in magnitudine amoris, qua
se ait filii tuorum sanctissima in crucem tibi comedantur suppliciter
deo ante qua est quod ille inestimabile dilectissimae charitate
qua tua divina bonitas in fere trajecta ilia sanctissima alac
eri iosa victima famuli tui. Fratri nostri suscipiam inde
amorem spiritum eius. Amen.

Oratio ad sanctum Michaelem.

Sancte Michael archangeli, viri istutu tibi succur,
renobis apud altissimi indicus. O pulchrum celorum,
menisitate necem simul tuo. Fratri nostro in extrem
mis malae laborante, defende eum potenter a texte intelle
potestatibus fraudulentissimis. Inuper eptanum
secunda a tecum divinitatis summe, ut tecum
hunc imperavit nosse benigne suscipiasque leniter
etiam iunias in finem tum dulcissimae pacis amabiliter
cum pacis refrigeris et quietis. Amen.

Oratio ad beatum virginem Mariam matrem nostro
siderum et intermedia benedicta virgo maria tota
angustiae adiutrici et suave nobis dulciter est
offert simul tuo. Fratri nostro in extremis tum gloria
famcociue victima necessitate tua, et ducis et suis in hoc
cos suis virtutes dilecti fili tuorum intelleget et secutius
ideo cum de omnibus angustias constituit animum, ut laudes
cardi et deo in secula seculorum.

Oratio ad deum caelestium.
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Era mi dulcisima redempto, pássime Jesu benignissime, mege illam lachansít ab ece (via in humanitatem monitis pro nobis distribuenter laboribus pífus idem) stipuus et sic delicta pádre clamabát. rogás me legens ece a famulo tuo. A fratrem nostrum afflickitos in bosa ece in mortem afflickitos sic sic deesse stipum estius te invocare in extrema bosa mortis quae scire non vale. Si Piam etiam ece crucis ece salutare salvífere patris nuptias ece amatores mortis tue cognita de ece cogitaret in pacis et non afflictiis, si miseréricordiae miseraeos solatiónis et libera deo. Augustissima sumptu manente, ece in ece cruce fági gros, clamus ece auctum tui bonum ece dulcissime pater et et sine ece a tomentis etum deputatis, quae deo requies censum tue exaltatiónis confessionis.

Oration ad iuculum crissum.

Miseréricordiae dilecte pieté del vivi in unione ilius cómedatiónis (qua tua saucissiúmaiam patri tuo celesti in crucem mortis cómedatiónis) redemum ineffabilis meus famulé frátris nostris. Misericordia divinae benignitatis tuae, quatenus omnem bonitatem meruit iusti deessa tua saucissiúma quae salutare deus ait ece a morte liberántur, aeternam tui. A dilecti frátris nostris misericordis liberáti eam misericordiam alibi miserióse pétunt. Pudicas ece pver amox et intercessionem tuae dilectissime matris supræmittis aeterni ad spes placent gloriae sociudómine virtus. Que cü deo piet ece

Oration ad deum patrem.

Amen.

Comitatio mortencis.

Pratit sup insimum.

Clemente teqipotentis ego clarisimetrater est cu-

nis in creatur a quidem ut si humanitas ebat

moste interueniensee quod liberis a d creatore suii o delito te-

re te forate tereutarios. Eseuntet in tua ajcute de cogitabil-

heidus angeloni cetera sit occurrat in d eplor. Tibi senatus sub-

tenias. Candidato tibi martyrum triumphant or exercitus

obitut, lecide mulierius te sefile in ubra circulator. Ubilaisi

en virginit obnuce escapiat te quiescit in finit patriarchali

te amplexus astringat mitis atque sephin. Dui no contractis e tis

fibi coelestis aparant et inter alicant sibi te ingitur inter-

esse decernat. Ignorates omnino quod bolet in tenebris quod

strident in filium quod cruciat in tormentis Leobari nece

sathanas cia satellitudo suita nec in a duem solo te vincat si
corin angelici del pontificat ac in cerne noxibus eias imas

tem diffugiat te curgat Deus, t diffusis deo immicci eis.

Sicet deficit humanitas vestigiae in tibi erumpent et eaulit

in coxispecta det. Consistat si et erudet omni et a tua re

legiones at ministris sathanis et tibi te impetere no unde

libert et a cruciantibus epos se mox dignantur et colligant

e pis sullus deo viuin intra paradisam aversat. Zias inter

occupar suis versus tielle patios agnolocat. Alle tstopolo pectos

nisi aboluta atque ad Dexter in elonitio incerta forte te collet-

tur. Yt redeptorius uis faciet ad facies video-te pis se alfius-

mannifus ete aventius alpinias veritatem stititam inter

agnitant bantoni epieclinios diuine gandio potius in secula

federali. Amen.

Alia Pratio

Roficuliter uti piana de hoc mundo in noto patria

ipotentis et te creant in noto. Estax pxi signius p

ep te passus est in noto septram in catibus est oc-

currar t fecundus angeli et zarchagelzrati zo vitratoes prin-

cipianes et putes atque stutes cherubin ateglea apul subies/

nari tibziarche phabet apit et angelitis martyres con-

fessoris monachus et bercini es signes te viduus unicos

aduni et osides oim facerdotis te leuitap-z oim ecclesiastic/
rholice gradus, ut in pace sit locus et habitatio tua in iberu
salum celeri paeunte

Secundum alioque nos
et vulgo dicentis, aequip partem et tali epiplomo.

Ubi et haec papae des in extremis veniatur interrogato
bar capellani et viri idonei quem plurimum diligere
bar. quibus suffragius post mortem ei vellet inuare, aep
deui. Proin hac, quod modo aepi postet. Si quern, debeat p
salute alieni fuerint facere velletest papae atri polo a et alii
ud substitui misis, videreus me in agonias politi damnat
nece suos p metuere vicino acibi hoc libera timere facturis p
mihi ad quem papae de plures patres noster dicentes, dicenbo
note si quos obseres etiam verum multifidus in suis judicis san
guinis, quip timosus aequistit p nobis capitilissime effis,
dico ptra multitudine patet nequeo patre offere re eoudeur et
nefis p obi aequistis qo pectus meus episcopo meus Li, hic
pater noster dicentes, dicenbo honoreos etiam in amantia

dine ut quos a in crucem sustinere et in natio in alia quos ait
etiam sancta de suo corpore sanctissimo effice p post
re e oudeur et ille
etia eos passus q passus qo p scopus meos temo meurisse. Li, hic

dico pterculi post noster. Dicinbo honoribus etiam
re mea sub decharitatus. Quo pti q inim in cenat a

teratius omi bax passiones trahit in baxe charitate salutem et q
celos mihi aperi dignus qet mea meriti salutari nece

letti gratia obtene. Quo victus patris capellanus se 

etiam inseneste
et de uc tabulata
et post mortem etius eum placidius et chori tutus. Gras

meas libi referes iceto fate os pari fede liberati. Nam
postumum post noster eto sui languines ac met iobdes etiam
mampe aequistis. Post feces post noster a martudine eto

passiones suares eto pteos meos svne et de lein. Post tertiis post
noster charitate eto celos referuntur et meus meto intro

pitt in baxo, aequistis eti capellanus etpluribus
referentur et pluribus locis morte inoleunt ut ibide pectus mo

bus ant ad apo morteis deus suare et plures specieris
interpre

ipsi vero aetos et deorum liberare pteis et alteri eto celo

regnii agere. Duxiillo sunt nostri etsi q et benedictus

et
Oratione ad ipsum christum.

Omine iesu pro pagnonam te sem tuam sacratissimæ
quia ostii nobis in morte domini quis factus est dominus
sicut guutre sanguinis devinrettis in terrâ) obierto te
multitudine sanguinis ludonis tui quem pretitum ade augustie
tue coprofistime pro nobis effudisti, offerte t ostenere digneris
do patri omnipotenti pra multitudine eum peti pri tuis
samil tui. A. libera eii in bacbora motus ab olib po.
nis 7 angustiss 79 pectris suis hostes fermentissile Qui etsi
qui etsi Scifca nos bun signatculo se crucis vi famob
offertu istra leuia icula oim inunicoq. De sede nos p. lignis
terri 7 pui ustis sanguinis tui cum quos nos redemisti...

Alia oratio ad ipsum: òm.

Omine iesu qui p. nobis muti dignatus es in cru
cce objecto te vi amaritudines oim penia tua quas
p nobiemus peccatorum supinuiti qui sanctissima auatua
gregs de corpore tuo oflertu e vendo digneris deo qui ipso
repti p tua samul tui. Ita libera eii in bacbora eirus suf ab
oib penia 2 passioho qu p peccatis sehime 2unite. Quo
sacra nobis. Py in 2proteget saula biaficatcula
disci 300 300 sanctori crucis mortox auem animate 2 corps ac
contra hoc nulli feter penicitu 7

Sceptura alia oratio ad ipsum: òm.

Omine iesu rese q p ose bibetem dicisti in sanita
regretu diete 2deo atra e temisra tua) obierto
t e caude chriti estmA 7 de celi in terrâ ad to
lerantius oim passoho tua et amaritudiini te atrae oflert
re digneris deo patri omnipotenti contra oes passiones bupla
nulli tui. A. quas p peccatis sus tunetse materic salua ar
maceus in bacbora eirus suf et apericianu òne 7 facer
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158
Audere eis sanctis in gloria eterna. Qui vivis æt.
Alia oratio ad Ihesum Christum.

Domine igitur redemisti nos propter sanguinem nostrum iscribed in aula huic famuli tua. Et vulnera tua sanguine tuo eis desuistis in eis legere mvt dolores 2 tuum amore dolores egerat omnes dolores et penas qubis peccatis suis sese merentis. Amorem ve vindicat qui amove munificiabilite quo ab obiis egressis sunt mundi possit et rerum separati. Est etsi die Ihesu spectaculum faciebantur incar- nationis, passiones, resurrectionis et ascensionis, etsi faciebantur participes crucifixi mythicorum et faciebantur. etsi faciebantur ipsi ostitionis et beneficinæ, quia sunt in ecellia sancta suis, faciebantur ipsi benedictionis gratiæ. meritorum et saeculorum olim electorum, etsi quislibet placuerunt ab initio mundi et concedit ei reum hunc omnium in tuo conspectu gaudeant in aeternum. Qui vivis et regnas æt.

Cum auctore salus hostis in sseco sita, sollicitus est rare debere beatum et huius sti amico fideli et benemor accidens ad mortem prudente eis fidelier assit ut ad fidem confersen patientia, atque de morte intercedere consisterit in stuentiaipsi sollicitus incipiente et animo ve etiam semin in agonias oes odores excipientes et libenter super eis fidellis legatis et dicens ad tertio et intentione notitia atque desidera. Ad quam si osten efficitur omnino eae necessitatem dispositionis scilicet inquidem materiae de artificio certum est expressum, quia in ea certa est quod est searcavari volens super oes necessitate in fines aetas eam occupar mortem ducat, sic benedicunt sic ad id quos, ratis simul primitus suis subveniret ut assit ut eum interrogans domo et regem oratio, etsi ipse particeps non sit mortem, etsi possint morientes non ducant velint. etsi mortem super omnia placet, plebiter Plectatur, vale cito tecum et bonus accedo vide quod et beneac, etsi bo- dies certas non partes. Cu in sublatas sustine ad eum quis cito tradi aetate. Eritis deurica cordis hianti etsi solutio pieta meditatur futura magis nolitque. Sicut est factum et cogitatum debere tenere quod statim eum modum sit bonaz c igitur.
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Ecce habes fiduciam, ad quod te tute victuri dixi esse navis, cui nulius habes dieis curam; multis deceperunt. Quoties aquis et viduas pille gladio cecidit, illae submersus est in aqua ille ab atrocibus cernit equestris, ille manducando extenuavit, ille bibendo sine drac. Altius ignis, altius peste, altius latrocinio perit, et in his morte est et vita honesta ventris morte habito granulata. Memorabilis est post mortem, quia ortus est praevenientorigine, quaeque, dixi, te volumina post mortem sequeruntur. Babes cogitare diutius in mortales, petere salutem, nihil cogitare, solus deus vereus, fac non nunc sit amicus, venerare pecora et corum actus silebant, et non defeceris in hac vita illi te recipiant in eternum tabernaculum, forma repergerint et hostis super terrae ad quae nihil spectare demisibis, forma cor liberat et ad ventrem eructam quoniam hic cincte maneret, illuc pecus geminum et tidias cum lacrymis dirigit, ut ipsum tuum mercatur ad idem post mortem sedecim transire.

De mortua tua poteris formare meditaciones. Sit modo horum mortis tempus suspicat babes cogitum et improudens mons veniet. Quippe mors est minimis sperabilis qui minimis edebat, qui minimus dispensabat et ille diutius et improudens sperabat et cogitabat babes nonnullis fiscum esset. Sumus esse morueris et multos fiscus quos sequuntur. Cogita itaque quum morte specte granulata in firmitatis. Cum tales in firmitate sunt nisi pecos et vide ergo granulum huius in firmitatis cogita cerez en naturalia inclinatione appetitus genere, cogita itaque tibi festinat a mundo transiri etiam medicus hoc volendo ut eum semper festinare quia tibi semper cerez est quod recurrit in eo quod te non dixit ponit tunc enim ipsa potest ad memoriae cohaerent. Et cogita quinque singulae peritibus tuis et passionibus cruciatus eius ilia non vicini, cogitare etiam si tali articulo mortem non contingat aperitis ei quod defidero defideret in horam sanctitatem veniam pro amandatione, cogita homo cui ad ilium horam veniet et hinc transebit ac ipsi pecus etiam.
rurcis ad determinat ad quae tristibus quis bens est timor videbimus: rota vita tua apparebit tibi bene somni; si ea erit tibi totius res tuas tua actu modis spaci pari putat uti: dilectum est, est commodum in alto statum totius virtutis bona sit virtutis in voluptatis tuae. Scilicet considerabis dispositionem mei: qui est quod totius corpus nigratur, aculi cœptum, quia prospera est. Considera quod quodem est ibi, et quia ut ille non expectat etiam. Deinde considera qui invenit, ut hic invenit, et reponit ratione ignota, et spera mones eae expectationis. Eam institut et quæ libenter reddet ad corpus suum, sed quod predictum, et de praebere sensuit et spes vitae. Logita et go transire ad catenas imiticos, et qui fungulis spissius visceris et ad occurrentiam huius, et in spissius filiplicibus, et am. Spies laetitia laetitiae et qua sua sunt eidem aliqua.

Vt eum audeat tu, quod egressa de corpore statum statat et tribunal ludicibus expectans finiam et hoc facit singulorum extremitatibus.
nulla ignis ad igné ném tante est calorior frutum ignis éa
digni beata tere frigore ester. Dum tempus antiquus a
certus est et fuerit et tenebris et gemini planetae et blasph
efia devia réci. Logita de penae multiplicitate ibi est ignis
in uxoribus obscurum. Frigus intolerabili, ferox hor
ribilis tenebroscopabili, ibi enim sunt quae in vitis
visum bonus erat aspectus demoniog. In audita per
lamentibus geminis et clamores. Logita de misera
bilia, feliciter et crudelitate tota sine oculis in uxoribus
nec ad mifericordiam cómoneque. In uxoribus ibi vic
Logita quae ibi pæna (quod quae peccati) pæna et puni
cia, ut in uxoribus ibi penae sententia et uxoribus
Logita de pena interiori vide interioris musculi corde
et gloria esset. Non momento, qui se cogitari sufficiént
illimant penae indicibus et bene id factum est
pena: stenos maxime in eas regnabunt, erunt enim maxime
erunt ipsi simul canes rabidi: Jec recordabunt pæn
res delectationes ad angustiæ pene. Vbi ibi lamentabun
tur dicentes. Quid nobis plus uxoribus. Logita de uxoribus.
penae quae nunc sint. Habentur non post mille annos
imperium post annum et postrem un mille annos nominari
et ibi nulla redemptio minima finis.

Extremo judicio esse et examine quae fuerint se
in tua angelica mirabiliter edita signa fulgura cho
nuctationes percutient corda bovin et patrum facientes.
Logita si posses magnitudinem et uxor iidem uxor
entia conciliare et saeque multo terrebrant imaginum
e quod se uxoras sit ibi duxi. Ponef esse uxoribus et
naturalibus dexteris superbi et uxoribus ad finem in tern
num in cœlum et alius re libert
que, Logita dux honoris et honoriae. Ad administratio erit si
peribat et divinis buinis midii et se gesserint ad deos abiectos
veterem pauperae et desperatos et cælestes putabant ad dexter
raptis in gloria interim saeclent. Et pöniam intrinsecen
visit. Ecce bi quos aliqui habuimus in uxoribus et uxor
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Haec sunt in magnetis constantiae aduersus eam as angustiatur.
Sum. Logita omnium operum e cognitionum secretibus.
Non exulit emi scrutabilis incertis, ut apparer velut sancti,
Hoc est habuit ibi et ecequad occulta in eis fuerat ad lumine
Ut etiam qui addidit nosque a quo cemprehensis.
Hoc est iuxta eum qui etiam eum adeunt
Logita quae epius ephibebit ibi passionis frail inflata
et quae nascendam nobis haec que censimimus.
Logita de illo consilioris mortuus et eum iniuriae subvenit.
Hoc est quae in omni eorum.
Logita de dictis inunctus et in eorum sanctitatis
ne tibi ad sempiternam censent per illa beneficiae voces venient.
Benedictus patri noster.
Logita quae omnia intuisti misere.
Hoc est quae in omnibus virtutibus cum in solutis ad indicatam additum.
Ceriu videam Logita et tibi ibunt in eis semper et in saeculo sempiternum, quae
et in locis semper et in semper semper semper.
Et gaudies superclimbo imaginare locum illu gemum
et in semper semper et in semper semper semper semper semper semper semper semper semper semper.
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timebis a temptatiōe inimici inde tibi summa libertās in
vel sanitās inde voluntās inde amīcitās inde bonō inde
cōcōrdia et breuere babebis ibi quicquid vōleris et quic-
quid vōleris non habere nō babebis dicēt Anselmus.

Sequentur signa sec. quibus homo potest considerare de
salute. dicit Anselmus sec. interrogatōres visiteri hominēs cō-
stituto in moribus articulo. Prima est ista. si credēs ea et si
christianae fidei quanti ad omnia determinata ad ecclesiā dicē-
cat Credo. Secunda gaudēs et lætēras quod mortis in fide
christi dicat sit. Tertiacognoscet te gratier deum offensī
vīnti. dicat sit. Quarta volēs tu quod offensī. dicit sit
Quinta proponis tu si viveris abstīnere apecchiae dicat sit.
Sexta credēs et speras venire ad salutem eternam
non multis meritis sed christi dicat sit. Septima nō
est interrogatio sed a securitāt. Si obsticat dubōlus ali-
quid tibi opponas merita christi iter te et ipsum et biō per
actis dicit Anselmus quē sine dubio saluabītur.

Artis hīs mortiendi cunctis putantīsme felīsis.
APPENDIX B

ARS MORIENDI

Appendix B consists of a copy of the title page and four images with their corresponding text from the *Ars Moriendi* (c. 1450), a work which according to its author was written to accompany illustrations, Courtesy of The University of Chicago Library Special Collections Research Center.
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APPENDIX C

DOCTRINAL DE LOS CAUALLEROS

Appendix C contains a copy of one page of the *Doctrinal de los caualleros* (c. 1444) by Alfonso de Cartagena from an incunabula printed in Burgos, Fadrique de Basilea, 1487, Courtesy of the Newberry Library, Chicago, IL, Wing Collection, History of Printing.
velo peligroso velo amos oydo en el libro suso scripto. Con siguiente cosa es q oyamos velo segundo. Por q en otra man ra no seria puesta la doctrina. Ca segundo dize el jurisconsulto en todas las cosas es asi. Que aello se dize perfecto q tiene todas sus partes. E como quiere que los legistas en la materia dela cavallia afaq copioso fablaro pero mas extensamente escriuiron la dizer sidad delos delictos militares el peña q deuen auer los cavalle ros q en la hueste yerran q los gualardones q irecen los q bien siruen. Lo qual cuando algunas vezes considero por q lo fizierlo asi los jurisconsultos. Ca non es de creer q pase por olvido, pues no solian olidar lo q complia abuela gubernacion dela srep u blica. Pienso q la fazon podria ser. Por q segundo la grand dizer sidad ay el los fechos en las dizerlas costumbres delos sreynos q las diferencias delas personas. Necesaria cosa es q los mas delos gualardones q en en aluverio del príncipe. E por esto no cu rarian delo declarar enlas leys dependo lo todo al juzglo del capi tano. Pero los derechos deste sreyno non se costoentaron con esto. Mas quisieron declarar aello q exprimir se podria. E toieron en ello muy buena y notable consideracion. Ca bien es q se declare algunos gualardones. E endeqda el bueno y justo aluverio del príncipe para dispor en lo q non es declarado. E aun mudar lo declarado seglando la calvida delos tipos sintieren q cüple. E como dos cosas son q atraen a ome a fazer bien. La una es amor de vir tud o alo menos de gualard. La otra es temor de pena. E la se gida no es tan honesta como la primera. Por q el amor perten el ce allos buenos y el temor allos malos y allos impuestos. Ca pro niendo antiguo es q dize asi dechar de pecar allos malos por temor dela pena abotrench de pecar los buenos por amor dela virtud. E el jurisconsulto dize fablando en persona delos fazedores delas leys. Desenamor verdad nos insingida sabiduria y cobdiciamos allos díos fazer buenos non solo con miedo delas penas. mas con amonestamiento de gualardon 7 de amor. Edestas dos cosas si eron fablar las leys del sreyno q dela cavalleria tractaron. Dize de como deuen ser gualardonados los q bien sirue en las guerar E non callando de q guisa deuen ser escameñados los q erran.